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Appendix A

Needs Definitions and Interpretations
Needs

‘The requirements – acknowledged or inferred – of an individual, stakeholder group or
community needed to fulfil ambitions, potential and/or expectations’
Our interpretation of this definition is concerned with the extent to which people can thrive
and flourish, with particular regard to health, wellbeing and leisure, and with factors that
would enable people to move closer to flourishing.
In this analysis we looked at both indicators of need (educational, health or wealth
imbalances, for example) and at the social and situational drivers of those indicators. We
also considered communities (constituencies and their individual wards, including some
specific neighbourhoods), and identifiable groups (children and families, the elderly,
employers, etc) with regard to their needs and challenges.

Stakeholders

‘A person or group with an interest or concern in something’
Priority stakeholders in this analysis were identified as residents (recognising differences
amongst this broad group), tourists and visitors, businesses and employers (and, by
inference, the wider economy), community groups and other ‘grass roots’ organisations
and service professions other than the Council (schools, police, GPs, etc).

Assets

‘A building or resource that is useful’
Our analysis used the term both in this narrow sense – concerned primarily with Councilowned physical buildings and facilities, and more widely in the sense of resources within a
community that are important, useful and empowering, - to include places, networks,
people and aspects of culture.

Service

‘A system supplying a public need’
Our analysis uses the term Service (capital ‘S’) to refer to the set of defined activities and
facilities delivered by the Council in the Leisure, Libraries, Parks and Culture (see below),
but also (small ‘s’) in the wider sense of activities to address the underlying needs, wants
and ambitions of stakeholders. When considering services from this angle we encompass
a broader set of delivery channels and models.

Portfolio in Scope

The project of which this Needs Analysis forms a part is focussed on the four Service
Areas within the Council’s the Leisure, Libraries, Parks and Culture, namely:
• Arts and Culture
• Leisure
• Libraries
• Parks and Countryside
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Appendix B

Methodology, Scope and Limitations of Needs Analysis
The analysis was performed using a combination of workshops (with Service Area heads and their teams), semistructured interviews (with other professionals, Constituency Committee Managers, and stakeholders from other
areas within the Council) and desk-based research on comparable projects and initiatives and underpinning
research and data evidence.
The workshops were designed to elicit broad information about needs from the perspective of current service
providers (Council staff) – using their knowledge of what was popular, what worked well, and what was underutilised to identify (and in some cases to infer):
•
•
•

gaps in provision (where activities could be scaled, adapted or developed)
barriers to growth or development, including insufficient funding, lack of resource or poor quality buildings
examples of initiatives and partnerships which were working well – particularly where these addressed
underlying causes of needs

Our interviews explored the needs of people area by area, focussing on what life is like for the people who live
there, what social determinants predominate and then moving onto what activities and services are wanted,
needed and would help to address the overall ability of residents to thrive. Here again, we looked for examples of
what is working well and asked about assets in the broadest sense - places, people and activities that are
important in each area, and which could provide opportunities for growth or enhanced service provision.
The analysis therefore comprises a synthesised summary of different, but related views of Wirral’s needs, however
we acknowledge that there are other views which are equally important, but which have not fallen within the scope
of this analysis. We have not yet been able to talk to representatives of Friends’ groups, and are keen to do so in
the coming weeks. Also, our knowledge of the business and wider economic stakeholders has been based on the
views of Council employees (notably in the Strategic Growth Hub) and Constituency Committee Managers and not
directly from business owners or the Chamber of Commerce, for example.
Our conclusions about usage and access to nature and green space focus more on how the needs of people are
served through such assets, and do not explicitly extend to environmental needs in and of themselves, albeit we
are sensitive to these.
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Appendix C

Needs of a Healthy Community – Structured Analysis
This section analyses the needs of Wirral within the framework of the healthy community features first introduced
on page 12 and summarised in the diagram below:

The tables in this Appendix describe indicators of being close to achieving those vital signs, as well as indicators of
being some distance away from those. They then give a high level area analysis of Wirral, describing what we
have found in our research (though this is by no means a comprehensive audit), and set out what potential
opportunities there are for advancing these outcomes.
It should be emphasised that additional research would be needed to understand and develop each of these
opportunities in more detail if deemed attractive. These illustrations also help to draw attention to the conditions
and principles that would need to be in place to support them and those conditions are described after the tables of
findings.
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Table 1: Good Health and Vitality
1. Good Health and Vitality
Optimal-sound wellbeing in health and mind. Is able to access or create resources and support to enable good
health and vitality.

Indicators of distance
from thriving

Area analysis

Close to good health and
vitality: Has good mental
and physical wellbeing, is
resilient, is physically and
mentally able to engage in
purposeful and daily
activities in presence or
absence of sound mental
and physical mental
wellbeing.

Close:
•
Much of Wirral South and West would seem to achieve or be close to having good health
and vitality.
•
However there is notable hidden poverty, loneliness, poor mental health and carers, as well
as hotspots of need amongst social housing in New Ferry, Town Lane in Bebington and
Eastham.
•
Also note that there will be some cases where individuals are distant from thriving and will
need to tap into support networks.
•
Whilst some wards are comparatively worse off, eg Birkenhead compared to West Kirby,
the data shows that the relatively better off wards are worse than they were 10 years ago
for obesity.

Distant from good health
and vitality: Is obese or
overweight, has COPD, has
poor circulatory health, has
dementia, has poor mental
well-being, has diabetes,
has poor mobility, addiction,
health problems associated
with homelessness

Distant:
•
Birkenhead (highest concentration of most deprived wards, 34% of children in poverty, 24%
working age out of work, more likely to die from cancer than national average, as well as
heart disease, respiratory disease, 24% have a limiting long-term illness, poorer levels of
health eating, operations for heart disease, greater numbers of hip and knee operations,
and diabetes.
•
Claughton has higher numbers with dementia)
•
Liscard, Seacombe (markedly lower life expectancy than rest of Wallasey and enter poorer
health earlier), Bidston & St. James, Wallasey (higher number of residents consider their
health to be poor compared to other constituencies and have higher numbers of smokers,
alcohol related hospital admissions, greater levels of obesity and just over national average,
higher reports of limited daily activities and 60% not doing recommended level of exercise)
•
Leasowe and Moreton, Bebington (Town Lane), Bromborough (New Ferry), Rock Ferry,
Parts of Eastham, Woodchurch (including higher number of visits to A&E with 0-4 year
olds), Beechwood, Wirral West (Slightly higher incidences of cancer, long-term limited
illness – likely due to older age profile of residents)
•
Alcohol related admissions cost Wirral healthcare £25m pa and wider costs of £131m. 40%
deaths are related to underlying liver disease.
•
In Clatterbridge mobility is an issue for a significant minority – notably the elderly and their
carers, with an impact on wellbeing
While there are stark differences, there are also important common trends; for all constituencies
there is a trend of less exercise/recommended minimum of 150 minutes a week – for example
54% of residents in Wirral West, and 58% in Wirral South don’t achieve 150 minutes of exercise
a week, and all constituencies have creeping levels of obesity. GPs report that a sizeable
proportion of appointments relate to social determinants of health which they feel poorly
equipped to manage. Additionally the nature of long-term health conditions doesn’t fit well in the
current model of annual check-ups and they feel a different system is needed – this seems to be
across the constituencies. As such all constituencies are in need of more effective approaches
to support health and wellbeing.
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Related Wirral Plan Pledges
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Alcohol strategy - recommends a partnership approach to address complex issues and achieve policy change at a
regional and sub-regional level. As well as community projects for young people and adults to help keep people
together, offer new ways to make friends gain skills in life, social and work. Provide help for people with poor mental
health.
Healthier lives strategy - which draws plans from Marmot’s ‘Fair Society, Healthy Lives recommendations around
reducing social health inequalities.
Growth plan - which aims ‘to fully understand communities so that partners can support them and grow to meet their
potential. This includes integrating and connective services to support the development of place.’ In the logic model set
out within the Growth Strategy we would also recommend that co-creation with communities features more significantly
in plans for place-making and supporting healthy communities. The plan also discusses partnership, consultation and
alternative delivery models and a focus on integrating and improving delivery.
Housing plan - to enable more homes to meet the decent homes standard, enable residents to live independently and
securely.
Improving life chances – informed through voice of community and empowering. More innovative approaches to
addressing social inequalities, look at Hub models such as the school community hub in Woodchurch, increase
numbers attending NCS, The report is decisive and sets out that this area has ‘had some successes, but has not had
the impact needed to significantly improve levels of poverty, but a radical new approach is needed. Recommends
place based delivery shaped around local context, a coordinated and strategic approach due to multi-dimensional
nature and integration with Growth plan. Build on recent development of community hubs used an asset based
development approach. Develop neighbourhood approaches to tackling food poverty.
Leisure strategy – develop healthcare links between primary care, and network of sports, leisure, social and physical
activities in Wirral, focus on physical wellbeing, mental wellbeing, individual development, social, community and
economic development. Encourage and enable more people (including disabled and disadvantaged through new
disability sports programme) to take part in sport and take responsibility for their health, help growth of NCS, ensure
affordability. Connect portfolios and open up referral pathways between GPs, network of sports, leisure, social
organisations. Transport – good public transport, more green routes, more walking and cycling routes.
Asset strategy – which is actively working towards co-location of services, including health and social care services to
deliver systems of joined up care across borough. Ensuring more fit for purpose assets, ensuring place-based models
of growth, maximise value from assets through revenue savings, income generation and reduction in facilities
management costs.
Disability Strategy – which recommends an integrated partnership approach, more delivery in the community within
mixed groups to open upon social networks for those with a disability, inclusive play opportunities, seamless, holistic
support.

Implications for service provision, delivery models and community engagement
Research and Innovation toolkit findings - The Public Health commissioned research referred to above found that poor
health outcomes related to wider determinants of health – such as work and income. It found that there was overly basic support
– and recommended provision that recognises different levels and abilities, unrealistic goals – needing an approach to steady
progression, a proliferation of services that were unnavigable for individuals and health professionals, perverse incentives to
stay unwell in the benefit system – recommending introducing incentives for good health (and removing barriers that reward lack
of progression, greater consistency and working across professional boundaries – such as GPs, DWP, and support, that mental
health was left to deteriorate and problems needed to be spotted and work with earlier – at a wider holistic level so that mental
health is not seen solely as a medical challenge. Personal factors related to social isolation (recommending approaches that
enable greater connection with others), poor mental health and demotivation hampering progress (recommending support that
enables people to work toward/maintain a positive outlook that is essential for progress in all other dimension), as well as
developing personal responsibility to avoid dependency and lack of agency. Above all, a recognition that health outcomes are
hugely complex and the need for professional to see the big picture and to create ownership of the whole through a ‘thoroughly
joined up approach’.
Opportunities for spaces:
Hubs going beyond co-location: Use open universal hub provision to create warm welcoming spaces that are open to and
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blend communities of need from those who want a cup of tea to those are coping with serious illness (as an example). There is
potential for co-location, but going beyond co-location and into shared systems of support across health, social support, leisure,
libraries, local arts and cultural programmes, outdoor spaces, and integrating initiatives such as food networks, food
cooperatives, and incubator programmes – by using a wrapper such as a social prescribing system - building on the current
Community Connectors programme.
West Kirby and other areas in West Wirral have nurtured initiatives around food and health. Upton is becoming a local hub for
health related activities. These could be built upon for community wellbeing, but also to support tourism and the attraction of
quality businesses into the area. Volunteer groups, local societies, digital and creative communities, environmental
organisations and local business have potential to collaborate to develop these ideas and offerings.
Supported by good design: West Kirby concourse already has co-location of GPs, health, and library provision, together with
a community centre, and is extremely popular. However there are separate receptions for most of these separate functions and
there isn’t a yet a system which fully joins up and connects these into a holistic system of support. The building design currently
works against this too, as it requires people to exit and re-enter in order to visit different facilities. Design of spaces so that they
need to feel vibrant, warm, welcoming and non-civic is essential. Creating space within these hubs for businesses, social
enterprise, local working groups/initiatives to come and meet, and spaces for freelancers to work opens up further possibilities
for joined up working within communities to enable wider wellbeing. A social enterprise model to enable this could bring fresh
ideas and thinking.
Sharing costs: In Moreton, an area in need of revitalising, there is a library, family centre, community safety hub, medical
centre, and ambulance station all in separate buildings and next to each other. Interviews say that there is potential to combine
these into one physical hub that offers holistic support, and houses groups who could play a role in regenerating Moreton, while
combining and sharing costs and facilities. There are many exercise and leisure options from private sector, educational
establishments, and third sector. There may be the potential for shared spaces – but this needs further research.
Consider existing community assets for hub potential: In other areas local action groups, clubs community centres, faith
groups, or arts and cultural groups are developing proposals such as the Beacon project in Hoylake, which seeks to repurpose
the (soon to close) job centre and old town hall, and develop them into an arts and cultural venue, with workshops,
accommodation, and a cinema, or the New Ferry football club which is deeply embedded in the local area and engages in wider
community development and is trying to upgrade its buildings in order to further their work. The collective energy of these types
of groups be built upon and enabled, to develop or scale into becoming local hubs. There are already successful examples of
libraries and community centres being spun out of the council and into local groups who understand their local area well.
Going to places where people are already at: In addition there are some ideas for rethinking how we support health and
wellbeing and the use of spaces, involving the use of other assets in the community – such as cafes, bookshops, churches
centres, community centres, clubs, a pub in Hoylake with social ambitions to be a community hub, and other warm meeting
places for programmes such as social prescribing and community connecting to take place. In November 2017 there will be
significant changes to universal credit that will require benefit recipients to check in with Job Centre staff more regularly,
however the number of job centres is reducing and travel costs and poor connectivity in some areas will make regular check-in
difficult. There is potential to use mobile approaches such as community connectors and local spaces as check ins. There are
many initiatives that already do this to some degree – but could be built upon further.
Develop integrated social prescribing approaches – Research commissioned by Wirral, as we as our research with GPs and
health indicate the need for non-pharmacological support in particular connecting people with other others in trusting
relationships, in order to help people: broaden their social networks and social contact, find and engage in purposeful activities
and work, seek support with housing and finance. Health professionals lack the time to do this. Repeated efficiency drives have
centralised staff in their separate organisations, which has meant that it is now more difficult to connect patients with other
professionals, organisations and individuals to build in social support. Those who are furthest away from good wellbeing
generally need more human support and connection to help get them onto different pathways – including those who are
financially stable.
Make it a commissionable service - develop specialist social prescribing and commissioning for this to support progressed
health conditions such as cardiovascular disease, obesity and cancer by joining up systems and partners such as leisure and
the third sector. This would be a longer term strategic aim as Wirral budgets still highly centralised and this thinking presents a
culturally different way of working. As referred to in the main report and case studies Bromley By Bow Centre (BBBC) in the
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East End of London has successfully run social prescribing for a number of years now and receives funding from the CCG and
from Morgan Stanley as part of their healthy cities initiative. Building costs are shared with the GPs who are located on site, and
who share café facilities with the centre. Connected to this initiative Public Health awarded significant funding BBBC for their
Fit4Life work.
But supported with other initiatives - Trusting relationships are at the heart of this – and is likely to need a strong
volunteering component, as well as thinking differently about funding to connect up residents to one another as well as connect
up services to one another. The Community Connectors programme is a great step in this direction, and could be
complemented with skilled volunteers. Specifically when thinking about people using facilities such as sports and leisure
mediated relationships to help people down the path of engaging in sports and level either in formal places or informal
environments (parks, beaches etc.).
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Table 2: Healthy Relationships
1. Healthy Relationships
Relationships that result in each party being better off in one or more dimensions whether through family, partners,
friends, work or within neighbourhoods and communities.

Indicators of distance
from thriving

Area analysis

Close: Is able to form
supportive, friendships,
family and intimate
relationships.
Distant: Experiences
chaos and crisis in family
based, friendship based
and intimate relationships:
families in crisis, LAC,
neighbour disputes,
inability to hold work down,
intimate controlling
behaviour and DV

The following areas have been broken down by looking at analyses of aspects such as LAC,
neighbour disputes, DA call outs. However close healthy and supportive relationships are more
nuanced and there will be traditional geographic hotspots where there are many vibrant and
supportive relationships, and comfortable or wealthy areas where people experience poor quality
relationships in their life.
Close:
•
Much of Wirral South and West but notable hidden loneliness, and restricted social life for
carers, as well as hotspots of need amongst social housing in New Ferry, Town Lane in
Bebington and Eastham Mill Park Estate.
•
Also note that all residents may have occasions where they are lacking beneficial
relationships and will need to tap into support networks, without appearing on any kind of
index or register.
Distant:
•
Birkenhead (higher than average LACs, higher reported levels of domestic abuse, and
challenging social conditions, more social isolation hotspots than other constituencies in
particular Bidston and St. James, Birkenhead and Tranmere, as well as Oxton
•
Liscard, Seacombe (with half the number of LACs in the constituency)
•
Bidston & St. James, Wallasey (higher teenage conception rate)
•
Leasowe and Moreton, Bebington, Bromborough (older people social isolation hotspots –
notable in New Ferry); parts of Eastham, Woodchurch, Beechwood, West Kirby and Hoylake
(Older People Social Isolation report reveals these two areas as social isolation hotspots in
Wirral West).
The police dealt with 97 reported domestic incidences a day in 2015 and believe that DA is vastly
under-reported, there has been a year on year increase of 57% and they link personal, social and
economic factors, in particular substance abuse – alcohol in particular – and deprivation. Across
Wirral January 2017 suicide audit revealed relationship problems and isolation were two main
factors in suicide.
It should be noted that in surveys there are also strong indications of informal volunteering and
support within these communities, which goes some way towards addressing deficits but could
benefit from being more systematically organised and supported.

Related Wirral Plan Pledges
•

•

•

Zero tolerance for domestic abuse – break cycles of domestic abuse, whole family approaches, coordinated
community response, addressing personal social and economic factors, engage young people to learn about healthy
relationships, prevention a priority
All age disability strategy – more innovative collaborative approaches to open up employers networks, and broaden
social networks so that provision doesn’t result in only socialising with other disabled folk.
Health strategy/health research innovation tool kit – design services that facilitate social mixing, make good use of
community connectors, and welcoming spaces, pilot befriending services, create opportunities for community
celebration, foster community connections, spirit and pride, enable inclusive and friendly neighbourhoods with
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opportunities for newcomers, tough love and encouragement to get people to step outside of their comfort zone to
achieve better outcomes. Ensure that support is tailored, ambitious, future focused and integrated.

Implications for service provision, delivery models and community engagement
Hubs and connected communities - Use of hubs, social prescribing and Community Connectors as described above to
enable meaningful support networks and relationships to grow - particularly those that feature reciprocity in their design. For
example The Good Gym which connects those who want to get fit with those who could act as a ‘trainer’ and encourager
(elderly), easy to access activities. We have heard in the research that people want to be able to connect – and services such
as libraries offer a way to do this – and often want to so without feeling that they are the recipient of ‘charity’. Keeping or
creating hyper local spaces, whether libraries or other means, are important for allowing people to connect.
We haven’t fully explored how local assets could be used and joined up together to support the development of healthy
relationships where there is already crisis – such as children in need, domestic abuse, families in crisis and ASB. These areas
are described as priorities for police and education. It is clear though that there are excellent initiatives that are working in this
area such as;
•
Tomorrow’s Women in Birkenhead
•
The sporting activities and fareshare meals provided at the Gautby Road youth centre which are helping to reduce
ASB
•
The Breakfast club and parent’s play club at St. Pauls School in Beechwood that are helping parents learn to play
with their children and develop speech and language
•
Autistic evenings at St.James library
•
Arts engagement for LACs at the Williamson.
Research in other projects regularly shows us that people don’t want to be problematized and channelled into government
centres for the troubled. Further thought needs to be given to these areas but it is clear that the use of the written word, leisure
provision, outdoor places, cultural activities (and beyond) have the potential to be used as one of the means of support for those
already in crisis. Whether there is potential to develop new commissioning relationships based on these needs further research.
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Table 3: Education, Growth and Work
1. Education, Growth and Work
Covering education from nursery through to higher education, formal or informal skills development, growth and
progression at work and otherwise.

Indicators of distance
from thriving

Area analysis

Close: Is/has achieved
potential at school and is
able to make most of
natural talents and be
rewarded for those. Is able
to progress in terms of
purpose, development, and
stable financial income.
Distant: Is/was unable to
achieve potential at school,
experiences regular or
long-term unemployment, is
dependent upon in and out
of work benefits, is unable
to develop aspirations and
skills. Lack of support
leaving school, ADHD

Close:
•
As with other social indicators there remains an East/West divide, for example 14% of
children are in poverty in Wirral West, and 14% of residents are pension credit claimants.
Children in South and West have higher levels of attainment, and 67% of residents are
economically active.
•
The West and South are more mobile and have higher levels of car ownership than the East
and North.
•
Whilst there are attainment differences, however there has been much work, with notable
successes, focused on improving attainment in schools in Birkenhead and Beechwood for
example.
Distant:
•
Birkenhead (55% live in most deprived 20% of England, 34% in poverty,28% pensioner
claim credits, almost double the number of young people claiming JSA than national
average, high cyclical unemployment and greater number of claimants per job than Wirral
South)
•
Liscard, Seacombe, Bidston & St. James, Wallasey (mixed picture of attainment with
Leasowe Academy one of the worst performing, although lower rates of unemployment
compared to Birkenhead the residents’ survey highlights need for greater attainment and
employment.
•
New Brighton highest numbers on ESA due to poor mental health and those on DLA almost
double national average. Challenge with multi-gen unemployment.
•
Leasowe and Moreton, Bebington (Town Lane), Bromborough (New Ferry). Parts of
Eastham, Woodchurch.
Those over 50 may need support to ensure they can remain in the workplace, re-enter the job
market. Those with disabilities have lower employment rates in Wirral than national rates, and
would like to access meaningful work.
Productivity has been identified as low within Wirral and GVA is lower than the regional and
national average. There is also an identified skills deficit for existing and new industries. The
health research reveals many barriers to become work and life ready.

Related Wirral Plan Pledges
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•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Children and young people action plan – Enable best start in life, ensure ready for school, work and adulthood,
ensure reach full potential, do more with local business to support job progression and volunteering, develop innovative
and creative approaches to support.
Growth plan – improve currently low productivity rates, support currently strong start-up business rates, create a
shared ambition for growth and investment across business, communities and public sector, ensure participation and
access to these opportunities for local residents, create more dynamic and growth focused businesses, improve
education and skills and upskill residents for potential workforce, ensure world-class aspirational workforce, address
current transport network pinch points, reach a sustained growth rate that is higher than the UK average, develop a
global reputation in advanced manufacturing, low carbon, energy and maritime, high quality housing, better connected
borough, partnership, collaboration and alternative delivery models with be essential, integrate with health related
worklessness programme, support small business and start-ups to thrive.
Schools strategy – Locality improvement boards set up in 2015, greater early intervention, address mental health and
in particular factors for CLAs (LACs), address needs of children and families in receipt of free school meals, and those
with SEN/D
Healthier lives strategy/Innovation toolkit – reduce health inequalities, work with local people to help take control
over health and wellbeing, ensure stable housing, support that offers progression, make it easier to navigate landscape
of back to work support, delivering brilliant services, remove perverse incentives to stay on ESA and give permission
and reward progress towards good health (and therefore closer to employment), enable to build confidence and selfworth (but not necessarily through classes, but through doing), remove tendency to isolation and shrinking networks –
enable participation and broadening of networks, expose to new ideas and opportunities through peer to peer, surface
and holistically provide for those with low level poor mental wellbeing, greater collaboration between services,
stakeholders and touch-points, enable responsibility for own situation and improvement, support tailored future
focussed, ambitious and integrated.
Improving life chances - address long-term workless ness, ill health, family stability. Consider community hub models
such as Woodchurch school community hub.
Visitor economy strategy – grow visitor economy skills through partnerships with education and others, increase
number of (sustainable) jobs in visitor economy – through growth.
All age disability strategy – ensure access to employment and volunteering.
Ageing well action plan – enable over 50s to be financially secure and access employment opportunities.

Implications for service provision, delivery models and community engagement
Schools and attainment:
Library outreach to support school initiatives: In Wirral’s schools there are some hotspots of excellence, particularly in areas
that face entrenched social challenges. Different models have been trialled, with different levels of success. For example
support with child development in partnership with the family in St. Pauls in Beechwood. The community hub school in
Ridgeway which helps parents to learn and gain qualifications. The outreach model in libraries could offer tailored support to
these initiatives – with specifically designed mobile libraries. Some of these models may offer routes to engage parents further
in boosting wellbeing and engaging in leisure and culture too. It should also be noted that some libraries important as safe
spaces for children to go to after school – homework clubs and library development could specifically cater for this purpose to
support increased attainment particularly at a neighbourhood level, but also at a central level to help connect children into wider
culture and aspiration.
Connect Wirral Development Company into attainment strategy and the four LLPC services: There are opportunities too
for the Wirral development company to join up thinking around industry, employers, schools, and connect this thinking into
leisure based opportunities. This brings about implications for land use and area design and mixed use space.
The @Bristol visitor centre is the one of the UK’s largest science hubs, situated on the regenerated water front. It is currently
running 6 week ‘Festival of What If’ and connects into areas of Bristol who experience lower levels of attainment at school.
Wirral (and Liverpool) has and is building upon maritime expertise and other maritime related technologies and connecting that
to a higher education offer. This thinking could be extended further downstream into schools and out into culture, art, leisure and
libraries. For example the development company could work with partners to develop a large maritime science based attraction
(or a related fit to the market) which could be integrated with events and festivals. Concessionary and pop-up libraries could
develop tailored book and digital stocks within an attraction and during events (such as the Festival of What If). Stock could be
related to innovation, art (as a creative bridge) and science, and makers workshops. These stocks could also travel round
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schools during festivals. Leisure and parks could join in – for example play parks could have one-science based play equipment
added to them permanently or temporarily as part of a festival. These could be sponsored by local firms as well as Trusts such
as STEM trusts and Wellcome.
Trips for schools are few and far between as they are costly in terms of time and resource, so a hub and outreach offer to
connect Wirral’s work specialisms with schools may have potential. For example mini @Wirral hubs built based at schools in
Birkenhead’s North End, or Leasowe or Beechwood. These can connect into and going beyond the curriculum, to build
enjoyment and aspiration from an early age.
It should also be noted that some libraries important as safe spaces for children to go to after school – homework clubs for
example provide a valuable resources and a time and space in which to study for those without good educational support at
home.
Work & Development:
Wider determinants of health - What people can be and do is affected by their wider environment – so paying attention to
wider determinants of health and wellbeing, as described earlier, as well as external factors such as transport are key.
Macro planning that connects up with local hubs - The research shows that the areas in Wirral in which residents are
furthest away from attaining employment, or who have jobs with no sense of future progression, feel forgotten, call centres feel
irrelevant and offer little hope of progression for them.
This is part of a national picture and research shows that Britain now has an ‘hourglass economy’ which it is harder to reach the
high paid and high killed jobs, and low paid workers cycle in and out of low-pay, low-progress employment.
At a macro level it is essential to attract a diverse employer base which can offer job progression and the ability to live with-out
the need for in-work benefits. A diverse employer base is vital and de-risks reliance on one particular industry. While social
outcomes are a core part of the Asset and Growth strategies, the governance and groups engaged suggest that there could be
a lack of representation of communities and social enterprise as part of a co-productive (versus a consultative approach) .
Connect development and regeneration with social enterprise - Another opportunity that the development of land for
industry, employment, housing and tourism brings about is the opportunity to partner with social enterprises and the creative
sector during the development in order to improve regeneration outcomes and increase skills and employment. Social
enterprise builders could be formed and engaged in the building work, skilling up unemployed young people. Ensuring use of
this workforce in building projects could be supported through policy and contractual agreements with developers. A similar
relationship has worked well, it would seem, for Autism Together, which has helped to regenerate a former landfill in South
Wirral and maintains the land there in partnership with the Land Trust and Biffa.
In the short-term ensuring joined up working and stimulating initiatives can support this. In the longer term using land earmarked for industry to create hubs where social enterprise and the creative sector can also be co-located with industry to build
relationships and initiatives. Shared facilities, meeting places and curated meet ups are needed to enable relationships and
there are many lessons that can be drawn from Baltic Wharf, Brighton, Bristol, and others to enable collaboration.
Micro level helping people to get into work, back into work, or progress in other ways is a critical area of need in Wirral and
in particular in the geographic areas set out above. There are many good local initiatives to help support with benefits, shortage
of income – help and care to ease life while out of work, or experiencing in-work poverty. There are also initiatives to help get
people into work, providing image makeovers, clothes etc. Some initiatives focus on specific groups such as those with physical
disabilities or poor mental wellbeing. Some geographic areas have greater levels of provision than others.
The DWP interview highlighted inter-generational unemployment and large numbers of people being ‘parked’ on benefits –
particularly in Birkenhead. Up and coming benefit changes mean that people will need increasing support but cuts to DWP
services means that traditional provision is unlikely to be able to deliver the support needed. A hyper-local approach is important
as the ability for the unemployed to travel to distant offices is limited by the income. The use of hubs and spaces where people
already go to (outreach) is key as well as a focus on achieving outcomes from support (including wider health and wellbeing).
Creating networked places: In addition the nature of work and workplaces has changed and demands new approaches to
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support. Wirral has a large number of small businesses. National research shows that small businesses now create 2 in every 3
jobs – but – only 20% of this sector uses the job centre to recruit. As little as 1 in 5 of all jobs are formally advertised. 52% of
people find jobs through their connections – but networks are often made up of birds of a feather – for every connection you
have who is employed your chances of getting a job increase by 3.7%.
Use the portfolio of services to develop soft skills: What employers want is changing the demand for soft skills has grown
and nationally an estimated 500,000 people are predicted to be disadvantaged by a lack of soft skills. Getting people into
volatile low paid employment may tick boxes but doesn’t help change outcomes in the long-term.
Libraries (together with 1 stop shops) are often described within the council as being key for support with benefits and jobs.
Support into work whether through job centres, libraries, 1 stop shops, job centres and others (such as youth leisure etc.) needs
to expand in nature from ICT access, benefits support, job search, cv building and hard skills training into a focus on creating
connected social networks, using initiatives to build soft skills – NCS, volunteering, community initiatives - and building skills for
sustainable work and progression is key (together with macro policies). And before this work takes place, there needs to be a
focus on building confidence and helping to sort out other barriers to work. Libraries, or rather the whole hub model could
develop or commission holistic employability support.
Hubs as networks: The local hub models described earlier that could offer space and home for different community
organisations and space for small businesses to meet up and engage in may offer a route in to the unadvertised job market,
including the development of apprenticeships, as well as act as a base for creating holistic programmes of support, connecting
people into volunteering opportunities to build confidence, expand social networks and skills.
In addition thought needs to be given to how to influence the impact of national policies that incentivise those on ESA (but who
could recover and seek meaningful occupation) to stay ill and remain ESA for fear of being moved onto to JSA prematurely and
experiencing the volatility that comes with that. Also thought would need to be given ensuring that DWP check-in demands don’t
use all the resources (time and money) needed for people to invest in themselves. GPs also have a vested interest in this as
much of their time is used on the consequences of these perverse incentives - seeking letters of support from GPs and having
patients too scared to invest in getting better who then continue to over-use GP services. Funding models would need to ensure
that people can be worked with over the long term and avoid incentivising ‘cherry picking’, and ‘parking’.
Social enterprise and new business – enterprise is the lifeblood of Wirral, employment support (whether for unemployed or
those seeking their next step) can have bigger ambitions and incubate new businesses and social enterprise. Provision could
and should help more people who to launch new enterprises. There is an incubator in Wirral – Metanoeo – who have expressed
the need for a building to act as a wellbeing centre and home for incubation (Festival of ideas).
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Table 4. Engagement in Community
4. Engagement in Community
Individuals are able to engage in the community to different degrees according to personal preferences, as well as
able to enjoy and contribute towards community cohesion, friendliness and the comforts of their neighbourhoods
and the wider region.

Indicators of distance
from thriving

Area analysis

Close: Good neighbour
relations, willing to help
others out, able to receive
support from others, may
contribute to decision
making and stewardship.

Close:
•
Most Wirral South residents are very satisfied with where they live and experience stronger
sense of cohesion than is seen in the East, residents in Wirral West are in fact the most
satisfied with where they live (90%).
•
The West also feel residents treat each other with respect (88%), however there is a notable
difference between the South and West in that only 38% of residents feel that residents pull
together in the South compared to 56% in the West, suggesting that there is a need for
activities and/or places that enable residents to come together.
•
Wallasey and Birkenhead residents (38% and 37%) support each other informally – greater
than all other constituencies, and 63% strongly feel they belong to their area.
Overall 33% of residents take part in informal volunteering, 59% have volunteered within the last
12 months and 17% volunteer at least 1 hour a week

Distant: ASB, vandalism,
neighbour disputes

Distant:
•
In contrast to the South and West Wallasey residents are more likely to feel that their area
has deteriorated in recent times (42% v 16% in South).
•
The top ranked features of a good place to live were scored poorly by Wallasey residents –
crime, ASB, respect and consideration, drug use and dealing, loitering, littering and dog
fouling.
•
The loss of independent shops is cited as part of the sense of deterioration.
•
Birkenhead has a similar picture only 45% rate cohesion has good, while 32% feel that
Birkenhead has got worse in the last 12 months, with 20% dissatisfied with their local area
as a place to live. 45% feel there is a problem with respect. 57% felt that addressing crime
and ASB should be the most important priority.
As with other areas those who face isolation – elderly and carers – can be found throughout the
constituencies and in Wirral West 43% of private pensioner households have no access to a car,
so transport and location of services is critical for these groups, in Birkenhead this grows to 61%
of pensioners without a car – with 67% of pensioners living in one person households.

Related Wirral Plan Pledges
The number of pledges that related to engagement in and the experience of communities is striking, we reflect on the
implication for needs below.
•

•

Wirral Together strategy – Recognising that 48% of residents would volunteer more if they had the information,
support, and a range of flexible offers to choose from (50% don’t volunteer due to work commitments) the strategy is
focused around addressing these. The strategy has recognised that there is the need to develop an entirely different
relationship with residents and ensure that local people and communities are able to do more for each other and for
their local area. Focus on participation and volunteering. Community Action Wirral and the Chamber of Commerce are
to play a key role in delivery of strategic aims. With initiatives (discussed below) already under way.
Children and Young People Action plan – found that parents would like to get what they need from being able to talk
to other parents with services based on what they need – rather than what the system/tick boxes say they need. It also
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

found that only 24% of families in more deprived areas sustained contact with children’s centres in deprived areas and
aims to reverse that picture. Parents also needed to know where they could go. The Hive has been delivered since this
report and early responses indicate that this should have an impact on young people’s wellbeing and their contribution
to communities.
Ensuring Wirral’s neighbourhoods are safe – aims to build stronger and more confident communities where people
feel safe, tackling the cause and impact of crime and ASB, and protecting the most vulnerable in the community.
Deliver greater integration of all partner agencies to achieve a safer Wirral – this appears to be predominantly aimed at
response (versus prevention) agencies – such as MASH, WASBT, MAAG etc. though it is recognised that high
deprivation is linked to crime and disorder and recommends delivering localised activity to reduce crime and there are
several groups such as Wirral ASB team and the New Brighton Problem Solving Group, and of course the
Constituency Manager which are responding to crime and ASB, through diversionary activities. The strategy
recognises that businesses will be more likely to make their homes in renewed areas.
Growth plan – recognises too that fully understanding communities is the key to supporting them to meet their
potential, ensuring participation and access to opportunities for local residents. (To further support this the Growth Plan
strategy and activities need to embed ABCD approaches in their Logic Chain Model and governance approaches in
order to deliver on action areas around – increasing job opportunities, increasing workforce skills, stimulating and
supporting thriving small businesses, and ensuring assets and buildings are fit for use.
Environment and love where you live – aims to understand what matters to people, create strategies that stimulate
people to do more for their areas in turn reducing spend on litter sweeping and fly tipping (£36m), tackle untidy land,
and put resources where they are needed.
Healthier lives strategy and life chances strategy – as set out earlier aims to work with local people to help them
take control over their lives, and that current approaches are not working well enough - radical new approaches, that
are coordinated and strategic, using ABCD approaches are needed to impact upon life chances
Housing strategy – aims to address the standards of homes, and help groups cope with the impact of welfare
reforms.
Leisure strategy – aims to contribute to all 50 Wirral plan pledges and focuses on the government’s strategy of
Sporting Futures – around 5 key outcome areas; physical wellbeing, mental wellbeing, individual development, social
and community development and economic development.
Asset strategy – place shaping approaches to create attractive, safe and prosperous communities, co-location of
services to deliver a more joined up care system across the borough, as well as between agencies such as police and
fire. Encouragement of community asset transfers into the community.
All age disability strategy – which aims to enable those with disabilities to have greater levels of participation and
social networks in their communities, as well as in work and volunteering.

Implications for service provision, delivery models and community engagement
Varying capacity to be self-organising. Our research found marked differences from area to area in the sense of overall
community wellbeing with some neighbourhoods having the capacity and conditions to be self-organising, and pleasant for
others to live within. While others were blighted by ASB, rundown shops and lack of cohesion. Indications of this were a sense
of apathy - associations and residents groups closely disintegrating, such as Moreton and New Ferry (though the work of the
Constituency leads and spotlight on New Ferry since the explosion is bringing about a renewed focus).On the other hand active
communities – where more community-led initiatives have flourished such as in the south and west.
Place-based efforts at an individual and community level - Greater levels of resource, support, and devolution, into place
based approaches could help to accelerate (albeit organically) the development of strengths and assets in those areas which
need more capacity building and build upon those that are already well developed. This is not just to stimulate residents to do
more for their community, but building capacity to manage their own lives so that in turn they are able to give back. For example
the research commissioned by Public health on improving individual health and wellbeing found that those on JSA and in
particular ESA feel lonely (and can be isolated by strong local identity that they may not fit into), and that this absence of
connection impacts upon mental health confidence, self-belief, worrying about other people’s perceptions of them – and having
a lack of daily activities to hold conversations on, and so they retreat, further reducing their contacts networks, worsening health
and ability to make changes.
The research recommends approaches that stimulate social mixing, make good use of community connections, welcoming
spaces, celebration, and exposure to new opportunities and ideas with some tough love to step outside comfort zones. At a
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systemic level removing perverse incentives and fears that people will be moved off ESA before they are ready will also help
with the challenge that people feel they should embody what is expected of an ESA claimant – not enjoying life versus
permission to life their life pursue hobbies and activities and to improve their wellbeing. Feeling forced to embody poor health
had negative implications for their sense of self-worth, confidence and interaction with others. As such informal or formal efforts
around volunteering will find it difficult to get a foothold until some of these fundamental challenges are addressed through a
different way of helping people to build personal capacity. The research found that “The challenge for the professionals is to
think at a high enough level to see the big picture. With no real owner of these problems a thoroughly joined up approach is
needed.” Public Health launched the Community Connectors programme following this research and our interviews with GPs
showed that this seemesto be a useful model.
Neighbour hubs to own (and co-create) healthy communities – The research continues to point to a local neighbourhood
hub approach to take local ownership and coordination, and act as a point of focus. From the Wirral Pledges it can be seen that
many of the pledges aim to tackle engagement in the community at one level or another. Like the Public Health research above,
a 3 year study by The Young Foundation into housing estates, found that ‘much is understood about the complex and multidimensional nature of deprivation. Yet many public agencies work in isolation from each other resulting in many un-coordinated
interventions being direction at disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Often these focus on tackling the symptoms of deprivation.”
Quick and cheaper methods to support long-term approaches - The adoption of place-based methods of development for
use by the community – such as LQC (Lighter Quicker Cheaper) and The Power of 10 (in which the focus is on clustering a
number of things to do see for the local community together) can more quickly and cheaply start to signal and introduce visual
change and engagement while longer-term efforts are underway. There does, though, need to be sufficient autonomy at a local
level to ensure ownership and ‘buy-in’.
Use beneficiaries as co-producers: The natural environment has been shown to have important benefits for health and
wellbeing. A study by Vivid Economics on parks in Sheffield shows that around 60% of the value of parks arise from their
contribution to physical and mental wellbeing as such public health is a major beneficiary of this resource. Parks benefit
residents and perhaps in particular more vulnerable groups such as the isolated, those with few resources, those with poor
mental and physical health. However these beneficiaries can also give back
Give over land to community groups - Some areas of parks as well as verges and patches of land could be given over to
communities to look after. Allotments are oversubscribed in Wirral showing this is great demand for them. Related to this
community gardens play an important role in getting communities active, social prescribing and supporting mental health. The
Bromley by Bow Community Centre have had great success with this model. Anecdotally Beechwood seems to have demand
for allotments – it is surrounded by verges and open spaces – these could be given over for community growing. A university of
Missouri study showed that neighbourhoods with a community garden are more socially stable than those without. Those with
community gardens only lose 6% of their population compared to 13% from those without community gardens. Liscard and
some other areas in Wallasey have a more transient population and less knitted community than others. The Human
Development project in Chicago studied the impact of collective efficacy – through initiatives like community gardens – and
found that these stimulated shared expectations and cohesion and result in reduced rates of violence and physical and social
disorder. Research by Kings Fund shows that gardening brings about important benefits to mental and physical wellbeing, to the
degree that supporting access to gardens and gardening should form a core part of the health strategy.
Informal and formal volunteering - The volunteering strategy will also help to stimulate this, including the Volunteering Centre
and the online platform that is being developed together with the aim of matching volunteers’ profiles, needs, and time
commitment together with opportunities. The Places of Welcome initiative (a network of hospitality run by local community
groups) would work well embedded within a local neighbourhood hub network.
A local neighbourhood hub network together with a more localised approach to community development (including the
Community Connectors work) will also help to boost the more informal approaches to volunteering – particularly the peer to peer
support – that is already happening within Wallasey and Birkenhead. Some residents may not respond to formal approaches but
given the right support or capabilities will naturally extend help to individual or community needs. Making neighbourhood hubs
attractive, aspirational and relevant for local businesses to use (particularly the micro businesses that make up much of Wirral’s
employment) – such as working space and pleasant meeting facilities would help to enable businesses participation in the
community and contribution to volunteering and wider efforts.
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Table 5. Influence over Conditions and Culture; Agency and decision making
5. Influence over conditions and culture
6. Agency and decision making
Have the right conditions and a supportive culture to positively influence the direction of their lives. Is within an
overall system where they have enough agency over their lives and the main factors and decisions that shape
positive outcomes; for example food, resources, housing, income, timing of income, timing of support, decision
making over family structure and level of intervention by others, as well as wider participation in collective decisions
– such as parks, library services, etc.

Indicators of distance
from thriving

Area analysis

Close: Lives in conditions
that are conducive to good
health and wellbeing and
within an overall culture that
supports them. Has agency
over their lives and decision
making so that they are
easily able to run their lives,
live well and make sound
decisions. At a collective
level is able to participate in
creation of conditions and
decision making.

Close:

Distant: Lives in conditions
which are not conducive to
good health and wellbeing,
and may live within a
culture that pulls against
betterment. Lacks agency
over their lives – for
example a low ability to
influence income, timing of
income, housing stability
and location, how others –
such as services interact
and influence their lives.
Less
likely
to
have
conditions for positive life
change.

•
•
•

80% of houses in Wirral South are owner occupied (and 42% owned outright.
Social housing is concentrated in Bromborough and Eastham and smaller numbers in
Bebington and Clatterbridge.
Wirral West has a similar picture, this together with higher levels of employment and
advantage mean that residents in these areas have better conditions and greater levels of
agency. This is also evidenced by greater degrees of self-organisation amongst the
communities particularly in the West.

Distant:
•

•

•

There are also areas of high unmet need in West and South when it comes to agency and
decision making at a collective level. Levels of trust in the Council in the South could be
much better – 53% feel that the council doesn’t act on the concerns of residents, just under
half of residents say they trust the council and are satisfied with the way the council runs
things – with a low 33% of residents feeling the council provides value for money, and a
lower number again, 27%, would advocate for the council. The West is only marginally more
optimistic.
In Birkenhead and Wallasey there are greater numbers in social housing, or rented housing,
greater numbers in unemployment, one third of residents in Seacombe, for example, claim
housing benefit and both constituencies have a large number of food banks, these
circumstances are usually accompanies by worse conditions, and lower levels of agency
and engagement in decision making at an individual and a community level.
The number of residents in Wallasey that feel their area has deteriorated in recent times is
stark – 42% v 16% in South. 40% of pensioners in Wallasey live alone, this is less transport
links may also be influencing conditions and choices. Only half the residents trust the
Council, with only 48% feeling that they can influence decisions affecting their local area,
52% are dissatisfied with the way the council runs things, and 58% feel that that they don’t
act on the concerns of residents.

Overall it can be seen that there is a real need to rethink the degree of agency, and decision
making that all residents have over their lives and the services that relate to those, as well as the
nature of the relationship and communication that they have with the Council and others. It would
seem clear here that residents are calling for more participatory approaches to local decisions
and choices.

Related Wirral Plan Pledges
The Wirral pledges set out in Table 4 cross over and relate to conditions, culture, agency and decision making. Culture as it is
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understood in terms of leisure and participation is set out in Table 8.

Implications for service provision, delivery models and community engagement
The implications for delivery mirror much of those set out in Table 4 and include:
•
Greater participatory decision making/participatory approaches, and devolution of some aspects of decision making
enabled through hub model
•
This includes strengthening ABCD approach, and the work of the Community Connectors to build capabilities and
capacity to influence conditions and develop agency.
•
Also calls for coordinated and strategic approach between organisations and agencies.
•
Wider support around the social determinants of health to improve conditions and culture at local level – where cultural
attitudes act as a barrier
•
Upwards influence of systemic factors – such as perverse incentives around ESA and JSA
Healthy challenge of individual and cultural beliefs, together with realistic individual targets (where supported) in order to build
agency
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Table 6. Access to resources: Food, finance, housing, utilities etc.
7. Access to resources: Food, finance, housing, utilities etc.
Has sufficient access to the foundation resources in life; food, income, housing, utilities.

Indicators of distance
from thriving

Area analysis

Close: Is able to access or
create resources that
provide means to enjoy food
as both a source of fuel and
pleasure, cover
accommodation costs and
the ability to afford daily
living costs.

Income and housing are implicitly discussed in the previous tables. Food and wellbeing less so
and here we draw heavily on The Innovation Unit’s (IU) Better Food Wirral Report.

Distant: Has difficulties
accessing and sustaining
these basic and vital
resources. This may be as a
result of external factors
and systems or internal
factors such as wellbeing,
mental and emotional
bandwidth and skills.

Close:
•
As described earlier many of those in the South and West live within better conditions with
greater levels of agency that are likely to mean food poverty, making choices between
eating or other essentials, and the ability to access food are likely to be better for these
residents.
•
The trend of less activity and increasing obesity in South and West however suggests that
there are different kinds of resource needs here.
Distant:
•
The two wards with the highest numbers of children in poverty are Birkenhead and
Wallasey, this together with the larger number of food banks, the (much needed) initiatives
to ensure access to meals over the school holidays, lower employment rates and cyclical
unemployment patterns, welfare reforms (which were associated locally with 30% of queries
on potential loss of accommodation) all give an indication that access to these vital
resources is likely to be inadequate.

Related Wirral Plan Pledges
•
•
•

•

•

•

Alcohol strategy - recommends a partnership approach to address complex issues and achieve policy change at a
regional and sub-regional level.
Healthier lives strategy - which draws plans from Marmot’s ‘Fair Society, Healthy Lives’ recommendations around
reducing social health inequalities, help people take control over health and wellbeing including access to food.
Growth plan - which aims ‘to fully understand communities so that partners can support them and grow to meet their
potential. This includes integrating and connecting services to support the development of place.’ (In the logic model
set out within the Growth Strategy we would also recommend that co-creation with communities features more
significantly in plans for place-making and developing systems of sufficiency). The plan also discusses partnership,
consultation and alternative delivery models and a focus on integrating and improving delivery. Support for the delivery
of infrastructure and housing, goal to move GVA from an average of £13,589 per resident towards national average of
£25,367, create more jobs (and work force skills) and support small enterprises
Housing plan - to enable more homes to meet the decent homes standard, enable residents to live independently and
securely, early intervention for families and vulnerable people, adequately meeting needs of homeless people, helping
people cope with welfare reforms, in particular; the disabled, lone parents, families and young people.
Improving life chances – informed through voice of community and empowering, building blocks of employment
skills, financial resilience, worklessness, particular support for sole parents, those with 3 plus children, those in ill
health, with unmanageable debt, poor housing, family instability and poor parental health. Aims to ensure localism at
the heart of efforts, as well as more innovative approaches to addressing social inequalities as outlined within the
Health section. Develop neighbourhood approaches to tackling food poverty and building capacity to tackle poverty,
enable take up of entitlements, ensure a coordinated approach to housing. Strategy seems to be implemented through
a trial community hub approach in selected Community Pilot areas [is this the Community Connectors programme?]
Leisure strategy – develop healthcare links between primary care, and network of sports, leisure, social and physical
activities in Wirral, focus on physical wellbeing, mental wellbeing, individual development, social, community and
economic development. Encourage and enable more people (including disabled and disadvantaged) to take
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•

•

responsibility for their health.
Asset strategy – which is actively working towards co-location of services, including health and social care services to
deliver systems of joined up care across borough. Ensuring more fit for purpose assets, ensuring place-based models
of growth, effective housing supply.
All Age Disability Strategy – which recommends an integrated partnership approach, and seamless holistic support
with attention on living well and healthy lives, access to employment and financial resilience, and choice and control
over lives

•

Ageing Well Action Plan – which aims to enable a happy home life – the focus feels predominately on care and care
settings. Finally secure through employment, financial support and perhaps provision of pre-retirement courses, the
ability to access information and support. Meeting this through a partnership approach.

•

Wirral Together strategy – which recognises the need to develop entirely new relationships with residents, and
ensure that local people and communities are able to do more for each other and their local areas.

Implications for service provision, delivery models and community engagement
The Innovation Unit’s report shows that the two biggest groups at risk of food poverty were single parent households and retired
households. At the time of the report demand for food-banks in Birkenhead had increased by 47% - the single largest factor was
benefit delays (29%) followed by low income – suggesting the need for more accountable benefit systems but also better local
food resilience.
The Innovation Unit’s ethnographic research supports this – showing that social isolation, access to employment, perverse
benefits incentives, payment timings (for bulk buying), mobility and access to cooking facilities, fresh food, cost of transport to
access affordable food, as well as low time and energy, and having to make choices whether, to eat or stay warm for example,
all negatively affected residents’ ability to take care of the essentials in life. The report finds a ‘huge opportunity around
connecting people to each other, in order to maximise their efforts and share resources.’
The relationship between health outcomes and access to these resources is well established. Poor health outcomes are also
impacting costs on housing provision in other ways – through the number of homes needing adaptions – and the Council have
experienced a 56% increase in the number of homes needing adaptions, a worrying trend as the % of over 65s in Wirral is set to
increase beyond current ratios. By 2030 the Council expects there to be over 64,000 adults (1 in 4) with some form of limiting
long-term illness or disability. This will also have a knock on effect on families – currently there are over 40,000 informal carers
(including young carers) within Wirral. Those with disabilities in Wirral have a 38% employment rate (compared to 50%
nationally) and a lower quality of life compared to the rest of England – though 68% feel supported to manage their condition.
There is much need and scope to improve outcomes here and particularly to change the trajectory of current trends.
Moving towards better outcomes: The IU report describes that in terms of food there are a number of committed individuals who
are involved in food – growing, cooking, food businesses that are passionate about doing social good and want Wirral to
develop a stronger food network with social underpinnings. It also reports that ASDA has a Community Life Champion to help
play a part in realising this ambition. The report suggest address access through diverting food waste, supporting group buying
models, create hyper-local food hubs, use existing assets and networks, and make it relevant to people’s lives, growing the local
food market through bottom up models, using food as a route to employment, creating platforms, systems and spaces to
incentivise food entrepreneurs, supporting this supply through good procurement practices, all while recognising and designing
around people’s emotional relationship to food in the support that they receive. It sets out a number of successful case studies
that feature these principles.
Partnership, col-location and service integration – The nature of the needs and Wirral’s pledges suggests a fit with a number of
the findings within the main body of this report around hub-based models, Asset Based Development, social prescribing and
supporting employment, in work progression and social entrepreneurship through programmes with ambition for residents but
with strong enabling factors to help develop self-sufficiency.
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Table 7: Access to pleasure, leisure & natural environment
8. Access to pleasure, leisure & natural environment
Ability to access and make use of; the outdoors, downtime, pleasurable and rewarding activities in the natural and
built environment. A principle which is enshrined into provision and law for example through bank holidays,
statutory provision of libraries, and public protection of green spaces, parks, and provision of art and culture and
leisure facilities.

Indicators of distance
from thriving

Area analysis

Close: Good to excellent
use of local amenities,
natural and built
environment. Able to
access amenities.
Accessibility = transport,
routes, mobility,
affordability, time, safety.

The chapters within the main report and the accompanying appendices give more detailed usage
figures of Council provisioned services. There is a brief summary here drawn from other research
on use and attitudes.

Distant: Inverse of the
description above. Certain
groups at greater risk:
those with poor mobility
and long-term health
conditions – including poor
mental health and
addiction, those with less
resources and time, those
on low-income.

Residents
•
Overall the residents’ survey highlights that in Wirral the use of green space, and those
participating in leisure, is good compared to the national average. Two thirds of
residents use parks, beaches and open spaces for walking and exercise, 1 in 5 for
cycling, 1 in 10 use parks for sport. 66% are satisfied with sports provision, with 61%
saying feeling healthy is one of the most important factors. Overall 59% of adults are
classed as active (57% nationally) and 38% participate in sport once a week.
•
The data is not split by constituency but it does give some indications of those who have
less access/use of these facilities in Wirral. These include those who are; older, single,
sole parents, disabled, and retired. Those aged 55-74 are less likely to engage in sports
and leisure facilities – which is a critical age for determining future health outcomes. The
residents’ survey shows those in Wirral South are less likely to use the Council
provisioned leisure and cultural facilities compared to other constituencies, and this may
be an indication that attention needs to be paid to how to both complement and compete
(where necessary) within the overall market place.
•
Participation in leisure and culture tends to be lower for residents who live in more
deprived areas and face greater challenges in life.
•
Green facilities are particularly valued with 67% of residents using the frequently, and
91% making use of them overall. While 67% use leisure centres, those using them
frequently is low at 33%.
•
Take up of allotments is very high, including within Birkenhead which has the second
highest number of allotments. Demand outstrips supply and there is a large waiting list
for allotments, 492 at the time of writing. In some areas the waiting list is particularly long
– for example Earlston, Belvidere, and Cross Lane.
•
Pubs, which have traditionally acted as important social hubs, are declining in number
nationally, and Wirral is no exception. Wirral has experienced a steady decline in the
number of pubs within communities.
•
Residents in Wirral West and South named ‘things for teenagers to do’ in their top three
list of priorities.
Visitors
There is recognition of huge potential for tourism within Wirral which is rich with natural assets,
parks, a strong industrial heritage, and other forms of heritage. The visitor economy has grown
over the last 10 years, through profile raising work. When classifying why they felt Wirral was
better than the average location to visit 68% referred to the Wirral’s natural assets. The tourism
industry currently contributes £385m to the economy and 5000 full time jobs. Since 2010 there
has been a 36% increase in visitors staying overnight, and 26% growth in visitor (8.2m), with an
increase of 7.42m day visitors. Of the 788,000 staying visitors 266,000 stayed in hotels and guest
houses, and 500,000 stayed with friends and relatives.
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Related Wirral Plan Pledges
Leisure strategy – Will be one that enables and secures provision of leisure facilities within the borough rather than acting as a
provider. The Leisure strategy will contribute to all 50 Wirral pledges and specifically link across to strategies for health, culture,
and tourism and ensure that they complement one another, providing ambition and aims to achieve and deliver agreed
outcomes.
Supports the new government strategy ‘Sporting Futures’ and focusses on 5 key outcomes; physical wellbeing, mental
wellbeing, individual development, social development, community development and economic development.
The strategy 3 main priorities:
1. Promote and celebrate Wirral’s parks, coast and countryside for leisure activities. Therefore maximising the potential of
these, including developing country parks with a master plan, creating more opportunities for camping and caravanning,
increasing the number and variety of events, promoting current tourist attractions; New Brighton, Hilbre Island, Birkenhead Park,
develop water sport offer. Grow NCS use, numbers, and associated activities at Thurstaston.
2. Encourage people to take part in sports, leisure, and social activities. Encouraging more people to take responsibility for
their physical and mental wellbeing, and take part in active leisure, ensure that those who are disabled or disadvantaged are
able to access active leisure. Overcome obstacles to ensure confidence and the ability to take the first step – particularly by
enabling familial and peer to peer support, and buddying, as well as ensure cost is not a barrier. Address transport, including
green routes, walking and cycling routes to improve access. Develop a new disability sports programme in line with Sporting
Future. Increase the number of participants on NCS. Review provision to ensure fit for future needs. Work in partnership with
local groups to enable this objective.
3. Increase pride in Wirral’s community and encourage more residents to volunteer. Including working with volunteers to
enable them to run and manage leisure facilities.
Culture strategy – Leisure and cultural opportunity for all, cultural strategy aims to contribute to all 20 Wirral Plan Pledges.
National government has indicated that it is committed to working within the City Region to support place-based strategy and
establish a local cultural partnership. Priorities: develop creative partnerships, and cultural events programme to promote arts,
culture in Wirral, to promote on a global stage as part of LCR, increase residents and visitors participation and use to promote
educational, social and wellbeing outcomes, work with a large range of delivery partners.
Establish Wirral Culture partnership to generate ideas and opportunities, map existing activity, develop a plan for a music offer,
advice surgeries to support arts and cultural organisations. Recognition that there is a huge tourism opportunity within Wirral
that could host more arts and culture events, develop new cultural attractions and experiences – such as sculpture parks,
festivals, theatre and music and dance events, music cities - music tourism has been identified as an important trend with £9.5m
people in UK travelling for music events., live waterfront events, as well as world class event and exhibitions.
Aim to increase visitor spend to £450m by 2020. Working within partnerships to do so, including ACE, Creative and Cultural
Skills, Wirral Chamber of Commerce, Wirral Metropolitan College. As well as working with schools to support skills
development, growing the creative sector has been identified as a priority including; digital firms, independent producers, film,
TV, radio and more – attracting new businesses and individuals to set up in Wirral. The digital production sector in particular is
growing and has high potential. Develop a creative and digital hub (recently launched). Explore developing workspaces for local
artists and groups at the Williamson and Priory Museum. Use the Festival of Beautiful Ideas to inspire new projects.
Fully explore commercial opportunities and further develop cultural assets, including developing the economic potential of sights
with heritage aspects.
Visitor Economy Strategy
Core proposition is a sense of place through; coast and countryside, a wide range of recreational, cultural and leisure
experiences, the untapped built industrial, maritime and social heritage. Capitalise on and grow features such as independent
and exclusive with award- winning food offers, accommodation with high quality attractions, position Wirral as an alternative
base to explore Liverpool, as a unique setting with venues for celebrations, alternative settings for conferences and business
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meetings, as well as attracting business from public and not-for-profit sectors, plans should have a focus on sustainable and
accessible tourism. For short breaks Wirral’s research shows that coast, countryside and quality food are the most important
considerations.
Objectives are to; increase share of visitors, ensure visitor economy is thriving and profitable delivers high levels of economic,
cultural and social benefit to LCR, grow the number of businesses in the visitor economy, leisure and cultural experiences are
integral to this ambition and these sectors need developing to provide visitors with a compelling reason to visit. Build
collaborative and effective partnerships to secure more funding. Increase the number of staying visitors – as they spend four
times as much as non-staying visitors. Build on younger visitors and family markets by expanding leisure offer, attract near
visitors from Liverpool and Chester. Group travel is a key area of growth – that needs specific skills and infrastructure to
support, conferences – day and multi-day are identified as a key growth area, major events to align to Wirral’s distinctive themes
supported by partnership with Culture Liverpool, create a range of accommodation experiences recognising the growth in rural
camping, yurts, caravanning and eco-lodges, and increase the number of boutique hotels. Develop a commercial model to bring
in income from the business tourism industry.
Delivered through; partnership with destination partners (hoteliers, restaurants, attractions) to develop themed itineraries and
attractions, develop commercial models and offers, develop a Visitor Economy Board for Wirral, explore opportunities to work
with an support local groups and volunteers, increase the number of volunteers engaged in the visitor economy.

Implications for service provision, delivery models and community engagement
Ideas for service provision of the LLPC portfolio are well covered within the main report. The following are additional findings
and insights.
Parks and countryside:
As echoed by the Council’s own research, we have found Wirral’s green spaces and coastline to be hugely valued and used
across Wirral by residents, clubs, societies, and third sector. While well used there is the sense that the parks and countryside
could be used even more than they are, encouraging residents to use the parks on their doorstep (Woodchurch and Arrowe
Park for example) as well as encouraging residents across Wirral to visit natural assets that are further afield in Wirral. Friends
of Parks and Allotment societies play a vital role in the upkeep of parks and allotments and enabling access - for example raised
beds in Coronation Park for those with disabilities. Friends’ groups could play an important role going forward.
Joined up social initiatives can help to get more people visiting outdoor space - Ensuring policies around usage by and
charging third sector groups can help encourage use by those groups to contribute to the wider community and its health and
wellbeing.
Green spaces have the opportunity to generate income, as well as contribute to economic growth, and reduce healthcare costs.
Investing in models and initiatives to generate income can support this this and social and economic ambitions.
Green Space and Attracting businesses to Wirral - There is research showing the value of green environments to employee
health and productivity, as a result more and more businesses are investing in improving employee wellbeing. Research shows
that large employers are choosing to locate premises in areas which have green surroundings, and their rental values are
increased by surrounding green space. Consider connecting up Parks and the Asset and Growth Strategy to co-produce
strategies for attracting and hosting employers.
Creative Sector and Green space - Green space also helps to attract certain types of sector workers – including the creative
and digital sector which plays a direct and indirect role in regeneration. Research on Brighton based creative sectors shows that
they typically leave London to join the Brighton cluster due to the presence of the cluster but also due to the ability to walk and
ride to work, and enjoy a better work-life-balance (as well as the presence of culture, diversity, and nearby rail and plane links).
Liverpool has a burgeoning creative sector and an over-subscribed Baltic Triangle district. Wirral could create a vibrant offer,
through its green space, culture and leisure, entice over more of the creative sector. The creative and digital sector in LCR is
worth £1 billion, with 450 firms, 20,000 staff all supported by food, drink and entertainment sectors, and so could play an
important role in Wirral.
Natural assets and natural science cluster - The Liverpool City Region is also developing a natural sciences cluster and is
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testing ideas for a bio-inspiration visitors’ centre at Knowsley Safari park to cluster expertise in natural sciences and bioinspiration by studying animals at the park. Wirral has a number of Sites of Special Scientific Interest as well as other important
sites, such as Ramsar sites, SBIs and RIGs. Wirral still benefits from an early form of bio-inspiration - Paxton’s Birkenhead Park.
Is there potential to contribute to the development of this cluster through the use of Wirral’s unique wildlife and wildlife sites,
through hosting some of the natural sciences cluster, engaging the creative sector to develop apps for tourism, and developing
an attraction such the bio-inspiration centre
Community, social enterprise and cultural offers •
•
•
•

•
•
•

Autism Together’s management of Wirral Country Park is also mentioned as a positive social practice and a model
which could be replicated.
NCS uses facilities on the West Side – could they extend to Wallasey and work with children and the PRU there? NCS
has dedicated budgets for this activity.
Hoylake has a very engaged community and there seems to be much potential for bottom up development in culture
and tourism around a number of empty buildings there as well as Parade Gardens.
Arrowe Park has potential to be used more, it needs more investment in maintenance and there is the suggestion that
a hut and centre to the park could help to draw more visitors and decrease nearby ASB on the Woodchurch side,
which would lend itself to social enterprise start-up initiatives.
There is the impression that less well-off communities in New Ferry and Bebington don’t use the Oval leisure but do
ride scrambler bikes across the park. Perhaps this energy could be channelled and a site created for scrambler bikes?
The re-purposing of the landfill site near New Ferry into the Port Sunlight River Park (leased by Land Trust and
maintained by Autism Together) is seen as a success and one which could be replicated.
A recent successful bid to build a visitors’ centre, with a café, which will also act as a hub to point visitors to
archaeological sites and other walks. A welcome side benefit is that this has also connected up a part of New Ferry
housing (Shorefields) with the ‘outside world’, as visitors walk through the estate to get to the park. Research on
‘greenways’ (green paths and walkways) shows that they can be effective at providing a bridge between areas and
connecting divided cities. Creating greenways could better connect up Wirral and support tourism and internal
connection.

Growth of eco-friendly tourism: One of Wirral’s strategic aims is to develop a sustainable tourism strategy. Demand for ecofriendly tourism is on the rise. In the United States green construction in the hospitality sector has grown by 25% and research
shows that tourists now expect hotels to behave in environmentally sustainable ways but also deliver experiences that connect
tourists to nature and are restorative. The Eden project has embarked upon building a new hotel for tourists that promises to be
environmentally friendly and give a restorative experience, and there are a number of exciting architectural pioneers building
hotels in this field. Tourism strategies in mature tourist areas, such as Scotland, show that they are re-orienting around
strategies that are more environmentally and socially responsible and sustainable. Wirral has the opportunity of starting with a
relatively blank slate to create a tourist offer for economic, social and environmental good.
Tourism and hotels also offer a means of fulfilling social responsibilities. The Good Hotel – a floating hotel in London’s Newham
docks uses a social enterprise model to help train and get unemployed into the hospitality industry. The boat came from the
Netherland’s Good Hospitality Group which has hotels in London, Amsterdam and Antigua and ensures that 1/3 of its workforce
is made up of those who were unemployed and need support and training. They offer 10 month training contracts before taking
in the next cohort.
In its cultural and tourism strategies, Wirral sets out its aim to develop a distinctive accommodation offer and encourage
overnight stays. Wirral could re-kindle its pioneering spirit and capitalise on the growth of this market by building a pioneering
eco-hotel with social objectives, and use the profits to support parks and countryside. West Wirral would seem to be a natural
home for such a hotel, providing a fit with the natural assets, profile of the area, and initiatives such as Transition Town and
local food initiatives.
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Appendix D

Needs Analysis Review From Phase 1 Report
The extract below is taken from BWB’s Phase 1 Report and is duplicated here in order to reference our emerging
understanding of Needs.
1.1

Overview of Research, Analysis and Methodology

1.1.1

Needs, in this context, are improvements in health, wellbeing and other social factors sought by
individuals, families, communities, or the State. The overall approach to the needs analysis is to consider
the social and socio-economic needs of the area, taking the Wirral as a whole, and also looking Ward by
Ward, It considers both the needs of the general population, and also groups that have particular needs
not shared by the majority. Section 2 above explains this further and emphasises that those needs are
viewed from the perspectives of firstly the people themselves and the activities they are undertaking in
the Leisure and other facilities, secondly from other agencies (health, police, education, and others)
seeking to meet aspects of those needs, and thirdly from the Council, both in overview, and at the level of
providers of services within the facilities We understand the needs of the people and the area, then
match those against what is being delivered currently, and draw out what else Leisure and the other
facilities might do, or what they might do differently.

1.1.2

This analysis of needs, drawing together those different perspectives, is explained below, and falls into
three main parts:
Firstly an analysis of Wirral’s needs and required outcomes, divided into two broad discussions:
a) needs as viewed through the lens of service providers within the scope of our project:
what is being done currently, as against what identified needs?
b) needs of specific demographic and beneficiary groups within the wider purview of the Council:
what wider needs are there for the people of the Wirral, and the area?
Secondly there is a discussion of how these could be met through an alternative operating model: what
could these services do about it?
Thirdly, we look at how our analysis sits against the 20 Pledges embedded in the Wirral Plan. This is an
important test of completeness of the analysis, but also enables the strategy and planning for the
operational response in these areas to link up with the other areas being developed to address the Wirral
plan.

1.1.3

Following a period of desk research to provide context, we held ‘Needs and Outcomes’ workshops in
December 2016 with each of the four service areas under review. The workshops helped us to
understand the lives and needs of the people of Wirral, its visitors and investors, from the perspective of
public service providers. In addition to building this comprehensive and useful insight we used the
workshops to capture information in three more areas:
• ideas for improvement and innovation, including reference to strategies and initiatives already in place
– for example under the 20 Pledges;
• suggestions as to the root causes of challenges within current service provision;
• underlying strategic concerns within the Borough
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1.1.4

We went on to undertake additional desk research and telephone conversations with a number of other
experts and other agencies, such as commissioners, to gain a deeper understanding of some of the key
needs areas. This has highlighted some which had not been mentioned in workshops, but which we
nevertheless understand to be important.

1.1.5

The sections that follow consider the current provision and the viewpoint of service providers in 1.2,
entitled “Needs Group One – Service Areas.” Each of the four areas is considered in turn. They then
look, in 1.3, at Needs Group Two – Specific Beneficiary and Demographic Groups, which examines whole
area need and draws out the particular groups on which the Service Areas should be focusing.

1.1.6

Section 4.4 draws out the implications of the needs analysis for the operating model, and comes to an
initial conclusion about the model that it demands for the future. Section 4.5 then compares what has
been learned to both the Pledges and the data that underpins them.

1.2

Needs Group One – Service Areas
Arts and Culture

1.2.1

The services delivered to meet needs under these areas fall into two types: assets and events provided
or facilitated by the Council, and access to spaces or venues for individuals and groups to use in a
range of different contexts.

1.2.2

The teams at the Floral Pavilion, Williamson Art Gallery and Birkenhead Priory have come to know
certain groups very well and to become trusted providers of services and facilities that meet those groups’
needs – often as a result of working however closely with them to ‘make it possible’ for an activity or
event to take place. There seems to be a tension in operational decision-making between dedicating
resources (including time) to such needs-led provision, and focussing on generating additional income or
behaving more commercially with redesign of services around those groups’ ability to pay. The two need
not be mutually exclusive.

1.2.3

Activities and services intended to meet needs additional to the mainstream purposes of the venue
include:
• Providing a space for weekly/regular meetings or drop-in sessions for groups such as carers, health
advisors, financial advisors (e.g. Liverpool Metropolitan University maths department who run budget
advice sessions). To date this provision is usually free of charge and the spaces used deemed to be
community assets. Council-owned buildings seem to be a natural home for such activities, as they
fulfil a social rather than a commercial need, but that is not to say that they could not be delivered in a
more commercial (yet still affordable) way.
• Commercial opportunities through renting space for local college graduations, weddings, and
conferences. The perception is that this could be increased in volume, but this would need to be
supported by more active and coordinated marketing effort. Staff believe there is an opportunity for
Floral to partner with Liverpool hotels to serve larger conferences and events (many of the hotels do
not have the conference space and the Floral’s size – including free parking - is seen as key driver of
business).
• Specifically designed events, visits and programmes for groups such schools, looked after children,
under 5s, etc. The kind of events we have heard about include ‘relaxed’ performances for families
with autistic children and dementia friendly offerings, to name but two. These events are negotiated
and planned directly with the venue in which they are held in an ad hoc ‘as required’ basis and are
often time-consuming to plan and manage, but deemed to be very important to the beneficiary groups
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concerned and ‘in tune’ with a wider duty to the community. These would offer not just a more widely
useable and marketable series of activities, but also a foundation for a wider specialist aspect for
tourism, drawing in visitors to the area.
Leisure
1.2.4

Consultation with staff working in the Leisure services area centred on two distinct areas of activity, which
in turn highlighted two main needs areas, namely recreational sport and leisure and therapeutic or needsdriven sports and leisure.

1.2.5

In the first category, we see a large portfolio of sports and leisure venues which are competing for
business with private offerings, but which appear not fully to understand their core client base, nor the
basis on which they compete. Improved technology to monitor and track customer usage should help in
this regard, as should a systematic market and competitor analysis, and a greater focus on meeting
needs and managing customer journey.

1.2.6

Our overall impression is that usage of leisure facilities is predominated by a core existing group and little
is done systematically to encourage people in or to try new sports and activities. There is, for example, a
clear opportunity to offer taster sessions, or more sessions for families and younger people at the sites
which would encourage a wider usage group, making new users familiar and comfortable with the
surroundings and more likely to increase their take-up of other classes and facilities.
• Golf is a prime example of a sport whose core player base is ageing and declining. If courses are to
remain open, they will need to attract more players, perhaps through widening the game’s appeal to
younger age groups (e.g., through coaching on driving ranges) or to groups who are less able to play
the traditional game (provision of a driving range and novel introductions to golf, such as footgolf).
• A hobby which we are assured is very important to the people of Wirral, appealing to players of all
ages and meeting an inter-generational social need, is Crown Green Bowling. The responsibility for
maintenance of greens lies however, within the remit of Parks and Countryside, and is not linked into
wider leisure discussions, risking a disjointed approach to service provision.

1.2.7

Leisure centres are increasingly being seen as an ideal venue for health and wellbeing lessons, sessions
and advice (for example in diabetes prevention, mental health, stroke or cardio rehabilitation, amongst
others). However where such third party commissioned or facilitated activities are found in Wirral, it is
organised locally to a site and on an ad hoc, reactive basis. Coordinated effort across the estate could
lead to a more sustainable programme of needs-led activities generating a more reliable income stream
from a variety of commissioners.
• We were told, for example, that historically the leisure centres took referrals from Social Services for
therapeutic classes, short breaks for carers, and the like, but that funding ceased several years ago,
leaving the centres with a database of some 400+ families with a latent need for provision that is no
longer being met.

1.2.8

One overarching interpretation of need within the Leisure portfolio was the need to create ‘pathways’ into
traditional sports and leisure. These would serve to utilise sports and leisure in systemic solutions to
fundamental challenges, such as ill health, disaffection or low aspirations. Such an ambition would rely
on being able to secure funding and income streams in order to do this in a sustainable and reliable way.
• In particular we noted that the main external grant funding source for the Leisure portfolio was grants
from bodies such as Sport England, which often fund only specific activities (i.e. those aligning to their
current strategic priorities). Such pursuance of funding opportunities that come to light, puts the
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Council on a reactive footing and this has a significant influence over the shape of local provision,
regardless of true demand. Even this is not being addressed systematically: FA funding for 3G pitches
has not been secured because the football pitch strategy has not been finalised.
• An example of this is seen with regard to LTA funding for new tennis courts, for which there was not
enough real demand. Following an initial period of low usage, some of the courts were later turned into
football pitches (for which demand across the Borough currently outstrips supply – see point 4.2.11
below on playing pitch strategy).
Parks and Leisure
1.2.9

This area of the portfolio provided perhaps the most diverse discussion of needs and it is the area in
which there is most potential for aligning with Borough- and Region-wide strategies in respect of ‘placemaking’. Perhaps more than purely cultural or purely leisure-based assets, the Wirral’s parks and open
spaces are considered to be amenities owned by the community, accessible by all and meeting many
different needs – recreational, therapeutic, tourist, casual, opportunistic, and sometimes commercial.

1.2.10

For the recreational or casual user, for example, there is clearly a wealth of provision in terms of parks,
countryside, beaches, and ‘pocket parks’. However we understand that not wanting to share or wanting
one for themselves rather than visiting others’ could be factors in keeping this wealth a secret. People
tend to use their local park by preference (local to work or home), and see little benefit in travelling further
afield to go to a different one. At the same time we hear of successful initiatives in one park (eg the fairy
village) being replicated in others and there was some discussion in our workshop as to whether a more
creative strategy might not be to differentiate the parks and open spaces to encourage people to move
around the Wirral in search of new experiences in different places.
• Assets are wide and varied, and generally high quality, but it was acknowledged that they are poorly
advertised, that signposting and wayfinding is not always clear, and that in many cases ‘only local
people know about them’.

1.2.11

For residents, fitness-related activities such as park runs, urban gym equipment or informal exercise by
groups (mums and buggies jogging groups) or individuals (dog walkers), are the key draw to parks, aside
from the simple usage of spending time in a pleasant green and tranquil place.
• This latter need is probably most acute in more deprived areas of the Borough, where we understand
that the challenge of entrenched deprivation leads to hopelessness and lack of motivation or
wherewithal to get active and get out. Parks could play an important role as the setting for referred
services here.
• Allotments are also seen as very important but there was concern that inflating price of these in order
to bring in extra income might exclude those who most need the mental health and wellbeing benefit
that tending an allotment provides, in favour of those who already have access to a garden but can
afford to rent more.
• Playing pitches are also discussed under Parks and Countryside, somewhat incongruously, as the
demand for sports provision is better understood in the context of Leisure. Demand currently outstrips
supply and as a consequence, the pitches in many cases have become ‘over-played’ and their quality
has deteriorated. FA funding for new ‘top end’ 3G pitches is available as noted above, which would
enable proper play on an appropriate surface for all levels of use, but this external funding relies on
adoption of a playing pitch strategy which has not yet made it through the Council’s approval process.
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1.2.12

For special interest (e.g. education or therapeutic groups) it is important that access remains accessible,
safe, affordable and easy to navigate. In some cases, the beneficiary groups themselves help with
maintenance, providing mutual benefit. For example local autism groups help with park maintenance
projects; school groups use visitor centres but also make use of work experience and school placements.
• Parks are valued highly by residents and several have established Friends’ groups to maintain and
care for their local land. In one case, residents whose homes back onto the park have ‘adopted’
patches of the land to keep litter- and weed-free.
• Income generated through Friends’ groups is not for wider use within the Parks and Countryside
estate, but usually earmarked for a specific campaign or purpose – this provides an opportunity to
work more systematically with such groups in order to enhance and promote ‘neglected’ natural and
historical assets – both to the people of Wirral and as a magnet for the visitor economy.
• Alternatively, a Wirral-wide Friends’ scheme which enabled donations (of time or money) to be put to
use across the estate might be a feasible initiative.

1.2.13

SSSI sites attract specific interest as well as local ramblers, dog walkers, families, children, keep fit
groups and so on. As a tourist ‘draw’ their current usage levels are probably limited by low levels of
promotion and lack of web-based signposting. However some of these areas arguably rely on careful
management of visitor levels to protect their status and integrity (e.g, Hilbre Island and its protected bird
species).

1.2.14

Whilst there is much justifiable pride in the quality and historical importance of some of Wirral’s parks and
countryside assets (notably Birkenhead Park – the first of its kind, for example) there appears to be some
indecision as to priorities across the estate. Should the Council, for example, strive to win green flag
status for all of its managed parks (probably resulting in fewer of them) or manage different parks to
different levels of ‘quality’? A similar sentiment, incidentally, was aired in respect of golf courses, where
it was felt that fewer golf courses, maintained to a higher quality would serve the population better.
Indeed staff were clearly frustrated that the department’s funds would no longer allow them to deliver the
quality ‘product’ they wanted to provide.

1.2.15

Parks and other outside spaces could play an important role in developing an events-based visitor
economy, requiring collaboration with activities organised by neighbouring regions (notably the Liverpool
city region), to integrate events, festivals and thematic activities more closely and increase travel to and
around the peninsula.
• Clearly, such an approach would also require collaboration with those responsible for transport,
hospitality and the like, which lie outside the scope of this project.
Libraries

1.2.16

The extent of needs met by libraries ranges far beyond the traditional service of book lending (though
interestingly, we understand that the library service’s internal KPIs are limited to book loans and customer
footfall – perhaps distorting true usage patterns). It is here that the multiple dimensions of service use
motivations come through most clearly: libraries being places that people come to throughout their lives
for different purposes – some needs-driven; some wants-driven; sometimes alone and sometimes with a
group; sometimes with a purpose in mind; other times simply to spend time in pursuit of new knowledge.

1.2.17

Library staff provide access and signposting to information and advice in a multitude of different formats,
and these differ in number and nature from site to site – driven partly by local needs profiles and partly by
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availability of expertise and facilitation (e.g. for expert-led sessions such as storytelling or Baby Bounce
and Rhyme).
1.2.18

We heard in our needs and outcomes workshop that libraries enjoy a personal relationship with their
customers that is perhaps unique amongst Council or community services. Library staff are seen as
independent and impartial (often they are the ones that people will turn to for help with filling in forms
needed by the Council or other official agency) and motivated to go the extra mile in hunting down the
right information.
• Libraries are well placed to act as signposts to other services, particularly in deprived areas such as
Seacombe, where the library may be the only place open or accessible when someone needs advice.
• They also act as a safety net in light of dwindling provision elsewhere (e.g, by printing off benefit
claims forms for claimants to fill in who have no access to a printer elsewhere). Printers, incidentally,
are seen as a key facility within the Borough, but lack of wifi in libraries means staff time is taken up
with each user.
• Customers are routinely referred to libraries by other services for help in completing their own
processes (e.g. DWP, YMCA, GPs, blue badge applications, job centres, etc).
One-off funding
enabling one stop shops to take DWP referrals was awarded several years ago, but we understand
that this is reduced every year, in spite of continuing demand. A clear opportunity to formalise a
chargeable referral route in such cases should be investigated.

1.2.19

Libraries are a natural venue for health and wellbeing courses and advice (e.g, smoking cessation, weight
loss, etc,) but this is currently delivered on an ad hoc basis and agreed locally. This kind of service is
ideal for formalisation and negotiation across the Borough and potentially for delivery in alternative
venues in order to optimise reach and range (we mentioned this in our discussion of leisure centres too).
• The Clinical Commissioning Group, for example, recently asked for library staff to be trained as health
champions providing informal education in harder to reach communities, and providing staff with skills
to support schemes like Reading for Health.

1.2.20

In terms of local need, the library staff highlighted several groups who would not necessarily emerge from
library usage analysis, but who nevertheless regularly rely on their library:
• Beechwood in particular has high levels of poor literacy locally, so the library is a key mechanism in
breaking the cycle and improving standards (encouraging young people’s literacy and familiarity with
the written word – in whatever format) whilst providing support for those who are unable to navigate
information easily by themselves.
• High levels of book loans in affluent areas masks issues of social isolation (property rich, cash poor)
and users in these areas sometimes come to the library for social interaction or company rather than
to borrow books.
• People often come into libraries because they are one of the few remaining places where they can
linger for free.

1.2.21

Some current usage patterns suggest additional income streams, however these need to be organised
across the libraries estate (and potentially across the whole portfolio) if management and coordination is
to be cost-effective:
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• Libraries no longer include tourism services in their information provision and this is both a significant
gap and a significant opportunity with regard to the future of Wirral as a whole. There is, we are told,
‘nowhere to go’ to find out about events and facilities.
• Tourist information functions such as accommodation and event booking facilities (augmented by web
or app access outside of library opening hours) would provide benefits and drive additional footfall into
whatever buildings were chosen as suitable, be they libraries or other Council assets.
• Bebington library has a number of collections in storage which are not yet digitised or catalogued so
not available to the public or to visitors. This includes a Joseph Mayer collection which holds local
historical interest. A collaboration with volunteers - perhaps through the Joseph Mayer Trust – might
enable digitisation at low cost and generate a local ‘buzz’ around the project. Birkenhead has recently
undertaken a successful digitisation project using volunteers so we know this model could work.
Portfolio-Wide Needs
1.2.22

A number of over-riding principles have been identified that hold true for needs across the portfolio.
Currently these are being met from within each service area ‘silo’, however it is possible -and indeed
preferable - for much closer co-ordination and collaboration, in order to optimise efficiencies of scale and
scope. A joined-up approach would remove pressure from those services whose nature makes it difficult
for them to assure access at all times needed. Key points are :
• Need for community spaces – people use them for coming together, but also for somewhere to go on
their own. There is a need for a mix of free-to-use and private hire facilities in each locality (though
the proportions will vary from place to place).
• Some groups (eg older women living alone, long term unemployed, those with mental health or
anxiety issues) need places to go and things to do that feels local and safe, are affordable and not too
intimidating – eg, Knit and Natter, Women’s craft groups, Floral choir, allotments, etc).
• Others want a higher end offering (high quality coffee and catering, experts in art to talk to at galleries)
• It is widely acknowledged that thematic event programming across service areas would increase
interest, engagement and offerings at little extra cost (but that this would require additional resource in
administration, data capture and marketing).
• Properly co-ordinated volunteer opportunities would allow for additional services and longer opening
hours in many cases, but volunteer resource is not sustainable as a means of service delivery unless
professionally managed and co-ordinated.
• Wirral is a place that people are justifiably proud to live in, but there could be much better
capitalisation on local assets and history. Many assets are hidden, not well enough publicised or are
expected to remain viable as a discrete entity and not as part of a wider network. A strong and
reinvigorated tourism and visitor strategy was seen as vital to keep services viable across the Borough
for the benefit of both visitors and residents alike.

1.3

Needs Group Two – Specific Beneficiary and Demographic Groups
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Age and Demographics
1.3.1

Birth rates in Wirral are declining and current demand for early years services should be expected to
decrease slightly, especially in the under 5s (currently numbering around 19,000 in 2015 and forecast by
ONS to be 17,700 by 2017)
• Unsurprisingly, given the density and nature of the areas, the highest numbers of births in 2014/15
were in Birkenhead & Tranmere (283), Seacombe (283); Bidston & St James (242) and Rock Ferry
(202). ;
• Low birth weight is most prevalent in Liscard, Seacombe, Bidston/St James and Birkenhead/Tranmere
which might suggest a need for parenting support services in those areas.
• Areas such as Heswall, West Kirby & Thurstaton, Hoylake and Clatterbridge have less latent demand
for early years provision, and these could be areas where services are delivered on a peripatetic or ‘as
needed’ basis.

1.3.2

By contrast, the population is ageing and demand for services for over 65s is growing. In particular, there
is a need to focus on the increasing demand for services to address older age and associated ill health.
People are living longer, but this often includes a significant period of ill health.
• In 2015, 4,767 people over 65 in Wirral had dementia. Dementia UK predicts this will rise by 12.1% to
5,345 by 2021 and that provision of services such as memory clinics should produce a cost saving by
reducing the need for social care.
• The Council has invested in training staff to be dementia ‘friendly’. Give the demographic profile of the
area there is some argument for building on this investment and working towards making Wirral a
dementia friendly borough. Heswall’s Café Connect is a good example of such thinking, but Council
services could take the lead by embedding dementia-friendly clauses into sub-contracting
arrangements.
• A “Dementia Friendly Community” is defined by Dementia UK as one where people with Dementia are
able to;
• Find their way around and be safe
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• Access the local facilities that they are used to and where they are known (such as banks, shops,
cafes, cinemas and post offices)
• Maintain their social networks so they feel they continue to belong
1.3.3

One of the main consequences of both living longer (often outliving friends and partners) and developing
dementia is that the individual becomes isolated. As such it is probably useful to consider isolation and
ageing together.

• In 2011 every ward of Wirral had at least 780
people over 65 who were living alone
Bebington, Heswall, New Brighton, Pensby &
Thingwall, Upton, Wallasey and West Kirby
& Thurstaton each had between 1,000 and
1,200 residents over 65 living alone. These
are potentially the most appropriate wards to
target for memory clinics, and services
designed to meet social needs in elderly
people.
• Memory clinics require a quiet location with
at least two rooms, in an accessible building
with toilet facilities and parking or very good
transport links.
Children, Education and Families
1.3.4

Barriers to learning exist to varying degrees
across the Borough, and can be complex,
including: children’s mental
health,
adult
mental health, low aspirations in the family home, patchy access to early intervention services, ADHD,
lack of parental support.
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• An achievement ‘gap’ aligns with those on Free School Meals and this is most noticeable at GCSE
level. Whilst not surprising as a pattern, this suggests a need to focus services and support that will
provide help and good role models in wards where those patterns are strongest in order to prevent
children who might thrive at school from going into decline once they leave formal support and
guidance behind them. We have been shown examples of how this can work to great effect with
Operation Banger and the Sportsmobile projects.
• Youth volunteering and citizenship opportunities within the Council could be targeted predominately at
areas with lowest performing schools (eg Leasowe)
1.3.5

Outside of the scope of this project, but contributing to the needs base of Wirral residents is school
performance and potentially unequal opportunities arising from the school system.
Schools are competing for good pupils, with the result that some state high schools are being left with
predominately low achieving boys (Bebington High has 80% boys; Mosslands in Wallasey) which limits
educational outcomes.

1.3.6

Wirral has a higher rate of child admissions for mental health than the England average – and has seen a
significant rise in recent years.
• Higher levels of children in care than similar boroughs (738) with the highest prevalence in Rock Ferry,
Bidston/St James and Birkenhead, and support and respite services for them and their carers could
usefully be targeted in these areas.
• In 2015/16, Barnardos identified 142 young carers in Wirral. 100 of these were children caring for
parents supported by primary health care or secondary mental health services; 60 children were living
in families with a history of domestic abuse. Leisure and arts facilities in areas where child carers live

could provide respite opportunities
1.3.7

Poverty is a very real issue in some areas of Wirral which has seven LSOAs where more than 50% of
residents are income deprived. The five wards with the highest proportion of children under 15 are also
the most deprived wards (Birkenhead & Tranmere (22.9%); Bidston & St James (23.4%); Seacombe
(23.5%); Rock Ferry (22%) and Leasowe & Moreton East (21.1%).
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• Wirral has a higher proportion of children assessed as being in need than the national average – with
the primary causes listed as family dysfunction, neglect and physical abuse
• Wirral’s head teachers have identified two distinct types of JAM (Just About Managing) families: those
struggling to make ends meet through multi-generational poverty and long term unemployment
(predominantly in the East of the Borough) and those struggling to maintain their commitments and
lifestyle under straitened circumstances (mostly in the West). The needs of each type vary.
• Services in poorer areas need to be affordable and accessible – probably allowing for sporadic use
and delivered where necessary with the support of peer mentors, volunteers and the like.
• Bidston, Birkenhead & Tranmere, and Rock Ferry will likely be areas where unhealthy norms are
entrenched. These are most suitable locations for modelling healthy eating, encouraging physical
activity and outdoor activities and providing support for schoolchildren – both educational and
diversionary. Leisure facilities here need to be culturally appropriate as well as appealing.
Adult Health, Disability and Wellbeing
1.3.8

Whilst not peculiar to Wirral, diabetes is a key health issue, and one that can be dramatically reduced by
concerted and coordinated strategies to improve lifestyle choices, including using so-called ‘nudge’
techniques to make the healthiest option the most attractive.
• Public Health England’s statistics on non-diabetic hyperglycaemia (those with HBA1c value of 6.0% 6.4%), shows 30,197 pre-diabetics in Wirral, or 11.5% of population.
• The Council’s Public Health intelligence team estimates a rise in prevalence of diabetes from 19,759
in 2015 to 20,866 in 2020.
• The NHS diabetes prevention programme has been rolled out to Birkenhead, however this national
programme is widely considered unlikely to meet the scale of the demand on a national level. There
could be an opportunity to provide facilities for diabetes prevention programmes and/or co-deliver
these through leisure centres and other spaces (a typical programme combines nutrition and exercise
advice) on a commissioned basis through the local CCG.

1.3.9

CCG Quality Outcome Framework prevalence registers show that key health issues in Wirral are
Hypertension (14.7% of practice populations), Asthma (6.34), Obesity (10.45%), Diabetes (6.49%) and
Depression (7.51%). Multi-generational poverty means lifestyles are entrenched in many cases and
these specific conditions offer other areas in which the CCG or Public Health England may consider
commissioning lifestyle-related services which fit well within the wider leisure portfolio.

1.3.10

4.3.10 Most areas of the portfolio offer some services specifically designed to cater for those living with
autism, and this has been cited as an area in which Wirral could develop a reputation for tailored service
provision, attracting people into the Borough, as well as informing minimum standards of inclusion for its
general service provision (a similar argument to that on dementia in paragraph 4.3.2 above). According
to PANSI data (2015) Wirral has around 2,400 adults living with autism. Of these, some 1,800 are adults
aged 18-64 years - a figure expected to reduce to 1,700 by 2030. At the same time those aged over 75
with autism would rise from 615 in 2015 to around 800in 2030 as the current population ages.
• Using Wirral’s 2015 School Census data, around 1.40%, or 616 pupils of Wirral school population, has
a primary or secondary diagnosis of autism, though estimates of exact numbers differ.
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• Any provision specifically designed for children with autism has a potential local audience of around
600; services for adults could reach around 1,800 people and for over 65s, around 600. Services
requiring higher numbers to remain viable would need to attract people from out of Borough.
1.3.11

Disability-related services (as well as services designed to be inclusive to those living with a disability) are
a specific needs area within any borough. In terms of the siting of those services, we know that
Employment Support Allowance (ESA) and incapacity or severe disability allowance are highest in the
following wards (2014 figures): Birkenhead & Tranmere (2,535), Rock Ferry (1,580), Seacombe (1,610),
Upton (1,035), Leasowe & Moreton East (1,100), Liscard (1,050) and Bidston & St James (1,455).

1.3.12

A Mencap consultation in 2016 included recommendations of areas of improvement needed in order to
‘Make Wirral a better place to live for people with a learning disability and their families’. Its key
implications for providers of services include:
• Help in navigating information and services and in forward planning, including better matching in
supported living, and support for families in accessing the correct benefits and entitlements. These
are services which could be provided in a number of setting across the portfolio.
• Greater employment support and opportunities for people with a learning disability and family carers,
and access to volunteering for every person with a learning disability that would like it - which would fit
well within a coordinated volunteering programme or agency.
• More personal development opportunities for people with a learning disability to maximise
independence and potential (including travel training). This also has implications in the delivery of
sports and leisure opportunities.
• More activities for adults during the daytime and holiday times (particularly for the over 25s), which
may be particularly useful income opportunities when they coincide with traditional leisure centre
‘slack’ periods, for example.

1.3.13

Happy Time Activities, is an example of a Wirral-based social enterprise supporting adults with mental
health conditions by delivering fun, interactive learning activities with uplifting stimulation and fun routines
and games to help improve concentration, co-ordination and reflexes. It, and other organisations like it,
could be useful commissioners of space, facilities or expertise.
Crime Reduction and Community Safety

1.3.14

Crime and ASB were the highest area of concern in 2015 residents’ survey (60% listed it as highest),
however the actual statistics for reported crime do not correspond with this, showing instead a year on
year reduction in most categories, especially ASB. So it seems to be perception of crime that is the
issue, and there is an opportunity for Council services to address this in some part – most likely in joint
operations and initiatives with other agencies. Whilst these may not directly provide income streams,
they could well act as a gateway to higher footfall through facilities leading to higher usage in the future.
• Areas with highest levels of crime are Birkenhead and Wallasey. Birkenhead town centre also has
Wirral’s only area of night-time economy (a handful of bars open till 5am) with associated violent crime
fuelled by alcohol and drugs. Beechwood and Woodchurch Estates have high numbers of single
parents, alcohol and drug abuse and early health issues – all of which suggest a need for preventative
and diversionary activities. Wallasey too has dense populations with parochial families and low level
ASB, but also some drug dealing.
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• ASB is known to increase in line with calendar events (Halloween, Guy Fawkes, end of school terms,
etc). Statistics show it is mainly found in a small cohort of individuals in Birkenhead who exhibit
generational, parochial behaviours, and hold civil injunctions and the like.
• The biggest crime category is Domestic Violence. According to Public Health England, of the 39
constabularies in England, Merseyside Police reported the second highest incidence of domestic
abuse for 2013/14, at a rate of 28.4 incidents per 1,000 population (Public Health Outcomes
Framework, 2015).
Employment, Training and the Wider Economy
1.3.15

Declining industries and competition from neighbouring areas have led to high unemployment rates and
low skills in some wards (notably in the East of the Borough, which was traditionally the industrial
heartland of Wirral). Low aspirations and lack of role models are frequently cited in our consultations as
being pivotal issues and cycles that need to be broken.
• Lowest qualification levels are in Bidston & St James, Birkenhead & Tranmere, Seacombe, Leasowe
and Rock Ferry. Upton is the worst performing ward in West Wirral; Bromborough and Bebington in
Wirral South. These areas are ideal locations for skills development services or entrepreneurial and
start-up support.
• Households with no access to vehicles are most prevalent in Birkenhead &Tranmere (55%), Bidston &
St James (51%) Rock Ferry (47%) and Seacombe (35%) and residents here are most likely to be
reliant on public transport to access services. These are also the areas with highest levels of NEETS,
so training and educational opportunities for younger people will need to be both local and affordable.
The Council’s property assets in such areas could provide valuable work experience and training
opportunities.
Tourism and Visitor Economy

1.3.16

Over recent years, and in the light of dwindling budgets, Wirral has suffered from a lack of focus on
tourism. This has impacted footfall and visitor spend, as fewer people think of Wirral as a holiday or day
trip destination, which in turn means services (public and private) are more reliant on the ‘domestic
pound’ to remain viable, and compete harder over that pound.
• Wirral used to be known as the ‘Leisure Peninsula’. Facilities and attractions remain but there is a
distinct lack of places to stay, meaning Wirral has become a good place to visit, but visitors do not stay
long.
• There is an opportunity to benefit from Liverpool’s tourist trade by working with partners to extend
popular tourism ‘routes’ across the water. Wirral boasts a wealth of sites and assets of historical
significance – and a clear opportunity to market and co-ordinate events round these.
• The borough’s ageing population could form a logical basis of re-branding of Wirral into a dementia
friendly borough (or ‘barrier free’ if we consider other challenging conditions), however some areas
difficult to navigate with poor signage, unclear routes etc which would run counter to this ambition.
• Wirral residents are said to give more per head to charity than anywhere else in the country (though
we are yet to substantiate this). Targeting fundraising around local interest projects could direct some
of this philanthropy inwards.
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1.3.17

1.4

1.4.1

Creating expectation or ‘permission’ for Council staff to spend time on developing programmes in
collaboration with other venues (including those outside the Council) would increase usage and footfall
(enabling an increase in ancillary spending).
For
example, it is evident that there are high levels of local
Emergent Key Themes
pride for notable ‘sons and daughters of Wirral’ but it
1. Multi generational poverty and
stays very local – a coordinated effort between services
disengagement
could lead to revenue-raising events and higher footfall.
2. Low working age to retired ratio:
We have encountered an unease amongst staff as to
• Ageing well
how this ‘additional’ work is perceived alongside more
• Dementia
traditional ways of public sector working.
• Isolation and loneliness
Implications of the Needs Analysis for an
3. Demand for coordinated services
Alternative Operating Model
4. Inclusion and exclusion of some,
socially and economically
Through the analysis process, a number of key issues
5. Higher than average LACs
are emerging. These create challenges in their own
6. Areas of oversupply; unsuitable
right, but also act as the causes of needs within the
assets; needing reconfiguration and
Borough which manifest at very local levels. These key
joining up
themes include, for example, multi-generation
7. Opportunities to meet health and
unemployment in the same families, leading to low
social needs with these assets
incomes, lack of role models within families, lower
8. Support for tourism: general and
educational attainment, poorer behavioural norms and
special groups
lower health outcomes, anti-social behaviour. Whilst the
Council needs to be provide some services which are
universal in design, other services, like those that address the themes cited here, need to be targeted
with some flexibility in design of delivery or accessibility to accommodate specific or changing needs.
The box to the previous page notes eight key themes arising from the needs analysis that affect
operational response.

1.4.2

Multi-generational poverty and disengagement
Of the population, 4.3% are long-term unemployed, and we were told that many come from multigenerational unemployed families. 16 to 19 year old white males are a particularly prevalent needs group
in this area. The provision of facilities needs to focus on them, noting that the challenge here is not one of
availability but of willingness to engage.

1.4.3

Low Working age to retired ratio
Wirral has a high retired to working age ratio, 18.8% of economically active as against 13.4% nationally
(ONS), with increasing numbers of unhealthy elderly and very limited employment prospects for those of
working age. There appears to be a lack of consensus as to what industries and strengths Wirral wants to
develop to replace the industries it lost and little effort to drive up revenue (e.g. from tourism, including
specialist groups) or to develop exports (e.g. by collaborating with local research institutions to develop
specialist or innovative solutions to the Borough’s challenges which can be exported elsewhere – ageing
well; inclusivity in older age; etc). The Council needs to be agile enough to play its part in delivering
solutions to unemployment and to facilitate innovation and entrepreneurialism as part of a wider coordinated partner approach to economic regeneration.

1.4.4

Demand for joined-up, coordinated services
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The Wirral boasts a wealth of latent natural and historical assets and a fierce civic pride but suffers from a
lack of investment, co-ordination and invigoration. Place-making is a strong theme, but there is little
overall direction as to what individual places within Wirral could contribute to the whole. In previous
decades, Council services were well understood and discrete from private and third sector offerings, but
with the advent of devolution, localism and the economic downturn, service provision needs to be
understood, planned and delivered in a much more co-ordinated fashion across stakeholder groups.
• Service providers in public services need to be ‘easy to do business with’ at all levels. This includes
working with a wider range of commissioners as well as responding to the needs of residents directly.
• It will be important to be able to provide services at the right time, in the most appropriate place and at
the right cost. Other commissioners can be expected to contribute to costs of services delivery if it is
the most cost-effective means of doing so. The ability to differentiate delivery parameters and models
will enable the organisation to remain sustainable overall whilst retaining agility in how it responds to
changing needs. In particular, some services are best delivered locally (at Ward level), either targeted
at wards with the highest need incidence or tailored to meet needs in each ward. Others, such as
specialist support (e.g. domestic violence) or strategic growth (e.g. the tourism agenda and visitor
economy) could be more successful if a City Regional partnership is developed.
1.4.5

Inclusion and exclusion of some, socially and economically
Some sections of the community already face barriers to inclusion or experience negative impacts as a
result of decisions made with regard to service delivery. A new model, less constrained by the historical
conventions or expectations that go with traditional local authority operations, will enable services to be
delivered with more a more flexible approach. It could, for example, allow for:
• Robust and commercial consideration of the impact of raising fees or charges for previously free
services. Who would it deter? How could the Council subsidise or ease the burden for those most in
need, whilst generating income from those who can afford to pay?
• Consideration of a Wirral-wide discount card for those meeting certain needs criteria, or a Wirral
Residents’ multi-service discount card? Such a scheme would work as a tourist or visitor ‘levy’ as full
price would be incrementally inflated to non-residents, and would allow for those who need to pay less
to do so without being overtly ‘marked out’.
• Inclusion to be achieved through removing barriers to certain groups, for example by offering work
experience or supported work placements to those with a long term history of unemployment or with
special needs. Parks maintenance, gallery staff, catering, front of house, would all seem appropriate,
but Council contracts are likely to prohibit the flexibility that such engagements might need.

1.4.6

High Looked-after child population
This background creates specific needs for the children themselves, tending to be somewhat isolated,
and finding it hard to develop stable friendships, requiring additional support to engage with sport, but
also a deep need for recreation and the opportunity to develop attachments with suitable adults and peers
in a safe environment. Some services may be focused on specific needs, and others on more general
needs, but tailored to make them accessible. There are significant economic as well as social gains
deliverable here. An offering that is well integrated with fostering and post-adoption support is needed.
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In addition, carers can find themselves isolated form social networks, and not taking care of their own
health and mental health. There is scope for developing support services which embrace the carers as
well, and integrate them with appropriate friendship groups.
1.4.7

Need for reconfiguration of certain assets, but looking at it as a single portfolio
With the real possibility of meeting needs through services delivered in part from leisure and in part from
parks, or community engagement and access to information through libraries and leisure centres for
example, it is appropriate to approach the leisure, arts and culture portfolio as a single unit (albeit with
separate management focus areas as appropriate). This will also allow for cross-subsidies where
appropriate (accepting that needs and levels of service demand will change over time and will have to be
balanced across the portfolio).

1.4.8

In a similar vein, best use of the property portfolio would be enabled by a single portfolio mindset.
Appointment of event programming and fundraising staff would ensure best use of all types of assets
through:
• Thematic coordination of activities and where they happen – for example ensuring that summer
outdoor activities provide pathways or ‘hooks’ into winter indoor activities in other service areas.
• Stronger celebration of (and capitalisation on) local historical figures, assets and collections – linking
into tourism and visitor economy as well as reinvigorating local pride where needed.
• Optimum use of assets when delivering commissioned services, such that bookings are seamlessly
referred to other sites if the chosen site is unavailable full and the removal of bureaucracy in ‘using
someone else’s building’.
• The ability to operate purely commercial activities to make best use of its portfolio of assets. For
example, to charge higher rates for the hire of private rooms in libraries and other assets.
• Dedicated resource to seek and secure external funding and grants and reverse the ‘tail wagging dog’
influence that grants have on service provision strategies.

1.4.9

There are other areas in which assets need reconfiguration, which fall into three broad headings:
• Where assets are not fit for purpose: some are inappropriately laid out (e.g. the Williamson, where the
glass roof means that sunlight precludes the use of certain gallery space), and some have tired
facilities in need of major overhaul
• Where local competition has supplanted them: this is picked up in the mapping analysis that is
following from this phase 1 report
• Where need has changed, or where configuration does not meet the needs of the current population
(e.g. the need to engage with 16-19 y.o. males; the libraries really used in the east of the peninsula for
community space and ICT, rather than book lending)

1.4.10

Opportunities to meet Health and Social Needs with these assets
New sources of funds, including grants and social investment, and new commissioning models are
changing the landscape of provision, enabling more joined-up responses to social challenges and the
Council will need to re-evaluate its role in this response. Through the Council’s leisure and other assets,
services for other agencies such as health and police can be delivered more cost-effectively than they
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could themselves. In some cases it may be playing multiple roles – perhaps as commissioner, partial
funder and co-provider of a single service – and the operating model must allow for this without
necessitating time-consuming and costly administrative hurdles.
• An example already in place is the integration project under Pledge 19 (Safe Neighbourhoods) which
has seen development of the ‘Safer Wirral’ model currently being piloted on community patrols and
estate wardens and which has a logical synergy with open and public space management strategies
as well as diversionary provision for disaffected youth.
1.4.11

Support for tourism: general and special groups
The leisure, parks & countryside and other portfolio assets are well placed to meet not just local social
need, but also enhance the tourist experience in the area and so bring economic benefits too. As it can
meet the needs of specific groups in the local population, so it can adapt itself not just to general tourism,
but to the emerging field of special tourism. Particular needs groups and their carers also require leisure
experiences and want to go on holiday, and this can usefully and cost-effectively be delivered by
configuring assets in a way to allow that. Particular groups that can be addressed in this way could be:
• Dementia sufferers
• Children and adults with autism
• Those with special educational needs or physical additional needs
• Those interested in historical, or archive
tourism

1.4.12

Overall use of the portfolio
The overall conclusion from the needs analysis
is summarised in the box to the right, which
suggests what may be seen as a commitment
that needs to be met by the future model of
operation and governance.

“A model which is both universal and
targeted”
The intended future model is one which operates
at two levels to deliver universal and targeted
provision. The model must ensure that:
1. Every Wirral resident has affordable access to:
a) Sports and fitness facilities
b) Information, books and ICT facilities
c) Cultural facilities (theatres, galleries and
events)
d) Community space – outdoor and indoor

1.5

Needs Analysis as Aligned to the 20
Pledges

1.5.1

The Wirral 2020 Plan is supported by a set of
2. It is proactive in reaching out to those in need
strategies designed to deliver against 20
pledges. The pledges focus on addressing
priorities within the Borough and, in doing so, focus on a number of the needs areas we have discussed.
Whilst each strategy has a specific focus, there is some overlap in outcome areas and the following
themes are pertinent to the needs analysis. This list summarises the direction of travel under the 2020
pledges, and highlights alignment with our proposed alternative operational model.
Ageing Well, Isolation and Dementia

1.5.2

Wirral has pledged a partnership approach to identifying the isolated elderly. This includes a web
platform to list opportunities to socialise; pre-retirement courses and a focus on digital inclusion and ways
to access information.
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• This fits well with our proposals around dementia and inclusion, as does the 2020 action to encourage
businesses to be age friendly spaces, and to offer access to jobs and volunteering
Volunteering
1.5.3

A partnership approach has also been pledged with regard to a volunteering strategy, supported by a
public sector volunteer workforce. This will be based on best practice research and include a ‘buddy
scheme’ to support people to access leisure activities and explore opportunities to develop a coaching
programme. The volunteering ethic will be espoused early, through increasing the number of places on
National Citizens Service programme available to 16 and 17 year olds.
• Our proposed portfolio-wide operating model enables volunteer time to be deployed where most
needed with a robust management and co-ordination effort sitting behind it.
Environment and Community Safety

1.5.4

The Pledges encompass both a diversionary strategy to reduce ASB in the short term and targeted
awareness campaigns on hate crime and violent crime (including working with businesses), developing
networks to break cycle of criminal behaviour. The Wirral has declared ‘zero tolerance’ to domestic
abuse, and will deliver a coordinated training, education and public awareness in support of this working
with colleagues across the Liverpool City Region to evaluate the effectiveness of perpetrator programmes
currently on offer. It has pledged a working group to deliver an integrated plan for community safety.
• Here is clear evidence of cross-agency and partnership working. The pledges work in the short-,
medium- and longer term and will need to integrate with service provision, shared objectives and
priorities across multiple stakeholders.
Health, Disability and Wellbeing

1.5.5

The emphasis here is a dual one – working with partners to meet existing needs holistically, as well as
focussing on prevention of long term conditions by changing societal needs – a good example of service
provision which is at once universal but targeted. The pledges offer some targeted support to specific
groups which are currently under-served, by:
• Implementing the Wirral Strategy for carers through supporting the Carer's Partnership Board
• Exploring innovative ways to maintain provision of short breaks and respite placements for children
and adults with disabilities
• Working with local employers to consider innovative collaborative approaches to increase the local
provision for training and work opportunities
• Working as a partnership to explore innovative ways to remove barriers to people getting out and
about in Wirral, particularly for people with mobility issues and sensory impairments

1.5.6

Prevention work also acts universally whilst targeting specific groups. Some of these actions will also
provide data that will be useful in understanding the true size and shape of service demand in key areas,
as well as preventing it wherever possible, for example, by:
• Reviewing the provision of pre-retirement courses for all local residents to plan for their retirement
years
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• Working as a partnership to develop and agree a robust method of capturing data around the
prevalence of disability in Wirral and implementing an All Age Integrated Disability Service
• Increasing the uptake of maternity services delivered by integrated teams in locality-based settings;
• Providing targeted drug and alcohol interventions so reducing misuse;
• Developing links with children and young peoples services to investigate the development of an
approach to risk taking behaviour to include drug and alcohol use.
• Working with partners developing the growth strategy for the borough to ensure that the concept of a
Healthy High Street is integral to the regeneration and economic development of the borough.
• Developing, promoting and supporting good referral pathways between GPs and the network of
sports, leisure, social and physical activities available in Wirral, particularly those activities provided by
the extensive voluntary sector
Employment and Financial Independence
1.5.7

Pledges in this area will provide opportunities for commissioned services on Council premises (whether or
not these serve to drive up real income, they will generate footfall). A key focus is on changing
perceptions and expectations of young people, whilst actively engaging them in shaping the future of their
borough. Key pledged activities that particularly align with our proposals include:
• To raise aspirations, engage local employers and improve vocational awareness develop opportunities
or young people through the Young Chamber and Wirral Met College
• To develop programme/activities/training e.g. coding clubs / digital entrepreneurship skills training to
support young people to improve and enhance their digital skills (including coding) to enable them to
thrive and compete in a modern digital environment
• To implement Access Wirral programme to provide transactional services and information online
enabling customers in Wirral to manage their business, through a single point of access
• To embed employability programmes and financial advice within primary health services and early
years’ intervention activities e.g. through Community Hubs
• To co-ordinate and raise awareness of accessible, flexible and affordable childcare to enable parents
to return to and/or sustain employment.
• To provide advice and information on affordable transport schemes to enable parents to access
training and employment
• To maximise work related opportunities to engage students of all ages in the leisure and tourism
sectors, progress them into apprenticeships, jobs and ensure opportunities for continuous professional
development.
Culture, Heritage and Arts

1.5.8

Perhaps the most relevant package of pledges is focussed specifically on those services and assets in
the scope of our project. They include promises to:
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• Establish a knowledge and funding hub for small arts and cultural organisations in Wirral;
• Develop a calendar of events and activities and publicise through a central website and explore the
use of technology and social media campaigns to encourage resident and visitor participation in arts,
culture and heritage;
• Work with families, youth organisations and schools to increase participation in cultural education from
an early age;
• Develop Wirral’s unique marketing approach as a cultural destination including working with .Culture
Liverpool to deliver major cultural events over the next five years, and with Liverpool Film Office to
identify future potential filming opportunities in Wirral;
• Deliver tourism marketing which promotes Wirral’s visitor offer including culture, Discover Wirral
(shorts breaks) and Wonders of Wirral (day breaks);
• Develop plans with probation, youth offending services and the voluntary sector to provide
opportunities for offenders to undertake environmental improvement opportunities in their
communities;
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Appendix E

Asset Tables

THIS SET OF TABLES WILL BE PROVIDED IN A SEPARATELY ATTACHED PDF DOCUMENT
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Appendix F

Mapping of Services
The following Appendix section contains screenshots of our Google-based services and facilities map, on which we have plotted buildings including those in the portfolio of
services and also places of interest in the Borough and in Liverpool city centre.
Colour codes are as follows:







Libraries: orange (central/main libraries), mid yellow (community libraries), paler yellow (proposed self-service libraries), black (proposed disposals) – all with book
symbol
Leisure: mid blue, light blue where privately owned – all with leisure symbols. Includes leisure Centres, golf courses, black (proposed disposals)
Arts and culture: purple – with arts symbol
Community organisations: coral – with star symbol
Places of interest: teal – with 3 point pin type symbol – these include large employers, proposed development areas including Wirral Well Made areas,
mirror/development areas of interest in Liverpool
Hospitals: pink with red cross – Clatterbridge and Arrowe Park Hospital
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Map 1: Full image showing the whole of the Wirral with Liverpool City Centre.
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Map 2: Wallasey constituency with Floral Pavilion at north east of the map, Leasowe to the West and Central park and Guinea Gap to
the East
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Map 3: Wallasey constituency showing Moreton and Leasowe top right
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Map 4: Birkenhead constituency showing the area around Birkenhead Park
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Map 5: Birkenhead constituency showing Beechwood to the west, Wirral Tennis and Sports Centre to the north and Victoria Park to the
north east
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Map 6: Birkenhead constituency showing the area to the East of Birkenhead Park, this includes The Hive youth club, Hamilton
Square, Birkenhead Priory and Birkenhead Central library.
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Map 7: Showing Wirral South constituency areas of New Ferry, Bebington, Bromborough, Port Sunlight and Clatterbridge Hospital to the South West
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Map 8: This screenshot is showing Wirral South constituency areas of Eastham and Bromborough
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Map 9: Wirral West showing Woodchurch and Upton very close to M53 motorway running through the middle of the Borough
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Map 10: Wirral West showing the Pensby, Greasby and Irby and Heswall areas
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Map 11: Wirral West with West Kirby to the west, Greasby and Irby, Soughall Massie and Frankby to the East and Hoylake in
the North
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Appendix G

Benchmarking & Competitor Analysis

THIS SET OF TABLES WILL BE PROVIDED IN A SEPARATELY ATTACHED PDF DOCUMENT
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Appendix H

Data Tables from Wirral Finance
Budget Variances

Total Budgets

Income

Sum of
Original
Budget
2015-16
11,603,400

Sum of
Budget
2015-16
12,054,600

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2015- Budget
2016-17
16
12,816,505

12,221,500

Sum of
Budget
2016-17
13,305,900

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2016- Budget
2017-18
17
13,826,139

14,684,400

Sum of
Budget
2017-18
14,865,300

2015/16

2016/17

451,200

Actual V Budget

2017/18

1,084,400

180,900

2015/16
(761,905)

2016/17

Actual
16/17 v
Budget
17/18

(520,239)

(1,039,161)

(1,249,600) 1,310,000
39,500
319,800
33,900 120,000
(114,400) 1,050,300
40,000
(1,044,200) 2,394,200 199,500
0
868,600 (621,500)
0
0
0
0
(5,900) (343,800)
0
0
0
(25,900) (340,900)
0
(1,070,100) 2,916,000 (765,800)
1,521,300 (1,831,600) 946,700

(1,208,512) (333,899)
101,363 (511,944)
(1,020,717) (644,681)
(2,127,867) (1,490,524)
(389,794)
509,172
(976,909) (3,029,240)
104,354
109,679
77,657
286,271
277,547
0
(3,035,013) (3,614,642)
2,273,107 3,094,403

183,899
247,744
712,681
1,144,324
112,328
3,029,240
(73,579)
(286,271)
338,700
4,264,742
(5,303,903)

Budget Variances

Actual V Budget

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Premises Costs
Direct Costs

16,776,700 15,527,100 16,735,612 15,341,700 16,651,700 16,985,599 16,762,200 16,801,700
5,136,600
5,456,400
5,355,037
5,101,700
5,135,600
5,647,544
5,279,800
5,399,800
4,252,800
4,138,400
5,159,117
3,159,900
4,210,200
4,854,881
4,102,200
4,142,200
26,166,100 25,121,900 27,249,767 23,603,300 25,997,500 27,488,024 26,144,200 26,343,700
Depreciation
3,446,000
3,446,000
3,835,794
3,446,000
4,314,600
3,805,428
4,314,600
3,693,100
Impairment
0
0
976,909
0
0
3,029,240
0
0
Recharges
(823,000)
(823,000)
(927,354)
169,200
163,300
53,621
471,000
127,200
Charges to Reserves and Revenue
(175,000)
(175,000)
(252,657)
(150,000)
(150,000)
(436,271)
(150,000)
(150,000)
Management Recharges
2,225,000
2,199,100
1,921,553
1,881,000
1,540,100
1,540,100
1,201,400
1,201,400
30,839,100 29,769,000 32,804,013 28,949,500 31,865,500 35,480,142 31,981,200 31,215,400
Net Cost
(19,235,700) (17,714,400) (19,987,507) (16,728,000) (18,559,600) (21,654,003) (17,296,800) (16,350,100)

Parks

Income

Sum of
Original
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Original
Sum of
Actual 2015- Budget
2016-17
16

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Original
Sum of
Actual 2016- Budget
2017-18
17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

2015/16

3,357,800

3,391,100

3,498,633

3,558,000

3,558,000

3,719,585

3,845,700

3,866,600

33,300

6,666,400
1,390,400
1,338,600
9,395,400
823,000
0
(729,100)
(175,000)
682,300
9,996,600
(6,638,800)

6,260,800
1,693,500
1,345,600
9,299,900
823,000
0
(729,100)
(175,000)
656,200
9,875,000
(6,483,900)

6,030,307
1,658,531
1,317,892
9,006,730
937,524
337,262
(656,228)
(252,657)
575,677
9,948,309
(6,449,675)

6,051,800
1,522,500
1,320,500
8,894,800
823,000
0
(610,900)
(150,000)
384,300
9,341,200
(5,783,200)

6,101,300
1,522,500
1,320,500
8,944,300
1,347,700
0
(613,900)
(150,000)
353,800
9,881,900
(6,323,900)

6,095,672
1,647,511
1,392,656
9,135,838
955,753
70,904
(557,987)
(325,510)
353,800
9,632,798
(5,913,214)

6,142,600
1,553,700
1,320,500
9,016,800
1,347,700
0
(610,900)
(150,000)
240,200
9,843,800
(5,998,100)

6,182,100
1,553,700
1,320,500
9,056,300
726,200
0
(623,600)
(150,000)
240,200
9,249,100
(5,382,500)

(405,600)
303,100
7,000
(95,500)
0
0
0
0
(26,100)
(121,600)
154,900

2016/17

2017/18
0

2015/16

2016/17

Actual
16/17 v
Budget
17/18

20,900

(107,533)

(161,585)

(147,015)

49,500
39,500
0
0
0
0
49,500
39,500
524,700 (621,500)
0
0
(3,000) (12,700)
0
0
(30,500)
0
540,700 (594,700)
(540,700) 615,600

230,493
34,969
27,708
293,170
(114,524)
(337,262)
(72,872)
77,657
80,523
(73,309)
(34,225)

5,628
(125,011)
(72,156)
(191,538)
391,947
(70,904)
(55,913)
175,510
0
249,102
(410,686)

(86,428)
93,811
72,156
79,538
229,553
70,904
65,613
(175,510)
113,600
383,698
(530,714)

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Premises Costs
Direct Costs
Depreciation
Impairment
Recharges
Charges to Reserves and Revenue
Management Recharges
Net Cost
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Budget Variances

Leisure

Income

Sum of
Original
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2015- Budget
2016-17
16

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2016- Budget
2017-18
17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

2015/16

2016/17

5,525,900

6,043,900

6,336,856

6,043,900

7,013,300

6,985,287

8,053,100

8,053,100

518,000

6,669,200
2,650,300
695,600
10,015,100
1,819,000
0
(187,300)
0
599,500
12,246,300
(6,720,400)

6,657,700
2,647,100
509,600
9,814,400
1,819,000
0
(187,300)
0
599,700
12,045,800
(6,001,900)

7,103,325
2,552,113
1,090,814
10,746,253
2,064,170
(680,272)
(370,994)
0
539,000
12,298,156
(5,961,300)

6,694,500
2,471,600
(518,700)
8,647,400
1,819,000
0
690,900
0
685,100
11,842,400
(5,798,500)

6,835,300
2,422,900
561,900
9,820,100
2,156,500
0
693,900
0
685,100
13,355,600
(6,342,300)

7,141,682
2,602,060
899,989
10,643,730
2,040,603
1,688,287
511,925
(110,761)
685,100
15,458,884
(8,473,597)

6,857,000
2,522,800
523,900
9,903,700
2,156,500
0
992,000
0
385,200
13,437,400
(5,384,300)

6,857,000
2,522,800
523,900
9,903,700
2,156,500
0
660,900
0
385,200
13,106,300
(5,053,200)

(11,500)
(3,200)
(186,000)
(200,700)
0
0
0
0
200
(200,500)
718,500

Actual V Budget

2017/18

969,400

2015/16
0

(292,956)

2016/17

Actual
16/17 v
Budget
17/18

28,013

(1,067,813)

(445,625) (306,382)
94,987 (179,160)
(581,214) (338,089)
(931,853) (823,630)
(245,170)
115,897
680,272 (1,688,287)
183,694
181,975
0
110,761
60,700
0
(252,356) (2,103,284)
(40,600) 2,131,297

284,682
79,260
376,089
740,030
(115,897)
1,688,287
(148,975)
(110,761)
299,900
2,352,584
(3,420,397)

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Premises Costs
Direct Costs
Depreciation
Impairment
Recharges
Charges to Reserves and Revenue
Management Recharges
Net Cost

140,800
0
(48,700)
0
1,080,600
0
1,172,700
0
337,500
0
0
0
3,000 (331,100)
0
0
0
0
1,513,200 (331,100)
(543,800) 331,100

Budget Variances

Williamson

Income

Sum of
Original
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Original
Sum of
Actual 2015- Budget
2016-17
16

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Original
Sum of
Actual 2016- Budget
2017-18
17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

2015/16

2016/17

Actual V Budget

2017/18

2015/16

2016/17

Actual
16/17 v
Budget
17/18

26,100

26,200

41,367

26,200

26,200

42,991

26,200

26,200

100

0

0

(15,167)

(16,791)

16,791

316,900
92,200
20,900
430,000
177,000
0
2,000
0
57,700
666,700
(640,600)

316,900
94,800
20,900
432,600
177,000
0
2,000
0
57,700
669,300
(643,100)

324,336
116,082
65,586
506,004
190,324
1,575,350
1,664
0
47,029
2,320,370
(2,279,003)

306,900
84,300
20,900
412,100
177,000
0
2,000
0
53,900
645,000
(618,800)

274,800
84,300
20,900
380,000
112,900
0
2,000
0
47,900
542,800
(516,600)

299,073
104,199
69,574
472,846
112,884
0
1,560
0
47,900
635,190
(592,199)

277,600
88,800
20,900
387,300
112,900
0
2,600
0
42,300
545,100
(518,900)

277,600
88,800
20,900
387,300
112,900
0
2,600
0
42,300
545,100
(518,900)

0
2,600
0
2,600
0
0
0
0
0
2,600
(2,500)

(32,100)
0
0
(32,100)
(64,100)
0
0
0
(6,000)
(102,200)
102,200

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(7,436)
(21,282)
(44,686)
(73,404)
(13,324)
(1,575,350)
336
0
10,671
(1,651,070)
1,635,903

(24,273)
(19,899)
(48,674)
(92,846)
16
0
440
0
0
(92,390)
75,599

21,473
15,399
48,674
85,546
(16)
0
(1,040)
0
5,600
90,090
(73,299)

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Premises Costs
Direct Costs
Depreciation
Impairment
Recharges
Charges to Reserves and Revenue
Management Recharges
Net Cost
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Budget Variances

Floral

Income

Sum of
Original
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2015- Budget
2016-17
16

Sum of
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2016- Budget
2017-18
17

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

2015/16

2016/17

Actual V Budget

2017/18

2015/16

2,386,100

2,463,900

2,396,001

2,463,900

2,533,200

2,643,290

2,573,200

2,573,200

77,800

69,300

0

980,700
245,200
1,574,400
2,800,300
260,000
0
13,600
0
150,800
3,224,700
(838,600)

993,400
262,500
1,639,000
2,894,900
260,000
0
13,600
0
150,800
3,319,300
(855,400)

989,843
294,370
2,038,565
3,322,778
260,133
0
11,317
0
118,847
3,713,075
(1,317,074)

1,003,600
261,400
1,725,200
2,990,200
260,000
0
13,600
0
149,300
3,413,100
(949,200)

1,017,200
261,400
1,794,500
3,073,100
263,000
0
13,600
0
122,900
3,472,600
(939,400)

1,005,599
289,572
1,942,331
3,237,502
241,274
1,206,714
10,607
0
122,900
4,818,997
(2,175,707)

1,099,400
271,300
1,724,500
3,095,200
263,000
0
12,100
0
102,200
3,472,500
(899,300)

1,099,400
271,300
1,724,500
3,095,200
263,000
0
12,100
0
102,200
3,472,500
(899,300)

12,700
17,300
64,600
94,600
0
0
0
0
0
94,600
(16,800)

13,600
0
69,300
82,900
3,000
0
0
0
(26,400)
59,500
9,800

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

67,899

2016/17

Actual
16/17 v
Budget
17/18

(110,090)

70,090

3,557
11,601
(31,870)
(28,172)
(399,565) (147,831)
(427,878) (164,402)
(133)
21,726
0 (1,206,714)
2,283
2,993
0
0
31,953
0
(393,775) (1,346,397)
461,674 1,236,307

(93,801)
18,272
217,831
142,302
(21,726)
1,206,714
(1,493)
0
20,700
1,346,497
(1,276,407)

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Premises Costs
Direct Costs
Depreciation
Impairment
Recharges
Charges to Reserves and Revenue
Management Recharges
Net Cost

Budget Variances

Priory

Income

Sum of
Original
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Original
Sum of
Actual 2015- Budget
2016-17
16

Sum of
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2016- Budget
2017-18
17

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

2015/16

2016/17

Actual V Budget

2017/18

2015/16

2016/17

Actual
16/17 v
Budget
17/18

0

0

38,953

0

0

8,771

0

0

0

0

0

(38,953)

(8,771)

8,771

0
0
0
0
0
0
41,000
0
0
41,000
(41,000)

0
0
0
0
0
0
41,000
0
0
41,000
(41,000)

0
0
38,953
38,953
0
0
43,200
0
0
82,153
(43,200)

0
0
0
0
0
0
41,900
0
0
41,900
(41,900)

0
0
0
0
0
0
41,900
0
0
41,900
(41,900)

0
0
8,771
8,771
0
0
50,689
0
0
59,460
(50,689)

0
0
0
0
0
0
45,700
0
0
45,700
(45,700)

0
0
0
0
0
0
45,700
0
0
45,700
(45,700)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
(38,953)
(38,953)
0
0
(2,200)
0
0
(41,153)
2,200

0
0
(8,771)
(8,771)
0
0
(8,789)
0
0
(17,560)
8,789

0
0
8,771
8,771
0
0
4,989
0
0
13,760
(4,989)

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Premises Costs
Direct Costs
Depreciation
Impairment
Recharges
Charges to Reserves and Revenue
Management Recharges
Net Cost
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Budget Variances

Libraries

Income

Sum of
Original
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Budget
2015-16

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2015- Budget
2016-17
16

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Sum of
Original
Actual 2016- Budget
2017-18
17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

2015/16

2016/17

Actual V Budget

2017/18

2015/16

2016/17

Actual
16/17 v
Budget
17/18

307,500

129,500

504,695

129,500

175,200

426,216

186,200

346,200

(178,000)

45,700

160,000

(375,195)

(251,016)

80,016

2,143,500
758,500
623,300
3,525,300
367,000
0
36,800
0
734,700
4,663,800
(4,356,300)

1,298,300
758,500
623,300
2,680,100
367,000
0
36,800
0
734,700
3,818,600
(3,689,100)

2,287,801
733,942
607,308
3,629,050
383,643
(255,430)
43,686
0
641,000
4,441,949
(3,937,254)

1,284,900
761,900
612,000
2,658,800
367,000
0
31,700
0
608,400
3,665,900
(3,536,400)

2,423,100
844,500
512,400
3,780,000
434,500
0
25,800
0
330,400
4,570,700
(4,395,500)

2,443,573
1,004,203
541,561
3,989,337
454,914
63,335
36,827
0
330,400
4,874,813
(4,448,597)

2,385,600
843,200
512,400
3,741,200
434,500
0
29,500
0
431,500
4,636,700
(4,450,500)

2,385,600
963,200
552,400
3,901,200
434,500
0
29,500
0
431,500
4,796,700
(4,450,500)

(845,200)
0
0
(845,200)
0
0
0
0
0
(845,200)
667,200

1,138,200
82,600
(99,600)
1,121,200
67,500
0
(5,900)
0
(278,000)
904,800
(859,100)

0
120,000
40,000
160,000
0
0
0
0
0
160,000
0

(989,501)
24,558
15,992
(948,950)
(16,643)
255,430
(6,886)
0
93,700
(623,349)
248,154

(20,473)
(159,703)
(29,161)
(209,337)
(20,414)
(63,335)
(11,027)
0
0
(304,113)
53,097

57,973
41,003
(10,839)
88,137
20,414
63,335
7,327
0
(101,100)
78,113
1,903

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Premises Costs
Direct Costs
Depreciation
Impairment
Recharges
Charges to Reserves and Revenue
Management Recharges
Net Cost
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Appendix I

Budget Review Tables from Wirral Finance
Parks Analysis of Premises and Other Costs

Premises and other costs

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Actual
2016-17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

Variance
Variance Variance to
to Budget to
2017/18
£
Budget % Budget Comments and Explanation
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Libraries Analysis of Premises and Other Costs

Libraries Premises and Other Costs

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Actual
2016-17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

Variance
Variance Variance to
to Budget to
2017/18
£
Budget % Budget Comments and Explanation

(188,864)
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Leisure Analysis of Premises and Other Costs
Leisure Analysis of Premises and Other Costs
Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Actual
2016-17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

Variance
Variance Variance to
to Budget to
2017/18
£
Budget % Budget Comments and Explanation
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Floral Pavilion Analysis of Premises and Other Costs

Floral Premises and Other Costs

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Actual
2016-17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

Variance
Variance Variance to
to Budget to
2017/18
£
Budget % Budget Comments and Explanation
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Williamson Analysis of Premises and Other Costs

Williamson Premises and Other Costs

Sum of
Budget
2016-17

Sum of
Actual
2016-17

Sum of
Budget
2017-18

Variance
Variance Variance to
to Budget to
2017/18
£
Budget % Budget Comments and Explanation
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Leisure Analysis of Project Implementation

Table Source: Wirral Leisure Management
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Appendix J

Market Review: Competition Tables
Wirral Exhibitions

Location

Price/ Accessibility

Owned By

1

Lady Lever Gallery

Bebington

National Museums
Liverpool

2

Williamson Art Gallery;
includes the Bugsy Malone
photography exhibition, the
National exhibition of Wildlife
Art and Silent Voice's
exhibition

Birkenhead

Admission is free / Open daily
from 10am-5pm, easily
accessible by Rail (closest station
is Bebington), Bus (Liverpool One
Bus Stations), and car - parking
is available
Free admission / Open
Wednesdays-Sundays 10am5pm, accessible by rail (closest
station is Birkenhead Central), by
car - parking available nearby

3

Port Sunlight Museum

Port
Sunlight
Village

Admission ranges from £2.75 £3.95 / Open daily from 10am5pm, accessible by train (closest
station is Bebington), and by car

Port Sunlight
Village Trust

4

Wirral Transport Museum

Birkenhead

Free admission / Open on
weekends 1pm-5pm , accessible
by rail (closest station is
Birkenhead Hamilton square) ,
car, ferry (Mersey ferry service),
and tram

Community
Development Trust

5

Spaceport

Wallasey

Admission ranges from £6 - £9 /
open daily from 10am-3pm (till
5pm on weekends), Easily
accessible by Ferry, and by Car

Mersey Travel

6

West Kirby Museum

West Kirby

Free admission/ Open Saturdays
10am-1pm, accessible by Rail
(closest station is West Kirby), by
car

West Kirby
Museum Research
Group

7

The Wilfred Owen Story

Birkenhead

Unclear / Open Tuesday - Friday
12pm-2pm, Easily accessible by
rail (Conway Park or Birkenhead
Hamilton Square), by car

Not-for-Profit
organisation in
conjunction with
Wirral Methodist
Housing
Association

8

Cajobah Gallery

Birkenhead

Unclear / Open Tuesday - Friday
12pm-2pm, Easily accessible by
rail (Conway Park or Birkenhead
Hamilton Square), by car

9

Blackthorne Galleries

Birkenhead

Unclear / Open Tuesday - Friday
12pm-2pm, Easily accessible by
rail (Birkenhead Central), by car

Birkenhead
Borough Council

Number of
Visitors

35,000

Privately Owned by
Lain Ogilvie
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Liverpool Exhibitions

Location

Price/ Accessibility

Owned By

Number of
Visitors

1

Tate Liverpool

Liverpool
Waterfront

Tate

539,577
(2009)

2

Walker Art Gallery - Art
gallery in Liverpool which
houses one of the largest
collections in England

Liverpool
Central

National
Museums
Liverpool

337,799
(2012)

3

Open eye gallery - Free
photo art and international
journalism showcase on 2
floors with large archive
collection

Liverpool
central

4

Foundation for art and
creative technology (FACT)
- New media arts centre
based on Wood Street in
Liverpool, hosts art projects
and exhibitions as well as
being a cinema

Liverpool
central

Free admission Albert Dock / Open
daily 10am-5pm, accessible by
Ferry (Mersey Travel) , Rail
(closest station is James Street),
by car (parking available), and
Coach (parking available)
Free admission / Open daily
10am-5pm, easily accessible by
Rail (Lime Street Station), Bus
(Queen Square Bus Stop), Car
(some parking available), Coach
(parking available at Albert Dock)
Free admission / Open TuesdaySunday 10am-5pm , easily
accessible by Rail (Lime Street
Station), Bus (Queen Square Bus
Stop), Car (some parking
available), Coach (parking
available at Albert Dock
Exhibitions have free entry, film
prices range from £6 to £10 / Open
daily from 11am-6pm, easily
accessible by Rail (Lime Street
Station), Bus (Queen Square Bus
Stop), Car (some parking
available), Coach (parking
available at Albert Dock

5

The Atkinson - Elegant arts
venue staging music, comedy
and theatre in a 19th century
building, with shop and café

Southport

Ticket prices range from £6-£12 /
Open daily 10am-5pm (Sunday
11am-4pm), Easily accessible by
Rail (closest station is Southport),
car (Southport station car park),

The Atkinson

6

Another place - 100 castiron, life-size figures spread
out along three kilometres of
foreshore, stretching out
almost one kilometre out to
sea
Sudley house - A museum
and art gallery which contains
the collection of George Holt

Crosby
Beach

Free admission / Accessible by
Rail (closest station is
Blundellsands & Crosby), and by
car

Private Exhibition
by Antony
Gormley

Aigburth

National
Museums
Liverpool

Dreamwork lights -26th Nov
16 to 15th Jan 17

Liverpool
Central

Free admission / Open daily 10am5pm , easily accessible by Rail
(Aigburth station), Bus
(61/82/80/80A) , Coach (Norton
Street) - very limited car and coach
parking
Ticket prices range from £6-£10 /
Open daily 10am-7pm, easily
accessible by Rail (Lime Street
Station), Bus (Queen Square Bus
Stop), Car (some parking
available), Coach (parking
available at Albert Dock

7

8

Open Eye Gallery

FACT

Dreamworks
Animation LLC
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9

Merseyside Maritime
Museum

Liverpool
Waterfront

Free admission / Open daily 10am5pm , accessible by Ferry (Mersey
Travel) , Rail (closest station is
James Street), by car (parking
available), and Coach (parking
available)

National
Museums
Liverpool
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Knowsley Exhibitions
1

Price/ Location/ Accessibility

Owned By

The
Kirkby
Centre,
Knowsley

Free admission - Monday Friday: 09.00 - 17.00, Saturday:
10.00 - 13.00 (Closes for lunch
12.30 - 13.00)

Knowsley
Borough Council?

2

Kirkby Gallery - Displays
work by local, regional,
national and international
artists including touring
exhibitions from the Hayward
Gallery, Knowsley’s Annual
Open Exhibitions, schools,
and community arts projects.
Knowsley council also works
in partnership with other arts
agencies to deliver exhibitions
such as Liverpool Biennial and
pan-Merseyside projects.
Huyton Gallery

Huyton
Library
building,
Huyton

Knowsley
Borough Council?

3

Prescot Museum

Prescot

Free admission - Mondays,
Tuesdays & Fridays: 10.00 17.00, Wednesdays: Closed,
Thursdays: 10.00 - 13.00,
Saturdays: 10.00 - 13.00.
Free admission - Monday to
Friday, 9am to 5pm
Saturday, 10am-3.30pm
Closed on Sundays and Public
Holidays
Price/ Location/ Accessibility

Owned By

Free admission / Open daily
10:30am-5pm (Sunday 1pm4pm) , accessible by Train
(Chester railway station), Car
(public carpark nearby), Bus
(station near Chester Town Hall)
Free admission / Open daily
9am-4pm (Sunday 10am-4pm),
Easily accessible by Rail
(Frodsham rail station), by car
(parking available)
Unclear / Open various days and
times during the week,

West Cheshire
Museums

General admission £4.95 (£1.65
children 5-16) / Open daily from
10am-4:30pm , accessibly by Rail
(though closest station, Neston,
is quite far) , and by car

University of
Liverpool

Chester Exhibitions
1

Grosvenor museum Houses collections, exploring
the history of Chester, its art
and silver heritage and its
natural history

Chester

2

Castle parks art centre - Art
galleries, workshops, craft
units and a café, all set in
Victorian stables in parkland

Frodsham

3

Ian Walton Gallery - Ian
Walton, a painter & tutor has
created a small exhibition of
his work
Ness Botanic Gardens

Farndon

4

Little
Neston

Number of
Visitors

Knowsley
Borough Council?

Number of
Visitors

Castle Parks Art
Centre

Ian Walton
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Appendix K

National Trends in LLPC
National cultural trends
This research is not intended to be an exhaustive review of national trends however there are some overall trends
and case studies which have relevance for considering the challenges and opportunities for the LLPC portfolio.

Sports and fitness
In a recent national annual survey 39% of respondents answered that they would use public sports and leisure
services, whereas four years earlier in 2012 this was 52% 1, showing an overall downward trend for using publicly
provided facilities.
However research shows that there has been an overall growth in membership of fitness clubs. In 2016
membership reached 9 million (1 in 7) for the first time – and was a 5.3% rise in a market worth an estimated £3.4 £7.7bn.
Strategies attributed to growth and profitability include: the use of social media, value engineering, digital
marketing, monetisation of other goods, new pricing models, drawing in new consumer types, and more relevant
offers through segmentation. 2 3
Research also shows that, while some segments of the population are engaging in sport and physical activity,
others are being left behind. Research by Sport England shows that these groups include: women, girls, ethnic
minorities, the disabled, the elderly, and those with long-term health conditions and Sport England have included
these groups in their strategic funding plans to increase participation.
This research would suggest that patterns of use of facilities could and should be high, but that in a competitive
marketplace it is essential to get the offer right for users and within the overall marketplace that facilities compete
within.
Most private fitness clubs do not focus on those who have difficulties in accessing services (unless they represent
a profitable income stream) and as such it is important that the offer and the access (in the widest sense) exists
somewhere for those members of society.
Catering for a wide range of needs can be supported through cross-subsidies, however the development of
attractive and imaginative offers could also lead to self-funding services – as can be seen in the Musholm Holiday,
Sports and Conference Centre, and 24 room hotel, in Denmark. A partnership between the Danish Muscular
Dystrophy Foundation and Musholm, one of Denmark’s leading social enterprises, the site features a multi-purpose
hall, especially designed for disabled sports and a modern super-accessible hotel.
Their premise was that ‘People with disabilities have a need for adrenaline and experiences during their holidays
just like everyone else’. Their aim was to ‘make accessibility thoroughly incorporated, so that it is hardly noticeable.
Design and functionality melt together, so all the guests can have a good experience-rich stay at the holiday and
conference centre… and are met by opportunities instead of limitations.’ One of the design features is a beautiful
spiralling ramp (and would-be race track) running around the outside of the interior which takes visitors from the
ground up to a sky lounge with views out to the ‘Great Belt’, together with stop-offs along the way. Viewing duty of
provision and social responsibility through new and an ambitious lens can give rise to new possibilities.

Libraries
For libraries too, a recent DCMS report shows that the proportion of adults using libraries has dropped by a third
over the last 10 years, with only 33% of adults having used libraries over the last 12 months. However residents
who live in the most deprived areas of the country show a relatively stable pattern of use of libraries over the last
1
2
3

Health and fitness omnibus survey 2016, by leisure-net
Deloitte – passion for leisure: A view of the UK leisure market, July 2016
Leisuredb.com, 2016 State of the UK fitness industry report
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decade, and conversely, library use by those in the least deprived areas of the country declined at a faster rate
than in other areas.
Acorn classifications of areas those described as ‘hard pressed’ have shown a 7% decline in library use over the
last decade. This compares to a 19.4% decline from those in ‘urban prosperity’ and 17.3% decline from ‘wealthy
achievers. It is the groups labelled ‘urban prosperity’ and ‘wealthy achievers’ where we see the biggest decline.
Library use by working adults compared to non-working adults has also declined and the overall trend is of a
widening gap. There are also differences in trends between BME ethnic groups compared to white ethnic groups,
with BME usage higher and stable, while use by white ethnic groups is lower and declining.
Digital interaction with libraries is low at 14.2% of adults (mostly to search and view online information or to
complete a transaction), this figure compares poorly to 28.6% of adults visiting museum or gallery websites.
Arts Council England (ACE) research finds that libraries reach a significant cross-section of England’s population –
more so than other art and cultural offers and attributes some of this use to Libraries’ characteristics of being;
‘trusted, open, free public space. Wirral’s own research echoes this and finds that residents use libraries for a wide
range of reasons beyond books and computers. The Arts Council’s research shows that libraries make a significant
contribution to those in old age – from organising enriching and socialising activities to helping people live in their
own homes for longer and recommends that libraries are enabled to expand their social role in people’s lives.
This social role is a clear recommendation in The Arts Council’s research on the potential for Libraries as
community hubs and collocation with other partners and services. The idea, they say, is not a new one, but one
which has gained increased traction recently. Their report sets out a number of ‘library as a community hub’ case
studies across the UK. These have resulted in increased opening hours, improved use, increased partnership
opportunities, a network of staff resource in the building, and joint opportunities such as cultural events.
In its research ACE says that there are a significant number of lapsed library users and that the arts and cultural
sector and libraries have much to offer each other by ‘exploring cross-pollination potential between their users and
arts and cultural audiences’ by utilising the relative strengths and experience of each sector.
Data is a significant under-utilised asset - libraries have access to a wealth of valuable data that is little used (to
support transactions) and could be put to work by providing actionable insight and communications. This enhanced
engagement, it suggests, could sit alongside a greater curatorial approach to managing stock and partnerships.
This suggests that some thinking is needed around the overall library offer to more prosperous families as well as
service design that reflects the needs of working families and individuals. It is heartening and important to note that
library use has remained stable for the ‘hard pressed’ and unemployed and an important job for Wirral is to
consider how to both maintain and grow this use. Library usage figures in areas that are more likely to have more
hard pressed users and unemployed – such as Beechwood, are lower than library usage elsewhere in the
Borough. This suggests that the library offer and service design needs reconsideration.

Archives
A conspicuous grey line in DCMS data separates the use of archives (3.1% of the population) from use of other
cultural services. Like libraries there are downward trends – with use at 5.9% 10 years ago, with those declines in
use from the under 75s. Yet research finds that archives are considered valuable for building trust (in information,
people and institutions), enrichment (through application of data) and openness.
The public’s interest in what is in archives and what they offer is growing and digital technology is opening up
archives in new ways. What is needed now are interesting and enterprising approaches to capitalising on archives
and all that they have to offer, particularly in partnership with other cultural partners.
For example, Manchester developed Archive + whilst redeveloping the Manchester Central Library and used this
initiative to change the nature of its relationship with local communities by reaching young people and those from
marginalised groups through a jointly curated exhibition. This initiative has grown to a partnership with participants
(disabled and BAME communities in particular) in the Activation programme, where participants ‘decide where
gaps in collections are and use archives to design and deliver their own heritage activities… and curate a digital
exhibition that appears in the library and has 1.4 million visitors a year.
Clearly there are many opportunities for encouraging wider use, participation and social gains. There is also
th
potential for partnership with business. For example in 2014 John Lewis celebrated its 150 anniversary by using
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archival data to work with some of its longstanding suppliers and designers to bring back fresh interpretations of
iconic designs, and launch new products. The initiative was a big success and engaged audiences and boosted
sales for John Lewis. This suggests that there could be enterprising commercial opportunities too.

Arts
Across the cultural spectrum engagement in the highest by UK adults shows the highest figures – with 76% of
adults having engaged in arts at least once in the last 12 months. 61% had engaged 3 or more times (at the point
of response). The engagement gap between those from the most and least deprived areas of the country is
narrowing too. In 2009/10 the gap was 27% and the latest data show that this has narrowed to 15%.
The data show that there was a statistically significant increase in the proportion of ‘hard pressed adults’ who
engaged – 66% from 63%. Those with a long-standing illness or disability have also increased use from 70% to
73%.
There is a notable trend of councils and other organisations developing blended cultural experiences that
incorporate: galleries, libraries, food experiences, and active leisure. Some of these are described and set out
within sections 3.

Heritage sites, museums and galleries
There has been a significant increase in the proportion of adults who visit heritage sites over the last 10 years –
rising from 70% to 73%. In particular in the North West, West Midlands and South West.
Most notable is a leap in the proportion of adults from the most deprived areas visiting a heritage site – growing
from 40% to 59%, and narrowing the gap between the most and least deprived from 44% to 25%.
Digital offerings are important here with almost 30% of adults visiting a heritage website for planning, buying tickets
and learning about history and the historic environment.
The use of museums and galleries has increased over the 10 year period too with 53% of UK adults visiting a
museum or gallery in the last year (compared to 42% in 2005/06). Like heritage sites the North West and East
Midlands have both been a draw to visitors. While heritage sites drew more visits from the ‘hard pressed’ group,
this group is less likely to engage in museum and gallery visits than other groups – however looking at areas of
deprivation, there has been a large increase in people from areas of multiple deprivation visiting a museum or
gallery – from 30% in 2009/10 to 44% in 2015/16. There is still some way to go– more than 62% of adults from
upper socio-economic groups visited a museum or gallery in the last year, compared to 37% in lower socioeconomic groups.
This has implications for enabling access, relevance and supporting co-curation of content through participatory
approaches with different communities.

Parks and Countryside
The government’s 2015 monitor data report 4 shows that more of the adult population are enjoying the outdoors.
Just under 3 billion visits (by 42 million adults) were made to natural environments between over the course of 1
year (March 2013 to February 2014) – the highest number for 5 years.
People are spending time relaxing, unwinding, watching wildlife, enjoying scenery, or as a way to keep healthy.
The report sets out that 58% of the population visits the outdoors every week. Green spaces near homes are
increasingly valuable to the population (with 96% agreeing or strongly agreeing that having green spaces close by
is important).
Wirral’s own surveys show that green space and access to parks and the natural environment is important to
residents, and our qualitative research supported those findings. Though there was also the sense that there were
some hidden gems that could be much better used.
The government research report shows that people are using the natural environment for physical wellbeing, with
over third of the visits being for health and exercise. Parks are particularly important and 90% of UK families with
4

Taking part survey 2014 / 2015, DCLS
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children under 5 visit their local park at least once a week 5, with numbers of visitors to parks increasing. They
attract volunteering support with 5,900 park user groups, £70m volunteering hours each year.
However there is a national challenge that is also recognised in Wirral, of significant year on year cuts to funding
for parks (and countryside) over 95% of park managers expect their revenue to be cut over the next 3 years (2015
research), and the number of park managers reporting improvements in parks and improvements in park condition
has declined as services have been cut ‘to the bone’, The reduction in staff and spend not only affects the
conditions of parks, but also the ability to innovate and drive improvements in the service, as well as impacting
morale and skills.
Consequently a number of funders and research organisations such as The Parks Alliance, CABE, The Heritage
Lottery Fund, The National Trust, Nesta, and US based organisations such as the Trusts for Public Land have
sought to test out new models of funding and draw together global best practice for developing alternative funding
models. The Heritage Lottery Fund’s (HLF) research shows that this is bearing some fruit with the proportion of
external funding for parks increasing as they leverage other sources of income and start to grow their commercial
activities by establishing trading companies and adding other trading facilities such as nurseries, as well as striking
up new relationships with businesses. These can involve new models and concepts, for example Bloomsbury
Square is exploring the concept of a Parks Improvement District, as well as other models that encompass
crowdsourcing and subscriptions, endowments, trusts, increasing volunteering, as well as commissioning income
from health organisations.
HLF’s research found that 20% of park managers now receive funding from health organisations for delivering
health outcomes or activities – such as green gyms, pram walks, and fitness classes. Importantly their research
finds that ‘Parks cannot thrive in isolation. To capture greater benefits, individual parks and wider park systems
need to be fully integrated within the council’s strategic and corporate objectives.’ Suggesting that taking holistic
approaches to delivering outcomes is critical for success, and also hinting that diversification of parks offerings
within Wirral, creating a network or system of offerings could be beneficial.

5

State of UK public parks, Heritage Lottery Fund, 2014
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Appendix L

Needs: Case Studies
This Appendix summarises the case studies and examples mentioned throughout Chapter 5 of the main report.
Case studies are collected here as a resource to enable further in depth research. The text sets out case studies
that have been researched with Wirral’s needs in mind and provide good examples of what is possible for different
types of hubs – Central, Main and Neighbourhood.

Central Cultural Offers
Chester Storyhouse, Chester – Cultural Centre housing a library, cinema, theatre, play, arts and crafts spaces,
restaurant, café and play spaces

Beany House of Art and Knowledge, Canterbury – recently revamped library, museum and art centre

Dokk1, Denmark – Iconic new knowledge experience, library, urban media space, democracy, fiction, news,
music, exhibitions

Ler Devagar, Lisbon – Converted industrial building, vast book store, art gallery, performance, events, lectures,
and café weekly market

The Word, South Shields – 21st Century library, National Centre for the Written Word, exhibition space, Fablab,
3D printers, vinyl laser cutters, TV & radio studio, story-telling area, IT suite, café, roof-top terrace. Featured in the
International Federation of Library Associations’ 1001 libraries to see before you die list.

Bloc + Walls – Scandinavia’s largest climbing centre, state of art climbing walls and boulders, training area, café.

Musholm, Denmark - Inspiring recreation centre and holiday homes for the disabled, including conference
facilities, award winning architecture, social enterprise initiative

The Hive – Wirral’s Hive, launched with 30-50 partner offers from gardening to boxing, over 100 volunteers, over
20 patrons

Central Offers with Collaborative Models
Place led design – Manchester Devolution and place-based care; Manchester Central Library and ‘Archive+’ - an
innovative and inclusive archive service; Sharing City Amsterdam – enabling city- wide sharing of time, skills,
places, Splash Adelaide – council re-engineered around place-making structure

Socially focussed enterprise – The Good Hotel, London – Floating social enterprise hotel; Unseen Tours – city
tours given by homeless and formerly homeless.

Alternative funding models – Mile End Park, London - 50% of budget from income generation; Post Office
Square, Boston – capital funded car park sits underneath and generates income for the park; Gifts for Parks,
Vancouver – donors can buy goods for the park; Plaza Park, Sacramento – funded from grants, markets, events,
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an overlooking office building, café and the city; The Eden Project - the charity has an income-generating arm from
tickets, merchandise, courses, talks and are now planning an Eden Hotel; John Lewis Archive - archival material
used to help John Lewis launch new versions of iconic products; Musholm - a strong holiday offer in an underdeveloped market; Lewisham libraries (some) are managed by a social enterprise with income reinvested into
council libraries.

Volunteers – English Heritage; MK parks; Green academy; National Trust; The Volunteer Makers.

Main or Locality Cultural Offers
Richland Library, United States – 11 libraries redesigned around people ‘where learning occurs instead of books
being stored’ and conceived as a social studio that helps people to learn, grow and rest.

Vodskov Culture and Sports Centre, Denmark – Conceived as an ‘All in One’ hall, its distinctive non-civic design
houses a fitness area, after-school centre, library, culture hall, and a café.

Hebburn Central – Brings together fitness, dance hall, community library, learning zone, council’s customer
service, digital spaces, and energy efficiency through heat recovery systems. The new build attracted new shops
and employers to the town.

Maida Hill Place, London – social enterprise specialising in incubating food based social/enterprises, reducing
overheads for individuals, growing networks and accessing expertise. Income supplemented from food-clubs,
product launches, event hire and filming.

Maggie’s Place, Nationwide and currently being trialled at Clatterbridge – conceived to give support to those
being treated for cancer, while feeling homely, non-medicalised, and supportive. Example of specialised offer to
take inspiration from people-centric design.

Neighbourhood Hubs
Bromley by Bow Centre, East London – Community Centre, co-located with GPs, and delivering services to
support health and wellbeing, employment, eating, cooking, gardening and community cohesion.

Coin Street Community Builders, Central London – Social Enterprise that grew from a residents’ action group,
and has transformed a derelict neighbourhood into; co-op homes, shops, galleries, bars, park, sports facilities,
(from which it generates income) social programmes of support including community leisure.

Culm Valley Integrated Centre for Health – A health centre in Devon which has brought together NHS care
together with other forms of healthcare treatments, using a social prescribing model to support the work.

Participatory City Foundation – A £6.4m 5 year pilot by Barking and Dagenham acting as a local hub to support
peer to peer connection, grow the network’s social projects (over 250), connect into local business, incubate new
business, provide open access workshop and kitchen space.
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Bristol Wellspring Healthy Living Centre – Charity founded by residents of Barton Hill in Bristol, it aims to help
local residents address inequalities of health, ownership and governance is local, and the centre uses Asset Based
Development and social prescribing to support health together with other partners including housing, immigration,
domestic violence, and children’s centres.

St Ann’s Community Orchard, Nottingham – Located on previously over-grown allotments, the orchard and
gardens are a hub of education and community services, with 3 FTEs who run Forest Schools, work with local
school and deliver other educational activities, as well as maintain the orchard and gardens

Detailed Case Studies
Case study 1: Collaboration and integration, Bromley by Bow Centre

Bromley by Bow Centre is an innovative community organisation in the east of London, with the aim of transforming
the local community. 6
It focuses on providing support to people who are difficult to reach through conventional channels, including young
people, long-term unemployed adults, families and older people. Many of the people that Bromley by Bow offers
support to have health conditions that may present a barrier to work, especially in the younger and older groups. 7
The Centre has grown to encompass a GP surgery, church, nursery,
children's centre, community facilities and a café. It is the site of the UK's
first Healthy Living Centre, and around 2,000 people use the Centre
each week. In addition to team members such as psychologists, nurses,
counsellors, and phlebotomists, the centre also houses artists,
stonemasons, gardeners, and stained-glass makers. Furthermore,
Bromley by Bow Centre has partnered with Macmillan Cancer Support
to create an innovative social-prescribing service.

The service supports people to improve their wellbeing. This is achieved
by helping them access local services, such as work and welfare advice, as well as to take part in activities,
8
including walking, art classes and gardening groups.

They achieve this by bringing together and co-locating a GP surgery, employment and housing advice, language
learning, a church, arts organisations, and buzzing café into on central hub. The centre is basically offering a one9
stop-shop in a deprived area. The centre is set around a courtyard garden and surrounded by a park which
provides a positive, inspiring and welcoming environment.
The centre also delivers a programme called, “Active Futures”, which specialises in supporting young people aged
14 - 35 years with learning difficulties and mental health needs to overcome barriers to employment and
10
wellbeing. The programme is delivered by Bromley by Bow and funded by Barclays, who also provide volunteers
11
and offer opportunities for work experience for participants, therefore reducing spend by utilising in kind
contributions from Barclay’s volunteers.
Additionally, Bromley by Bow provide the tools to create an enterprising community through Beyond Business
programme, delivered in partnership with Investec. To do this they nurture and launch new social enterprises by
6

http://www.bbbc.org.uk
WORK FOUNDATION, 2017. Social prescribing - A pathway to work?
http://www.bbbc.org.uk/news/373/new-macmillan-wellbeing-service
9
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/feb/06/in-praise-of-bromley-by-bow-centre
10
WORK FOUNDATION, 2017. Social prescribing - A pathway to work?
11
WORK FOUNDATION, 2017. Social prescribing - A pathway to work?
7
8
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providing practical support and advice. Successful applicants are awarded £20,000 of investment funding, so a
combination of investment funding and skills support helps to create sustainable social enterprises. This has
helped to generate a combined turnover in excess of £4m, created over 325 new jobs locally, fostered a dynamic
network of enterprises that support each other and given local entrepreneurs a unique opportunity to create a
12
social business with serious social and/or environmental outcomes.

The centre is designed to be easy for people to access support, by delivering the services locally, and by bringing
services together and delivering a friendly offering in high quality buildings. All of its users refer themselves to the
services on an entirely voluntary basis.

The long term aim of the centre is to encourage people to gradually build up their skills and confidence they need
to progress in life and build a positive furfure for their families, by learning new skills and finding employment.

Key outcome summary for Bromley by Bow Centre:
•

A thriving community hub: Community development organisation with asset based development focus. Grew
from humble beginnings as a church. Aims to support local community to help them thrive, in a borough that is
one of the most deprived in England with 60% in social housing and 49% of children in poverty, 28% residents
with no qualifications. Acts as a learning centre, day care centre, social welfare advice, park, creative arts
centre, integrated health and wellbeing programmes, including fitness classes, social prescribing, community
connections programme, digital inclusion, money, management, employment programmes, upskilling
programme to support job progression, social business incubator, debt advice, 400 member time-banking
based in the connection zone, an ‘intelligent waiting room’ that uses the space to engage with patients and
connect them to the wider offer, a volunteer staffed café that diverts surplus food for ingredients, gym, food
growing, shared space with Social Housing organisation, Unity Kitchen – social enterprise caterers, and the
Church.

•

Reach: The centre is a hub and it practices outreach into the community. It sees 2,000 clients each week, has
a GP partnership across 3 sites with 26,000 patients and a 7 day a week walk in centre and now delivers
services in 20 different venues in East London.

•

Income: BBBC is an independent charity with £4.5m turnover, 150 staff and now operates on 25 sites. Diverse
income stream from CCG, GP surgeries for social prescribing, Public Health for Fit4Life health and wellbeing
programme using their health trainers Local Authority, Barclays, Morgan Stanley’s Healthy Cities programme,
Genesis housing, Investec fund social enterprise incubation.

•

Outcomes: 5 step model to bring about change: Make connections, provide initial support, build skills and
confidence, prepare for work, moving on. Enabled by accessible support, integrated services and ‘longjourneys’ recognising that some people will need to undertake a longer journey to wellbeing. Improvements in
health and wellbeing have been reported through their qualitative research, formal impact evaluation on their
social prescribing programme is being planned. Social prescribing has grown to include 6 GP practices and
over 38,000 patients, increased sustainable employment, launch of new social enterprises – over 60 new
enterprises, 325 local jobs and £4m turnover, BBBC is a top 100 of Sunday Times Best (Not for Profit)
Companies to work for.

•

Range of partner types: Health, third sector – such as Macmillan, GPs, local government, private sector,
including influencing employers to pay living wage and support job progression, university and academic
training providers, housing providers, children and family centres, schools, faith organisations.

12

http://www.bbbc.org.uk/how-we-incubate-social-enterprises
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•

Beauty: A relaxed, welcoming and deliberately porous site set around a courtyard garden, play park, green
space, community plant and vegetable growing. Designed bottom up evolving over-time, design is an important
dimension to feeling owned by the community, hosting local artists early on had an important and vital impact
on design. The warmth of the space and connections made there encourage repeated use.

Testimonials – Bromley by Bow Centre - from research with clinical staff
‘Allows other issues affecting health to be addressed’…..‘Patients feel encouraged and supported that they can
have access to help with aspect of their health and life which cannot be dealt with in short appointment with
GP/nurse’… ..‘Gives patients something other than medication to help them’ ..…‘Social support when patient
needs do not fall within my area of skills’ …..…‘I feel confident that I can start the process of assisting patients to
find support but do not need to go into great detail - job will be completed by triage and SP team’ ……’An
alternative to medication and hospital’ ……‘It is a unique service which helps fill the gaps of care that we as a
service cannot offer’ ……‘Resolving social problems do improve medical outcomes’……‘Patients respond very
well. They see it as people caring - from GP to the SP team, and not just fobbing them off with a prescription or a
phone number for them to call’ ……‘It recognises that medical needs are complex and often have a social and
psychological overlay’… ‘Social prescribing links people with such a wide variety of local services to suit patients'
individual needs - things that we can't address as health professionals but are factors that profoundly inhibit
health and well-being’

Case study 2: Learning and exploration initiatives, Chester Storyhouse
Chester Storyhouse is an international cultural centre which has brought
together underutilised local facilities, public libraries, giant old cinemas and
regional theatres, by co-locating and integrating them together into a
community hub and arts venue.
The Storyhouse is a learning and exploration centre with its Theatre
Company, cinema and relocated public library reaching young audiences
who wouldn’t otherwise dream of going to the theatre, including a
dedicated children’s library complete with wet play, arts and crafts spaces
and a storytelling room.
Furthermore, the centre is working with local challenges to create job
opportunities for disadvantaged young people. A cinema programme to
include screenings for autistic audiences and people with dementia. 13
The Storyhouse recorded 10,000 visits over their first opening weekend and more than 2,000 books were loaned
from the library and 300 new library cards issued. 14
The feeling is that the shared space of the various cultural uses, has been designed that is convincingly diverse
and accessible. 15
With regard to accessibility and affordability, the Storyhouse theatre maintains a progressive ticket pricing policy, in
which earlier booking entitles a lower price for the seat you get - the first person to book gets the cheapest ticket
and the best seat. 16
The local authority, Cheshire West and Chester Council, attributed £33m of the £37m budget, it has costed to build
the centre along with Arts Council England with substantial funding from credit card expert MBNA, and this has
made the Storyhouse the largest public building ever in Chester. 17
13

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2017/may/07/chester-storyhouse-odeon-theatre-library-review
http://www.chesterchronicle.co.uk/news/chester-cheshire-news/chester-storyhouse-welcomes-10000-visitors-13043901
15
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2017/may/07/chester-storyhouse-odeon-theatre-library-review
16
https://www.thestage.co.uk/features/2017/inside-chesters-new-37m-storyhouse-theatre/
14
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Arts Council England states that their financial investment in Chester will help to support culture and tourism
organisations and develop a more joined-up approach to promote the area’s cultural offer. Furthermore, Arts
Council say that this is timely due to the growth in the region’s tourism industry over the last few years. 18
In addition to Chester, the region of Ellesmere Port was also a beneficiary of Arts Council funding. Action Transport
Theatre, a local theatre company had joined forces with Essar Oil UK to help them bring their programme to the
area. The programme will work with local primary and SEN schools to deliver workshops, theatre performances,
family activities and special projects tailored to each school. 19
Chester tourism has grown both in economic terms and also by virtue of the number of visitors to the city, a large
proportion of whom have visited from outside the Chester region. Growth has been due to a number of reasons
including the opening of Chester Storyhouse. 20

Key outcome summary for Chester Storyhouse:
•

Blended cultural offer: A sensitively modernised central cultural offer in Chester focussed on experiencing
entertainment, bringing together the library, a boutique cinema, theatre, arts centre, restaurant and bars.

•

Growth in visitor numbers: 10,000 visits in opening weekend, as well as 300 new library card issues, 2,000
book
loans

•

Revitalisation: Contributed to growth in visitor numbers to Chester and spend in Chester

•

Social outcomes: Responding to local challenges to create job opportunities for disadvantaged young people.
Programming to include screenings for autistic audiences and those with dementia

•

Range of partner and funding types: Range of different offers creates income opportunities. Initial build funded
primarily by Chester Council together with the Arts Council and MBNA.

•

Beauty: Created a stylish and modern offer without sacrificing building heritage

Case study 3: Learning and exploration initiatives, Beaney House of
Art and Knowledge
The Beaney House of Art and Knowledge is the central museum, library
and art gallery in the city of Canterbury, Kent. It is housed in a Grade 2
listed building. The Beaney provides state of-the-art exhibition galleries, a
new and extended library, educational facilities and a varied programme of
interactive events for all ages making it a learning and exploration hub. 21
Volunteers are a key part and support for Canterbury Museums and
Galleries, during 2015, there were over 43 individuals providing 453 days
of support. Volunteers are able to develop key skills, enhance their
employability and confidence and reduces spend through peer to peer support, whilst giving the peers the skills
they need.
Among a number of programmes run out of the Beaney, there is a programme which works with people affected by
dementia, social isolation and homelessness. There are themed sessions with object handling, gallery visits and
cups of tea, which provides a chance to get close to the museum collections and for people to socialise.

17

http://www.chesterchronicle.co.uk/news/chester-cheshire-news/chester-storyhouse-welcomes-10000-visitors-13043901
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/news/over-%C2%A332m-awarded-cultural-destinations-fund
19
http://www.dee1063.com/storyhouse-get-share-2million-arts-council-england-fund/
20
http://www.chesterchronicle.co.uk/news/chester-cheshire-news/chester-cheshire-celebrates-record-breaking-11952771
21
https://canterburymuseums.co.uk/participate/health-and-wellbeing/
18
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Moreover, Sensing Culture is a programme which runs textile and mixed-media artist-led workshops with blind and
partially sighted people creating work inspired by the buildings and collections at the cathedral and museum.
The Heritage Lottery Fund granted the Beaney House project £6.5m for redevelopment of building and services to
provide space, facilities, displays, an extension, disabled access, a glass lift and educational spaces. The extra
space would allow for the collections previously hidden from public view. 22
Plans for the library included an enlarged space for books and for a children's library and local studies centre, with
a space for teenagers. Local people including teachers were involved with planning and designing the library
space.
Canterbury City Council, Kent County Council, private sources and donations made up the project funding to
£11.5m, with the South East England Development Agency (SEEDA) contributing £975,000. 23

Case study 4: Learning and exploration initiatives and Revitalisation, Lx Factory‘s Ler Devagar
bookshop, Lisbon
Lx Factory was once a manufacturing complex in Lisbon including a
large abandoned warehouse, but since then it has been transformed
and now houses a creative bookstore and dynamic space for learning
and exploration. 24

The library stocks an impressive selection of poetry, fiction, art
photography and travel books, set on two floors along with a bar, café
and event space for theatre, dance and music. 25

Lx Factory is managed by Mainside, a real estate investment firm, which gave life to an abandoned space and now
houses over 150 companies and commercial businesses. Furthermore, in an attempt to increase income through
innovation, social entrepreneurs are offered office space at affordable rates. 26

It is a strong example of how abandoned and neglected spaces can be reused and capitalised by an
emerging creative industry sector, which also provides benefits for the economy as a whole, because they are
allowing entrepreneurs a chance to set up their businesses, pay affordable rent for space and create jobs.

Case study 5: Revitalisation, Baltic Village, Liverpool
Baltic Creative Community Interest Company transformed 45,000 square foot of disused warehouses in the Baltic
Triangle, into a range of innovative spaces for artists, designer-makers and the creative industries and is now an
established hub for hundreds of businesses in the creative and digital sector.
Furthermore, for the investment in the project, Baltic Creative CIC secured £310,000 of funding from Liverpool City
Region Impact Fund, which was part-financed by the Social Investment Business and the European Regional
Development Fund Programme 2007-13, in order to deliver the refurbishment.
The Managing Director of the project has said the space, “creative, collaborative and meets the ever-changing
needs of our sector”, and explains, “The way we manage is friendly, professional and collaborative; our leases and
licences allow tenants to multi-occupy, share space, share costs and share opportunities”. With the CIC model, it
means they can do one of three things with their profits: recycle them back into the property, back into the

22

https://web.archive.org/web/20110719133747/http://www.seeda.co.uk/news-and-publications/news/recent-news/1/archive/2008/480
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/kent/6298317.stm
24
http://www.lxfactory.com/EN/lxfactory/
25
https://suitcasemag.com/travel/explore/a-guide-to-lx-factory-lisbons-coolest-quarter
26
https://citiesintransition.eu/place/lxfactory
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businesses or back into the sector generally. The managing director states, “its not-for-profit but absolutely
commercial!”

The Managing Director goes on to explain, “Our CIC model ensures we are committed to supporting the sector
long-term here in Liverpool”. “We have a voluntary board of non-exec directors who provide strategic vision for the
business. The eight directors give their time free of charge and commit to see the business grow and support the
sector into the future.” 27 Therefore we can see this being an example of using latent assets to help to keep their
costs down. The range of grant funders and their ability to attract commissioning was made stronger by keeping
focus on their social aims of being not for profit and improving the creative sector in Liverpool.

Case study 6: Revitalisation, The Good Hotel, London

The Good Hotel is a floating hotel on London Docklands. The
difference between the Good Hotel and other chain hotels is that their
profits don’t go to the company’s owners or shareholders; they go back
into the business, which offers training and jobs to long-term
unemployed people in the local community. In addition, the hotel
reinvests every penny of its profits into training unemployed locals and
supporting partner NGOs. 28

Furthermore, the Good Hotel looks at training long term unemployed
people with hospitability training and offered three-month contracts at the end or are helped to find work
elsewhere. 29

The design of the shared areas in the hotel, has a community ethos, with an open plan “living room”, with a bar,
reception and library in one. There’s a lounging area with communal tables that encourage groups to sit, eat and
chat together. The idea is that local people or freelancers can just wander in, sit down, and set up their laptops and
work, encouraging integration of people to improve social outcomes.

Case study 7: Tourism initiatives, Eden Project Hotel, Cornwall
When it is completed, The Eden Project Hotel will be an eco-friendly, 109 bedroomed
hotel, in Cornwall. It is a good example of a social enterprise that is able to capitalise on
market opportunities whilst being sensitive to social and environmental outcomes. The
hotel will feature classrooms to support educational programmes, including
apprenticeship scheme and degree level courses.
The project has been given the go ahead to build the hotel and the sustainable design
will see an energy efficient and accessible building, creating a vibrant learning hub in the area. 30

27

http://www.kin2kin.co.uk/company-profile/baltic-creative-community-interest-company
https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2016/jun/27/floating-hotel-to-open-london-social-enterprise-project
29
https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2016/dec/17/the-good-hotel-royal-victoria-dock-london-hotel-review
30
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/united-kingdom/england/cornwall/articles/eden-project-gets-the-green-light-for-new-ecofriendly-hotel
28
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Case study 8: Franchises and raising investment, Mile End Park, London

A successful model to fund Parks and Countryside is by incomegenerating opportunities. Mile End Park, in East London generates
around 50 percent of its annual budget from income generating
opportunities sited within the park.

In the mid-1990s, the Mile End Partnership brought together the local
authority, the East London Business Alliance and the locally based
Environment Trust to raise around £25m to regenerate a derelict
wasteland into a park.

Funding sources included the Millennium Commission, English Partnerships and the single regeneration budget.
Mile End Park has since been revitalised into a well-known, mixed-use park; it includes an ecology park and arts
park pavilions, a karting track and an iconic bridge known as the Green Bridge which incorporates shop units within
its lower level. 31 The park generates income from the lease of these shop units, along with revenue from the kart
track, café franchises and the hire of the pavilions for weddings, conferences and exhibitions.

Key Point Summary for Mile End Park:
•

Capital: Initial fundraise of £25m to regenerate the park supported by local authority, East London Business
Alliance, Environment Trust, Millennium commission, English Partnerships

•

Annual income: 50% generated from the park, primarily from lease of retail units, kart track, cafes, and space
hire for events including weddings.

31

ENVIRONMENT, C. F. A. A. T. B. 2006. Paying for parks - Eight models for funding urban green spaces
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Appendix M

Enlarged Figures
Figure 1: Delivery Model Options
Figure 2: Case studies or locations that already have blended offerings
Figure 3: Outline network of hubs
Figure 4: Hub model
Figure 5: Variation Summary model
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Fig. 1: Delivery Model
Options
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Fig. 2: Case studies or
locations that already
have blended offerings
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Fig. 3: Outline network
of hubs
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Fig. 4: Hub model
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Variation Summary
Reimagined Area

2015-16
Outturn
Variance

Comments

2016-17
Outturn
Variance

Comments

NB.
the budget target changes each year therefore a reducing variation between year does not necessarily mean a worsening performance as it may be that the budget target has been altered.

Fig. 5: Variation Summary table
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2017-18
Outturn
Forecast

Comment

Appendix N

Terms of transfer and holding of Assets
Premises that are considered heritage or core community assets by the Council will be leased to the new
organisation for an acceptable term to allow for grant funding, of for example 25 years at a peppercorn rent. The
lease terms will be grant-funder acceptable, including no forfeiture of the lease on insolvency. The Council will
retain control of these premises by including limited assignment rights to allow the new organisation only to assign
to certain acceptable parties, for example registered charities only. If needed, the leases can also include the right
of the Council on any assignment of the lease to repay to the grant provider any outstanding grant funds and take
the lease back.
Premises that are not heritage or core community assets will be provided to the new organisation on a long lease
basis. This will allow the new organisation to raise commercial finance as well as grant funding to maintain and
improve the premises and pursue its objectives. Any lease will need to be on acceptable terms for a lender. The
Council will be granted a right to share in any profit realised as a result of any sale subject to planning permission
for a change of use or development.
As certain of the premises may need to be transferred back to the Council for it to pursue certain development
projects, the leases of some of these premises will include rights for the Council to terminate the leases.
We understand certain of these premises have already been identified as needed in the next 18 months, and so
will be leased to the new organisation on a short term basis with break rights included. The new organisation might
decide not to accept these premises as they will be for short term use only.
The development plans for certain other premises are still at an early stage. It is not certain if these premises will
definitely be needed back by the Council. To protect the Council’s position, these premises will be leased to the
new organisation on a long lease basis but include termination rights in favour of the Council. As these premises
will be needed by the new organisation to provide the services, the leases will include an obligation on the Council
if it exercises its right to terminate to provide alternative premises or to pay compensation for any works carried out
by the new organisation to the premises during the lease term. To provide certainty for the new organisation so it
can use these premises to raise commercial finance if the Council decides not to develop them, the Council’s right
to terminate will be limited to the first 5 or 10 years of the term of the lease.

Possible Key Commercial Terms for transfer of services and on-going relationship
1.

Transfer of Assets

1.1

The assets (as defined and set out in a schedule, to include physical assets such as computers and other
equipment, intellectual property), transfer to Newco.

1.2

Where some additional step or formality is needed before the assets can be transferred (for example,
obtaining consent of a funder to transfer of a funding agreement) such assets will be transferred as and
when the necessary additional steps or formality have been completed.

2.

Transfer of Liabilities

2.1

Newco shall indemnify the Council in respect of all liabilities relating to the services post transfer.

2.2

The Council shall retain liabilities relating to the services pre-transfer.

2.3

A process setting out how post-transfer reconciliation will be dealt with.

3.

Funding
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3.1

The subsidy shall be provided as a grant, under a deed of grant, for use for restricted purposes and
outcomes drafted by reference to Wirral’s 2020 vision and its 20 pledges together with key aims and
objectives of each service.

3.2

Amount of subsidy to decline by at least [5]% per year to reach a base line of £[9]m.

3.3

Use and amount of subsidy to be decided on a 3 yearly basis following preparation of a business plan by
Newco and subsequent discussion and consultation with the Council.

3.4

Payment of the grant to be made [six monthly/annually] in advance (to reduce need for any additional
investment for working capital purposes.

4.

Due diligence and Warranties from the Council to the Newco

4.1

Newco’s directors must be satisfied, to a reasonable extent, that the Council does in fact own the assets and
that the disclosed liabilities do not exceed the assets and that it is, therefore, in the best interests of Newco
to enter into the transfer. To determine this Newco could carry out a comprehensive due diligence exercise
of the contracts, liabilities, property, staff and other assets. The Council could then provide certain warranties
against the responses/information it has disclosed which are of significant concern to Newco and/or where
the due diligence responses have raised concerns or insufficient information has been provided. However,
given the timescale and the desire to keep costs and administration to a minimum, it is suggested that a
limited due diligence exercise is undertaken with the Council agreeing to take responsibility for any unknown
costs that arise post transfer which would with a more comprehensive due diligence exercise have been
identified.

4.2

The Council will make a series of warranties to the Newco including:

4.2.1 that the Council has responded diligently and in good faith to a limited due diligence exercise;
4.2.2 that the information disclosed is accurate and complete;
4.2.3 that other than as disclosed as part of the limited due diligence exercise,
(a)

that there are no significant liabilities in relation to the services (for example, onerous contracts, compliance
with data protection legislation, actual or threatened litigation, breaches of health and safety or safeguarding
legislation) other than as disclosed;

(b)

that the assets transferring comprise all the assets necessary to carry out the services.

4.3

In relation to premises, it is not envisaged that a detailed conditions survey or investigation of title will be
undertaken for each property. Consequently, the Council will give a variety of property related warranties, for
example that the properties may be used for NewCo’s intended use and are in a condition in compliance with
statutory requirements. The Council will bear the risk for any unanticipated significant property costs NewCo
incurs in these areas.

5.

Contracts

5.1

The Council will assign all third party contracts relating to the services (to be listed in a schedule) capable of
assignment without the consent of third parties to Newco and where such contracts cannot by assigned
without third party consent, the Council will seek to procure such consent, but where this is not possible
these contracts will be excluded from the transfer.
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5.2

Note that there are a few council services that are provided across the Council (e.g. fleet services). A
separate agreement will need to be made in respect of these services to allow continuation without
disruption. This may mean working with a third party supplier.

5.3

The Council will remain responsible for liabilities arising before the transfer date and Newco will take
responsibility for liabilities arising post-transfer.

5.4

This clause will also set out a payment and reconciliation mechanism dealing with payments made or owed
under the contracts.

6.

Employees

6.1

TUPE will apply with the effect that on the transfer date the contracts of employment between the Council
and the transferring employees will not terminate but will continue to have effect as if originally made
between the employees and Newco. A schedule will set out details of the transferring employees.

6.2

Risks relating to the transferring employees will be shared between the parties, with each party providing
indemnities to the other to cover losses incurred by the other party, likely to include:

6.2.1 The Council will take responsibility for pre-transfer liabilities, emoluments and outgoings, Newco taking
responsibility for post-transfer liabilities, emoluments and outgoings with indemnities provided by each party
to the other in respect of any losses incurred;
6.2.2 The Council will take responsibility for any failure to carry out its duties under TUPE and/or not disclosing
accurate or full information (for example, which results in claims by employees or trade unions).
6.3

The Council will provide an indemnity for post-transfer redundancy liabilities to the extent that they relate to
service prior to the transfer date.

7.

Pension arrangements

7.1

An obligation for both parties to carry out any formalities are required to ensure that the existing pension
arrangements of the transferring employees (LGPS) are continued.

7.2

The parties to enter into an admission agreement with effect from the transfer date with Newco admitted as a
community admission body.

7.3

The admission agreement will be closed. Only active members will join the LGPS automatically on transfer
with eligible staff retaining a right to opt in. A provision for a 6% increase in employer contributions has been
assumed within the financial modelling.

7.4

A provision on how fluctuations in the employer contribution rate are dealt with, for example by having an
agreed cap and collar on the rate.

7.5

The risk of pension strain cost and the risk relating to ill-health retirement costs is retained by the Council

7.6

The Council will ensure eligible employees’ past service benefits accrued prior to the transfer date are fully
funded.

7.7

To avoid Newco having to put in place an indemnity or costly private sector provided bond in respect of the
employees’ contributions the Council will provide a guarantee.
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7.8

On termination of the admission agreement or Newco no longer having any eligible employees the Council
indemnifies Newco for any costs or liabilities or procures that all LGPS assets and liabilities relating to the
employees are transferred back to the Council.

8.

Premises and Premises warranties

8.1

The Council shall provide a number of warranties for the premises including that the premises are in
compliance with all statutory requirements, it is permitted to grant any lease and that the Premises can be
used for the purposes intended under the lease.

8.2

The premises will be divided into categories for the type of disposal depending on whether the premises will
need to allow the NewCo to raise commercial finance or only grant funding to maintain and improve the
premises.

8.3

Premises that are considered heritage or core community assets by the Council will be leased to NewCo for
an acceptable term to allow for grant funding, of for example 25 years at a peppercorn rent. The lease terms
will be grant-funder acceptable, including no forfeiture of the lease on insolvency. The Council will retain
control of these premises by including limited assignment rights to allow NewCo only to assign to certain
acceptable parties, for example registered charities only. If needed, the leases can also include the right of
the Council on any assignment of the lease to repay to the grant provider any outstanding grant funds and
take the lease back.

8.4

Premises that are not heritage or core community assets will be provided to NewCo on a freehold or long
lease basis. This will allow NewCo to raise commercial finance as well as grant funding to maintain and
improve the premises and pursue its objectives. Any lease will need to be on acceptable terms for a lender.
The Council will be granted a right to share in any profit realised as a result of any sale subject to planning
permission for a change of use or development.

8.5

As certain of the premises may need to be transferred back to the Council for it to pursue certain
development projects, the leases of these premises will include rights for the Council to terminate the leases.
We understand certain of these Premises have already been identified as needed in the next 18 months, and
so will be leased to NewCo on a short term basis with break rights included. NewCo might decide not to
accept these premises as they will be for short term use only.

8.6

The development plans for certain other premises are still at an early stage. It is not certain if these premises
will definitely be needed back by the Council. To protect the Council’s position, these premises will be leased
to NewCo on a long lease basis but include termination rights in favour of the Council. As these premises will
be needed by NewCo to provide the services, the leases will include an obligation on the Council if it
exercises its right to terminate to provide alternative premises or to pay compensation for any works carried
out by NewCo to the premises during the lease term. To provide certainty for NewCo so it can use these
premises to raise commercial finance if the Council decides not to develop them, the Council’s right to
terminate will be limited to the first [5/10] years of the term of the lease.

9.

Non-compete and disrepute

9.1

The Council shall warrant that for 48 months it shall not carry out any business of a similar nature other than
in relation to the exercise of its statutory duties.

9.2

Each party agrees not to do anything to harm the reputation of the other.
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Appendix O

Commentary on Golf Provision Review
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Appendix P

Effect on the Council’s Finances of Move to an ADM
The following analysis is based on the illustrative figures for the ADM in section 8 of the report. It should
be noted that;
•

These are illustrative figures based on minimum enhancements achievable

•

Some areas of enhancement have not been illustrated, so represent further upsides

•

The benefits of additional external capital raised and invested are not included

The costs to the Council of the enhanced in house model are as estimated in sections 8.4 and 8.5 of £18.65m in
2017/18, including depreciation as a proxy for ongoing capital maintenance, falling to £17.9m steady state from
2019/20 onwards.
The following table, with its footnotes, illustrates how, with higher and lower basic enhancements the real cost to
the Council falls with the ADM model.
This shows a reduction in Council subsidy of a minimum of between £3.2m and £7.1m before the unillustrated
enhancements, and the benefits of the capital fundraising.
The LLPC portfolio currently receives support services from the Council, and carries Management charges as a
result. If moved into an ADM, it is assumed it will, over a three year period, develop its own management and back
office systems that will supersede those provided by the Council. It is also assumed that the Council, given that
staged reduction of services, will be able to save its underlying costs by reducing its capacity in line with the
reducing management charges. Provided it does so, then both costs and income fall from the present level of
£1.2m to £900k in year one, then to £500k in year 2, and £300k in year three, before being eliminated in year four
and beyond. This leaves a net nil cost to the Council in each year. If, on the other hand, costs cannot be saved as
quickly as the management charges are reduced, then there may be a net cost to the Council, but that will in each
year be less than the reduction in the management charges.
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WIRRAL LIBRARIES, LEISURE, CULTURE AND
PARKS & COUNTRYSIDE
Council View
Council View

Enhancements Low
Revised
Budget
2017/18

Enhancements High

£'000

2016/17
Budget

2017/18
Budget

BWB Budget
Amendments

Income
Capital Receipts from sale
of Property

0

0

0

0

Rates

0

0

0

0

0

0

14,354

12,657

3,475

3,693

0

0

0

0

Capital Expenditure Grant

0

0

Management Recharges

0

Ongoing Pension Costs
Pension Fund Enhanced
Contributions

Expenditure
Funding of Libraries,
Leisure, Culture and
Parks & Countryside
Depreciation
ADM Enhancements
(Illustrated)
ADM Enhancements (Not
illustrated)

2019/20

2020/21

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

0
2,295

14,952

14,298

14,298

14,298

14,298

14,298

14,298

3,693

3,693

3,693

3,693

3,693

3,693

3,693

0

0

(3,394)

(3,394)

(3,394)

(5,872)

(5,872)

(5,872)

0

0

NI

NI

NI

NI

NI

NI

(504)

(604)

(1,104)

(504)

(604)

(1,104)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,504

1,504

1,504

1,504

1,504

1,504

0

0

(800)

(800)

(800)

(800)

(800)

(800)

17,829

16,350

2,295

18,645

14,797

14,697

14,197

12,319

12,219

11,719

(17,829)

(16,350)

(2,295)

(18,645)

(14,797)

(14,697)

(14,197)

(12,319)

(12,219)

(11,719)

Structural Changes

Net Cost

2018/19

0

Assumptions and Notes
•

Funding The council funding of the future services is based on the net expenditure of the new organisation
excluding depreciation

•

Capital Expenditure The capital expenditure requirement is included in a separate appraisal. The initial
basis for capital expenditure is based on the asset condition surveys for fabric of the buildings and
approximates to £3M per annum. A review of the asset condition surveys is to be carried out to ensure that
it is a reasonable basis for these estimates.

•

Rates Currently the rates are a recharge from each cost centre to the council income. This results in a nil
overall effect within the council. In transferring to a charity the new organisation will be eligible for
mandatory rates relief of a minimum of 80% rates relief. This cost is funded by the council but will be
payable to the council.
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Appendix Q

Further details for Section 7
7.3.4
With the current model, revenue is limited by the amount of facilities available on midweek evenings as this is when
most full fee paying members want to attend. Off peak hours are 7am to 5pm and full use at weekends, rather than
a more typical 9am - 4pm on weekdays and from 3pm onwards at weekends. We understand that at West Kirby
and Europa demand consistently outstrips supply on weekday evenings which inhibits scope for increased
membership.
Leisure Centre Summary Table
Leisure Centre

Members

Customers
per year

Revenue (£)

Subsidy (£)

Guinea Gap
Leasowe
Oval
West Kirby
Concourse
Woodchurch
West Kirby
Marine Lake
Tennis Centre,
Bidston
Europa Pools
Beechwood

Having switched from a more complex pricing structure, the Invigor8 membership fees now have a simple structure
as shown below:
£18.50

Standard Use of leisure centres and golf (increased from £15 in April 2017)

£29

Invigor8 Full Use including use of leisure centres on weekday evenings

£34

Full Use with some additional benefits relating primarily to tennis and sailing
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Competitor Analysis
The direct competition within Wirral is the Gladstone Theatre, which has a much smaller capacity but is priced
similarly
In Liverpool, the Everyman Theatre is a similar offering

7.4.4
The following table is derived from available information to give an understanding of the usage of the theatre.
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THEATRE UTILISATION - PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULE

Shows
Per
Month

Shows
Per
Annum

Avg
audience

Tickets
Sold

Total
Reve
nue

Average Revenue

Theatre shows
Amateur
performances

Pantomime

Corporate

Hires
Essential
maintenance
Theatre usage
Number of
performances
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Appendix R

Further details for Section 8
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Appendix S

Enhancement Assumptions
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Appendix T

VAT – Charity v Local Authority
The VAT Act 1994 explains that certain non-profit making bodies, including charities, can provide sporting services
exempt from VAT. (Group 10, Schedule 8, VAT Act 1994). However the same UK law makes plain that local
authorities are not regarded as non-profit making bodies for the purposes of this legislation.
The UK law is based upon the UK’s interpretation of the European Principal VAT Directive that governs the
operation of VAT throughout the European Union. The European law explains that one of the conditions of the
VAT exemption which can be operated at the discretion of the country concerned is that it must not be likely to
cause distortion of competition to the disadvantage of commercial enterprises who are otherwise obliged to charge
VAT. (Article 133d). It is understood that HM Revenue & Customs took the view that local authorities would
usually be in competition with commercial organisations, and so excluded them from the VAT exemption in the UK
legislation.
The London Borough of Ealing recently challenged HMRC on whether the UK law correctly followed the European
law. The case was initially heard at Tribunal and then referred to the Court of Justice of the European Union, the
highest authority and the arbiter of European law.
The European Court concluded that the UK had not interpreted the European law correctly. It concluded that the
UK cannot operate the no distortion of competition condition for local authorities without also operating the same
condition for other not for profit bodies such as charities. At the moment there is no such condition for charities. It
also concluded that the UK cannot assume that there will be a blanket case of distortion of competition. Whether
there is likely to be distortion of competition or not needs to be considered on a case by case basis.
HM Revenue & Customs have not commented on this decision. As it comes from the European Court it currently
determines principles that UK law must follow and therefore the UK should amend the UK law to be in step with the
judgement or it could fall foul of the European Commission. The silence from HMRC thus far may be because:
• HM Revenue & Customs lost the case and so do not want to publicise that (this is a commonly reported
response)
• HM Revenue & Customs are planning a change to the UK law following the judgement, which may be
announced in the forthcoming budget and enacted next year
• HM Revenue & Customs disagree with the decision and intend to ignore it while the EU is occupied with Brexit.
• HM Revenue & Customs are waiting for the outcome of Brexit, which could result in the UK taking control of its
VAT law and being able to ignore the European Court
Changes to the UK law, if and when made to align better with EU law, should allow the VAT exemption to include
local authorities. The changes could allow for a no distortion of competition condition which would apply to
charities as well as local authorities, or might not include such a condition at all given the operation of that condition
is optional. What is not optional is applying the no distortion of competition condition to local authorities and not to
charities.
But we can only speculate at this stage on why HM Revenue & Customs are remaining silent and what any
changes to the UK law might be.
As it stands, the VAT exemption applies to the ADM (charity) route, but does not apply to services retained within
the Council. The latter could seek to apply the exemption, but only on the basis of the ECJ judgement. This may
require consideration of distortion of competition. Since there are a range of private sector providers who would be
likely to be affected, or could argue that, we do not view the exemption as easily achievable in the short to medium
term by the Council. It may have to wait until the law is changed, if it is, and then to reassess the position. Hence
in the short to medium term we have concluded that a difference in VAT treatment does indeed apply. Given that
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the UK law still stands and we can only speculate on what will happen going forwards then we need to work on the
basis that HM Revenue & Customs will still regard the provision of sports services by a local authority as subject to
VAT and the provision of the same services by a charity as exempt from VAT, which is what the law currently says.
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Appendix U

Bibliography
Needs Analysis for Wirral
Bibliography: External Research
To note: All Wirral specific data has been listed in our Phase 1 and 2 Data Pack Spreadsheet
No.

Author

Title

Year

Arts, Culture, Creative Sector
1.

Peter
Boyden
Consultants

Culture, Creativity and Regeneration in Bristol Three Stories

June 2013

2.

New
Local
Government
Network
(NLGN)
(Dr Adrian Harvey)

Funding Arts & Culture in a Time of Austerity

April 2016

3.

NLGN
(Dr
Mansfield)

On With The Show

July 2014

Claire

4.

Local Government
Association

People, Culture, Place – The Role of Culture in
Placemaking

February
2017

5.

NEF

The Art of Commissioning

April 2016

6.

University
Brighton,
University
Sussex,

The Brighton Fuse Final Report

2014

of
of

7.

Department
for
Culture Media &
Sport

The Culture White Paper

March 2016

8.

Peter Boyden
Consultants

Culture, Creativity and Regeneration in Bristol.
Three Stories

June 2013

9.

Department for
Culture Media &
Sport (DCMS)

The Culture White Paper. #OurCulture

‘2016

10.

DCMS

Taking Part 2015/16 Quarter 4 Statistical
Release

July 2016

Community Development and Community Health
1.

Elsevier

Authenticity and Place Attachment of Major
Visitor Attractions

2015

2.

Glasgow Centre
for Population

Briefing Paper

November
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No.

Author

Title

Health

Year
2013

3.

Arts Council
England

Combined Placeshaping

17 July 2017

4.

Building Research
Establishment
(BRE)

Briefing Paper. The Cost of Poor Housing to the
NHS

2011

5.

Greater
Manchester Public
Health Network

Developing Asset Based Approaches to Primary
Care

2016

6.

Participle

EmployAbility Final Report

October 2015

7.

The University of
Chicago, and
Place Lab

Ethical Redevelopment. Arts + Culture Build
Cities

June 2017

8.

Eastham CP

Final Management Plan

February
2015

9.

Lynne C. Manzo
and Douglas D.
Perkins, Journal of
Planning
Literature, Vol. 20,
No. 4

Finding Common Ground: The Importance of
Place Attachment to Community Participation
and Planning

May 2006

10.

The Kings Fund,
David Buck

Gardens and Health

May 2016

11.

MEEBBB

GP Survey Results

May 2016

12.

The Health
Foundation

Head, hands and heart: asset-based approaches
in health care

April 2015

13.

Richard Crisp

Inclusive Growth

July 2016

14.

Map Data

Incredible Edible Todmorden sites

2017

15.

Greater
Manchester Public
Service Reform
Team

Harnessing the power of Justice Devolution to
Transform Services. Workshop: Lessons from
Place Based Working

undated

16.

Estate Gazette

LG Social Impact Article

August 2017

17.

Liveable Cities
Team, Lancaster
University

Little Book of Sharing

2016

18.

Bromley by Bow

Macmillan Social Prescribing Service

2016
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No.

Author

Title

Year

Centre, Macmillan
19.

Felicity Aldgate

New Economy Seminar

November
2016

20.

Sidney De Haan,
Research Centre
for Arts and Health,
Stephen Clift

Out & About: Promoting Wellbeing for Older
People. An evaluation 2012-2013

2012 – 2013

21.

National Trust

Pathway to Volunteering and Community
Involvement in a Parks Trust

undated

22.

Norsidah Ujang,
Procedia Social
and Behavioural
Sciences 49, 2012

Place Attachment and Continuity of Urban Place
Design

2009

23.

Norsidah Ujang,
Khalilah Zakariya,
Procedia Social
and Behavioural
Sciences 168,
2015

Place Attachment and the Value of Place in the
Life of Users

February
2014

24.

Chris Ham, Hugh
Alderwick,The
Kings Fund

Place Based Systems of Care. A way forward for
the NHS in England.

November
2015

25.

Project for Public
Spaces Inc., UN
Habitat

Placemaking and the Future of Cities

Undated

26.

Project for Public
Spaces (PPS)

Placemaking: What if we built our cities around
places?

October 2016

27.

MIT
(Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology)

Places in the Making. How placemaking builds
places and communities

2013

28.

Ed Wallis, Fabian
Society

Places to Be. Green spaces for active citizenship

March 2015

29.

Sidney De Haan,
Research Centre
for Arts and Health

Pollen. People, Life, Landscape and Nature. An
Evaluation 2012-2013

2012 – 2013

30.

Hugh Alderwick et
al, Kings Fund

Population Health Systems

31.

Chris Findley,
Greater
Manchester Spatial
Framework

GMCA New Economy Breakfast Briefing

February
2015
December
2016
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No.

Author

Title

Year

32.

Musholm &
Muscular
Dystrophy
Foundation

Press Release: The world’s most accessible
holiday, sports and conference centre has
opened in Denmark

undated

33.

Social Life, Kaizen
Partnership

People Shaping Places: Priory Court. A report
commissioned by Waltham Forest Council.

May 2016

34.

University of
Westminster

Review of Evidence Assessing Impact of Social
Prescribing

June 2017

35.

Adrian Harvey and
Caroline Julian,
Respublica

A Community Right to Beauty: Giving
communities the power to shape, enhance and
create beautiful places, developments and
spaces.

July 2015

36.

Jacob Botham,
Greater
Manchester Public
Reform Team,
GMCA

Behavioural Insights in Greater Manchester

November
2016

37.

Michael Marmot,
Professor of
Epidemiology and
Public Health

Social Determinants of Health Inequalities

38.

Mile End East and
Bromley by Bow
Health CIC
(MEEBBB)

Social Prescribing Focus Group Report

May 2016

39.

MEEBBB

Social Prescribing Focus Group Report

April 2016

40.

MEEBBB

Social Prescribing List of Referred Services

April 2015 –
March 2016

41.

University of
Westminster

Social Prescribing Network Conference Report

20 January
2016

42.

MEEBBB

Social Prescribing People Stories

April 2015 –
March 2016

43.

MEEBBB

Social Prescribing Report Summary

July 2016

44.

Public Health
England

Spatial Planning for Health and Evidence
Resource

June 2014

45.

Bromley By Bow
Centre

Stop Building Health Centres

undated

46.

Mandeep Hothi &
Saffron Woodcraft

The End of Regeneration. Improving what
matters on small housing estates

2010

with Corinne
Cordes & Dick
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No.

Author

Title

Year

Muskett
The Young
Foundation
47.

Mary Portas

The Portas Review. An independent review into
the future of our high streets.

December
2011

48.

Cabe Space

The Value of Public Space. How high quality
parks and public spaces create economic, social
and environmental value.

undated

49.

Sport England

Towards an Active Nation

2016

50.

Bromley By Bow
Centre

Translation not Replication

undated

51.

Bromley By Bow
Centre

Unleashing Healthy Communities

undated

52.

Dance Sport

Wellbeing Briefing

June 2017

53.

NHS Bristol

Who Feeds Bristol? Towards a resilient food plan

March 2011

Council Innovation
1.

Nesta

Connected Councils. A digital vision of local
government in 2025.

March 2016

2.

Public Policy
Institute for Wales

Driving Public Service Transformation and
Innovation through the Invest to Save Fund

May 2016

3.

Calouste
Gulbenkian
Foudation, and
Shared Assets

Scaling Land-Based Innovation : Group Decision
Making Toolkit

2014

Leisure Centres
1.

Natural Scotland

Resource Efficiency in Leisure Centres and
Sports Facilities Guidance Document

undated

2.

Carbon Trust

Sports and Leisure: Introducing energy saving
opportunities for business

June 2006

3.

Louise Mansfield,
Nana Anokye, Julia
Fox-Rushby, Tess
Kay

The Health and Sport Engagement (HASE)
Intervention and Evaluation Project

2015

Libraries, Archives and Museums
1.

The National
Archives

Archives Unlocked: Delivering the Vision

2017
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No.

Author

Title

Year

2.

Arts Council
England

Combined Older People Report

July 2017

3.

Shared Intelligence
for Arts Council
England

Re-writing the story. The contribution of public
libraries to place-shaping

July 2017

4.

The Audience
Agency for Arts
Council England

Evidencing Libraries Audience Reach. Research
findings and analysis

June 2017

5.

DC Research for
Arts Council
England

Executive Summary Taking Charge Evaluating
the Evidence: The impact of charging, or not, for
admissions on museums

6.

The National
Archives

Income Generation Guide

February
2016

7.

Renaisi for Arts
Council England

Libraries as Community Hubs: Case Studies and
Learning

July 2017

8.

Richard Library

Library as Studio: Concept

undated

9.

The National
Archives

Archives Unlocked. Releasing the potential

2017

August 2016

Parks and Countryside
1.

The National
Allotment Society

Allotment waiting lists in England 2013

July 2013

2.

Robin Smale

Briefing: The Value of Sheffield’s Parks

July 2016

3.

Calouste
Gulbenkian
Foundation, and
Shared Assets

Scaling Land-based Innovation: Case Study

2014

4.

Shared Assets

Creating Common Good Land Use

December
2016

5.

Erica Gies, The
Trust for Public
Land

The Benefits of Parks

2006

6.

National Trust, and
Social Finance

Future Parks: Introduction to the Parks Trust
Model

undated

7.

Shared Assets

Land Based Social Enterprise: What is standing
in the way of new models of common good land
use?

September
2015

8.

Nesta, Heritage
Lottery Fund
(HLF), The

Learning to Rethink Parks

2016
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No.

Author

Title

Year

National Lottery
9.

Shared Assets

Making Land Work: Case Studies in
Collaboration

2012

10.

Shared Assets

Making Public Land Work: How social enterprises
can help local authorities make the most out of
their land.

July 2016

11.

CABE Space

Paying for Parks. Eight models for funding urban
green spaces.

2006

12.

National Trust,
Social Finance,
Britain Thinks

Future Parks - Recommendations for building
public support: based on public opinions research
by Britain Thinks Public Opinions Research

undated

13.

The Trust for
Public Land

Public Spaces/Private Money. The Triumphs and
Pitfalls of Urban Park Conservancies

February
2015

14.

Heritage Lottery
Fund

State of UK Public Parks

2016

15.

Shared Assets,
Rebecca Seglow
Hudson

Supporting Land-Based Social Enterprises

undated

16.

Gov UK

Survey – shows more people are heading for the
outdoors in England

January 2015

17.

The Trust for
Public Land

The Benefits of Parks

2005

18.

Vivid Economics

The Economics of Urban Parks

September
2016

19.

Future Parks –
National Trust,
Shared Assets,
Social Finance

Understanding the Skills you need

undated

20.

Source Magazine

Who Saved the Mersey? The clean-up of the
River Mersey is one of Britain’s environmental
triumphs. How did it happen?

undated

Tourism
1.

The Guardian

Eden Project Unveils Plans to Build on Site Hotel

2017

2.

Visit Scotland

Sustainable Tourism Strategy

2010 - 2015

3.

Visit England

Domestic Leisure Tourism Trends for the Next
Decade

December
2013
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Appendix V

Redacted Full Report Data
8.3.2

Wirral High Level Budget Review
A high-level analysis was carried out by the Finance Department which is shown here with comments and
observations. A larger version of this table is shown at Appendix M.

Variation Summary
Reimagined Area

2015-16
Outturn
Variance

Comments

2016-17
Outturn
Variance

Comments

2017-18
Outturn
Forecast

Comment

NB.
the budget target changes each year therefore a reducing variation between year does not necessarily mean a worsening performance as it may be that the budget target has been altered.

8.3.5

Income
The income for 2015/16, 2016/17 and the budget for 2017/18 is shown in the table:

Sum of
Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 2015Sum of Budget Actual 2016Sum of Budget
Variance
Variance
Income Libraries
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
16
17
Sales
(6,600)
(12,533)
5,933
(9,600)
(14,392)
4,792
(9,600)
Grants
0
(92,909)
92,909
0
(161)
161
0
Room Hire
0
(9,282)
9,282
0
(11,700)
11,700
0
Courses
0
(636)
636
0
(78)
78
0
Book Fines
(95,300)
(38,619)
(56,681)
(121,500)
(41,989)
(79,511)
(125,500)
Rents
0
(3,000)
3,000
0
(8,306)
8,306
(7,000)
Internet Charges
(15,300)
(35,486)
20,186
(28,700)
(42,313)
13,613
(28,700)
Photocopying Charges
(12,300)
(16,383)
4,083
(15,400)
(21,307)
5,907
(15,400)
Accounting - Contribution from Reserve Fund
0
(258,099)
258,099
0
(251,082)
251,082
(160,000)
Other
0
(37,748)
37,748
0
(34,889)
34,889
0
0
(129,500)
(504,695)
375,195
(175,200)
(426,216)
251,016
(346,200)

8.3.6

Parks and Countryside Income

Income Parks

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20152015-16
16

Variance

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20162016-17
17

Variance

Sum of Budget
2017-18
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8.3.7

Leisure Income

Income Leisure

8.3.8

Variance

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20162016-17
17

Variance

Sum of Budget
2017-

Floral Pavilion Income

Income Floral

8.3.9

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20152015-16
16

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20152015-16
16

Variance

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20162016-17
17

Variance

Sum of Budget
2017-18

Variance

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20162016-17
17

Variance

Sum of Budget
2017-18

Williamson Income

Income Williamson

Sum of
Sum of Budget Actual 20152015-16
16
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